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Summary 

In this work the bottom-up self-assembly of compartmentalized particles on multiple hier-
archical levels was investigated. The basic building blocks of the lowest level, ABC 
triblock terpolymers, were directed into nano-scale corona-compartmentalized (patchy) 
particles via selection of kinetic self-assembly paths using the simplest directing agent, 
solvent selectivity. An extremely efficient and versatile step-wise self-assembly process 
was developed offering unique control to nano-engineer the addressable surfaces patches. 
Thereby, carefully chosen solvent sequences were of outmost importance. Depending on 
the volume ratio of the core forming blocks, VA/VB, two species differing in the geomet-
rical distribution of the patches were identified: for VA/VB > 1, a Janus-like distribution, 
with patches A and C emanating from opposing sides of the B core and for VA/VB < 1 an 
ABA distribution, with two A patches on opposing sides of the B core, which is protected 
by an equatorial C corona. The responsive particles were then used as colloidal building 
blocks (CBBs) that, upon addition of non-solvent for the A patches, underwent next level 
hierarchical self-assembly. Thereby, AB CBBs self-assemble into homogeneous spherical 
multicompartment micelles (MCMs) with precise control over aggregation number via the 
volume ratio, VA/VB. In contrast, ABA CBBs grow into extended, worm-like linear colloi-
dal polymers of up to several micrometres in length via a step-growth polymerization pro-
cess. The cluster size (AB)x and the worm-length (ABA)x are both conveniently controlled 
by the solvent quality for the corona block (expansion/contraction). This dynamic tuning of 
the corona volume is a unique key feature of the bottom-up approach to soft patchy parti-
cles from triblock terpolymers and plays a decisive role in the co-assembly of multiple 
CBBs. 

In a consecutive work, the AB and ABA CBBs were mixed in specific ratios prior to non-
solvent addition for the A patches. With both CBBs present, aggregation via mutual A 
patches into mixed colloidal co-assemblies was accomplished. Colloidal co-assembly is a 
hierarchical structuring process crossing multiple levels that is primarily driven by the min-
imization of energetically unfavourable non-solvent/polymer interfaces and critically de-
pends on both the dynamic volumes change of the corona and aggregating patches on sol-
vent polarity. The extraordinary quality of the superstructures is ascribed to the selection of 
kinetic pathways for self-and co-assembly and similarly, to the dynamic tailoring of patch 
volume and attractiveness, respectively. Particles with a large C corona, but small attrac-
tive A patch are stable over broad a range of solvent/non-solvent compositions for A. On 
the contrary, particles with a small C corona, but large attractive A patch will start cluster-
ing even with the slightest addition of non-solvent for A. Hence, the mismatch of onset of 
self-assembly is a set screw to either form the colloidal “substrate” first that is decorated 
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subsequently or vice versa. Both approaches lead to different, well-defined and predictable 
mixed colloidal co-assemblies comprising colloidal molecules, alternating colloidal co-
assemblies, multiblock co-assemblies, telechelic oligomers, ternary co-assemblies and two-
dimensional networks, all of which are only accessible with the presented approach. 

The spherical MCM consists of CBBs of the AB-type composed of a B-core with a Janus-
like distribution of the A and C blocks as a result of symmetry breaking during cluster 
formation in nonsolvents for A. This phase separation represents a novel and versatile 
route for the template-free synthesis of terpolymer-based, sub 100 nm Janus particles. The 
synthesis encompasses simple cross-linking of the patches of spherical MCMs to preserve 
the phase-separated state of all blocks. This approach to narrowly dispersed Janus particles 
offers unique handles to nano-engineer the core diameter, the Janus balance (volume ratio 
of A and C hemispheres) and the chemistry of the patches. The defined formation of 
MCMs even at very high concentrations of 100 g/L enables high throughput synthesis of 
soft Janus particles making this novel approach technologically relevant. Beyond that, the 
Janus balance proved decisive for cluster shape and size when the particles were subjected 
to a selective solvent for either of the hemispheres. 

The Janus particles (JPs) with tailored Janus balance were applied as dispersants for multi-
walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs). Thereby, the JPs attach to the MWNTs with a suitable 
hydrophobic patch (polystyrene), while facilitating stabilization in the solvent with the 
other patch. Depending on the Janus balance, i.e., the size ratio of adsorbing to stabilizing 
patch, dense multilayers were obtained or helical arrangements with defined JP-JP in-
terparticle spacing. In both cases, the quantity of attached JPs was substantial and unparal-
leled. Besides the known applications of JPs in emulsion polymerization and as compati-
bilizers in polymer blends, JPs are also effective, non-covalent coatings for MWNTs and 
may also find application as dispersants for insoluble particulate matter in general. 
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Zusammenfassung 

Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurde die Selbstassemblierung von kompartimentierten Partikeln 
über mehrere hierarchische Ebenen nach dem Bottom-Up-Prinzip untersucht. Zunächst 
wurden oberflächenstrukturierte (patchy) Partikel aus ABC-Triblockterpolymeren aufge-
baut, welche Einheiten der niedrigsten Hierarchieebene darstellen. Dies wird über einen 
kinetischen Selbstassemblierungsprozess über ein selektives Fällungsmittel für den Mittel-
block erreicht, gefolgt von Dialyse in ein selektives Lösungsmittel, das nur den C-Block 
löst. Der hier entwickelte stufenweise Selbstassemblierungsprozess eröffnet eine einzigar-
tige Kontrolle über die Nanostrukturierung adressierbarer Oberflächenpatches. Dabei ist 
die Lösungsmittelsequenz von entscheidender Bedeutung. Abhängig vom Volumenver-
hältnis der kernbildenden Blöcke (VA/VB) konnten zwei Spezies identifiziert werden, die 
sich in der geometrischen Anordnung der adressierbaren Segmente unterscheiden. Bei ei-
nem Volumenverhältnis von VA/VB > 1 ordnen sich die Segmente A und C Janus-ähnlich 
an, d.h. sie befinden sich auf gegenüberliegenden Seiten des B-Kerns (AB-Verteilung der 
solvophoben Blöcke), wohingegen eine ABA Verteilung der solvophoben Segmente auf-
tritt wenn das Volumenverhältnis VA/VB < 1 ist. Hier formt B den Kern, jedoch liegen sich 
die adressierbaren A-Segmente gegenüber und werden von der C-Korona äquatorial abge-
schirmt. Diese Partikel wurden als kolloidale Bausteine (colloidal building blocks – CBBs) 
verwendet, die bei Zugabe von Fällungsmittel für die A-Segmente zur nächsten Stufe der 
hierarchischen Selbstassemblierung führen. Dabei bilden die AB-Bausteine homogene 
sphärische Multikompartiment-Mizellen (MCMs) aus, wohingegen die ABA-Bausteine 
über eine Stufenwachstumspolymerisation zu mehreren mikrometerlangen wurmartigen 
kolloidalen Polymeren heranwachsen. Sowohl die Cluster-Größe (AB)x als auch die 
Wurm-Länge (ABA)x wird durch Zugabe von Fällungs- bzw. Lösungsmittel und die damit 
zusammenhängende Korona-Expansion bzw. -Kontraktion gesteuert. Diese Kontrolle ist 
ein wesentliches Element, um mittels des Bottom-Up-Prinzips von linearen Triblockterpo-
lymeren zu weichen patchy Partikeln zu gelangen und spielt bei der nachfolgenden Co-
Assemblierung verschiedener CBBs eine ausschlaggebende Rolle. 

In der Folge wurden AB- und ABA-Bausteine in bestimmten Verhältnissen gemischt was 
zu kolloidaler Co-Assemblierung führt. Dieser von selbst ablaufende, hierarchische Struk-
turierungsprozess umfasst mehrere Stufen und wird primär durch die Minimierung der 
energetisch ungünstigen Fällungsmittel-Polymer-Grenzfläche erreicht und hängt sowohl 
empfindlich vom dynamischen Volumen der Partikel und der aggregierenden Segmenten 
ab. Die Qualität dieser Überstrukturen ist auf den verwendeten kinetischen Selbstassemb-
lierungspfad und das dynamisch einstellbare Segmentvolumen sowie deren attraktiver 
Wechselwirkung zurückzuführen. Besitzen die Partikel eine große C-Korona und ein klei-
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nes solvophobes A-Segment, sind diese über einen breiten Bereich von Fällungs-
/Lösungsmittel für A stabil, wohingegen Partikel mit großem A-Segment und kleiner C-
Korona bei Zugabe von Fällungsmittel für A sofort aggregieren, da die Korona das solvo-
phobe A-Segment nicht mehr ausreichend abschirmt. Der unterschiedliche Beginn der 
Selbstassemblierung kann ausgenutzt werden, um entweder zuerst das „kolloidale Sub-
strat“ zu schaffen, dass im Anschluss dekoriert wird oder umgekehrt. Beide Ansätze führen 
zu unterschiedlich gemischten kolloidalen Co-Assemblierungen, wie etwa kolloidale Mo-
leküle, alternierende kolloidale Aggregate, Multiblock Strukturen, telechele Oligomere, 
ternäre Co-Assemblierungen und zwei-dimensionale Netzwerke. Solch komplexe Struktu-
ren sind ausschließlich mit dem hier vorgestellten Ansatz möglich. 

Die sphärischen MCMs bestehen aus Bausteinen des AB-Typs mit einem B-Kern und einer 
Janus-Verteilung der A und C-Blöcke. Dieser Aufbau ist ein Resultat des Symmetriebruchs 
während der Clusterbildung durch Zugabe von Fällungsmittel für A. Diese Phasenseparati-
on entspricht einem völlig neuen und vielseitigen Syntheseweg terpolymer-basierter Ja-
nuspartikel (JP) im sub-100 nm Bereich ohne dass ein Templat benötigt wird. Die Synthese 
umfasst das Vernetzen der B-Kompartimente der sphärischen MCMs, um sowohl die Janus 
Partikel als auch die Phasenseparation dauerhaft zu fixieren. Die JP können mit einer en-
gen Größenverteilung hergestellt werden, wobei sich der Kerndurchmesser, die Janus-
Balance (d.h. das Größenverhältnis der beiden Koronasegmente) und die Chemie der Ko-
ronasegmente präzise steuern lassen. Trotz hoher Konzentrationen (100 g/L) wurden defi-
nierte MCMs erhalten, was einen Weg eröffnet JP in großem Maße herzustellen und die 
technologische Relevanz dieser Methode unterstreicht. Darüber hinaus kann durch Einstel-
len der Janus-Balance die Clusterform und -größe in selektiven Fällungsmittelen für eine 
der Koronasegmente vorherbestimmt werden. 

Die JP mit maßgeschneiderter Janus-Balance wurden als Dispergierungsmittel für mehr-
wandige Kohlenstoffnanoröhren (multi-walled carbon nanotubes - MWNTs) eingesetzt. 
Die JP binden sich dabei über physikalische Wechselwirkungen mit einem geeigneten sol-
vophoben Koronasegment (Polystyrol) an die Oberfläche der MWNTs und werden gleich-
zeitig vom solvophilen Koronasegment stabilisiert. Abhängig von der Janus-Balance bil-
den sich bei kurzen stabilisierenden Koronasegmenten dichte Multilagen aus oder aber 
spiralförmige Anordnungen mit einen definierten JP-JP Abstand im Falle eines langen Ko-
ronasegmentes. Ungeachtet davon ist die Anzahl der anhaftenden JPs bislang unerreicht 
und grundlegend für Langzeitstabilität verantwortlich. Dieses Ergebnis zeigt, dass JP ne-
ben den bereits bekannten Anwendungen auch als effektive, nicht kovalente Beschichtung 
für MWNTS dienen können und darüber hinaus generell als Dispergierungsmittel für un-
lösliche Partikel in Betracht gezogen werden können.	   	  
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List of Abbreviations 

1D, 2D, 3D one-, two-, three-dimensional 
1H-NMR proton nuclear magnetic resonance 
AAO anodized aluminium oxide  
AFM atomic force microscopy 
ATRP atom transfer radical polymerization 
BCC body centred cubic 
CBB(s) colloidal building block(s) 
CNT carbon nanotubes 
Cryo-TEM cryogenic transmission electron microscopy 
DSC differential scanning calorimetry 
DLS dynamic light scattering 
DMAc N,N-dimethylacetamide 
DNA deoxyribonucleic acid 
DPn number-average degree of polymerization 
fX block weight fraction of block X 
GPC gel permeation chromatography 
HCl hydrogen chloride 
IPEC interpolyelectrolyte complex 
JM(s) Janus micelle(s) 
JP(s) Janus particle(s) 
la3d lyotropic phase 
Lucirin TPO® diphenyl(2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl)phosphine oxide 
MCC(s) multicompartment cylinder(s) 
MCM(s) multicompartment micelle(s) 
MWNT(s) Multi-Walled Carbon Nanotube(s) 
MWCO molecular weight cut-off 
MWD molecular weight distribution 
NFC nanofibrillated cellulose 
NnBEO PNIPAM-b-PnBA-b-PEO 
NP(s) nanoparticle(s) 
OsO4 osmium tetroxide 
P2VP poly(2-vinylpyridine) 
PAA poly(acrylic acid) 
PAm poly(acryl amide) 
PB polybutadiene 
PCE(M)A poly(2-(cinnamoyloxy)ethyl (meth)acrylate) 
PCL poly(ε-caprolactone) 
PDI polydispersity index 
PDMAEMA poly(2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate) 
PDMS polydimethylsiloxane 
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PE polyethylene 
PEO polyethylene oxide 
PfB poly(C6F13C2H4S-ethylethylene) 
PFG poly(ferrocenyldimethyl germane) 
PFS poly(ferrocenyldimethyl silane) 
PHEMA poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) 
PMMA poly(methyl methacrylate) 
PMPC poly(2-(methacryloyloxy) ethylphosphorylcholine) 
PnBA poly(n-butyl acrylate) 
PNIPAM poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) 
POEGMA poly[oligo (ethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylate] 
PTMS-HEMA poly(2-(trimethylsiloxy)ethyl methacrylate) 
PS polystyrene 
PSS poly(styrenesulfonate), poly(styrenesulfonic acid) 
PtBA poly(tert-butyl acrylate) 
PtBMA poly(tert-butyl methacrylate) 
PTFE poly(tetrafluorethylene) 
PtS poly(4-tert-butoxy-styrene) 
PVMeI poly(2-methylvinyl-pyridinium iodide) 
PVP poly(vinylpyrrolidone) 
PXRD powder X-ray diffractometry 
Rh,app apparent hydrodynamic radius 
RI refractive index 
RuO4 ruthenium tetroxide 
SEC size exclusion chromatography 
SEM scanning electron microscopy 
SBM PS-b-PB-b-PMMA 
SBMAA PS-b-PB-b-PMAA 
SBV PS-b-PB-b-P2VP 
tACD PtBA -b-PCEMA-b-PDMAEMA 
TCD PtBMA -b-PCEMA-b-PDMAEMA 
TEM transmission electron microscopy 
Tg glass transition temperature 
THF tetrahydrofuran 
TiO2 titanium dioxide  
TMS-HEMA 2-(trimethylsilyloxy)ethyl methacrylate 
tSBT PtS-b-PB-b-PtBMA 
TVB PtBMA-b-P2VP-b-PB 
χXY Chi-parameter between blocks X and Y	  
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1 Introduction 

Modern materials science and soft nanoscience are rapidly evolving fields of high diversity 
that, over the last two decades, witnessed great progress in miniaturization and functionali-
zation. Inspired by nature´s unmatched ability to create and replicate highly complex struc-
tures and to optimize structure-property relations via self-organization and self-assembly 
processes, hierarchical self-assembly established itself as a versatile and powerful tool for 
the energy efficient bottom-up structuring of bulk materials, surface patterns or nanoob-
jects in solution.[1-6] Self-assembly is currently the key tool pushing innovative design to-
wards artificial materials that are "smart",[7-9] biomimetic,[10-12] ultra strong,[13, 14] replace 
tissue,[15, 16] revolutionize electronics[17] or optics[18-22] and will have, without a doubt, a 
tremendous impact on our future lives.[3] Especially responsive, self-healing and self-
replicating systems are extremely important on the road to reach one ultimate goal, artifi-
cially mimic nature on the cellular level. 

The field of self-assembly encompasses the rearrangement of discrete components or 
building blocks into superstructures with well-defined symmetry, fascinating architecture 
and often incredibly long-range order. Building blocks may be as small as atoms or mole-
cules such as ions, surfactants and peptides summarized under the term supramolecular 
self-assembly[5, 23] or as large as millimetre-sized objects[24] such as magnets,[25] beads[17] or 
droplets.[26] Most research interest, however, has been focused on polypeptides and block 
copolymers,[27-33] shape anisotropic and patchy nanoparticles,[34-38] or silica and latex col-
loids,[39-43] as promising new effects and properties are eagerly anticipated on these nano-, 
meso- and micro-scales. Self-assembly and self-organization are concepts that are often 
interchanged, although one widely accepted definition clearly distinguishes self-
organization as a “dynamic self-assembly” process far from equilibrium, continuously dis-
sipating energy to stay “alive”, from self-assembly that remains static after the system 
reached a thermodynamic stable or meta-stable state of equilibrium.[1] Once self-organized 
constructs run out of "fuel", they fall apart into their underlying building blocks (metaphor-
ical death). Fuel comes in many forms, e.g., thermal or kinetic energy, magnetic alignment 
or compounds capable of storing and delivering energy (e.g., adenosine triphosphate in 
living cells). Once the building blocks are fuelled again, simple systems can be revived and 
retain its original function. All living and self-replicating systems found in nature such as 
cells, viruses, bacteria, fish swarms, the weather and eco systems, are, to a certain extent, 
based on self-organization continuously adapting to the environment. In static self-
assembly the building blocks acquire a structure dictated by pre-programmed, geometrical-
ly positioned responses and the outcome can be anticipated accordingly. In equilibrium, 
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they will reside in a predefined geometric form and as long as there is no energy feed, the 
static structure remains intact. The system preferably settles in the most favourable ener-
getic state (also meta-stable). Static self-assembly is mostly found in crystal growth (atom-
ic, molecular, liquid or colloidal), deposited layers of colloids or polymer (monolayers, 
membranes or bulk morphologies) and solution-based aggregates (micelles, vesicles, col-
loidal polymers). 

Self-assembly is one of the most frequently used principles in material science, soft matter 
and nanotechnology, and hence, over the last two decades, a steadily increasing number of 
publications deal with this subject. In 2011 the article count peaked in almost 9000 publi-
cations with about one third specifically in the field of polymer science (Figure 1–1). This 
is easily understood considering the simplicity with which e.g., block copolymers can be 
tailored and manipulated to form sophisticated structures. Thereby, the strategy of bottom-
up self-assembly is especially interesting as it is not only energy efficient, but also appeal-
ing when constructing nanomaterials for biological or biomedical applications, as con-
structs prepared by this approach are able to fall apart into its individual building blocks if 
required. 

 

Figure 1–1: Stacked column bars illustrating the immense impact of self-assembly over last 20 years. 
Publications containing the phrase “self-assembly” in the title (blue) compared to those containing both “pol-
ymer” plus “self-assembly” (green). 

Although self-assembly happens spontaneously, the outcome can be manipulated into spe-
cific directions applying building blocks with orthogonal functionality that start to aggre-
gate when proper external stimuli are applied. Stimuli or directing agents are diverse and 
basically any change of physical field strength comprising solvent polarity, pH, salinity, 
electrostatics, photon energy, sheer stress, oxidation/reduction, templates, capillary forces 
or many others.[9, 38] The production of suitable building blocks and knowledge about driv-
ing forces will allow access to multiple hierarchies, level by level, and will be of quintes-
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sential importance for structuring of future materials. In an idealized experiment all hierar-
chical levels would be crossed starting by the smallest possible component. One can imag-
ine mixing very basic molecules or even atoms and self-assembly across all length scales 
would occur by itself. Monomers (< 1 nm) would polymerize into monodisperse macro-
molecules with responsive segments or polymer blocks (1 – 10 nm) able to self-assemble 
into complex particles with attractive surface patches (10 – 100 nm). Some patchy particles 
aggregate into electrically conducting streaks some into contracting muscle-like strains 
(µm – mm), while others form vesicular cell mimics and in the end a fully functioning arti-
ficial heart would emerge (100 mm). Of course, that such a sophisticated self-assembly 
process is highly unlikely (not to say impossible), but today, we can already bridge multi-
ple hierarchies by diblock-, triblock or multiblock copolymers, whereas each block may 
selectively respond to directing agents. Consequently, an increasing number of responses 
confined within one multiblock copolymer will allow crossing and increasing number of 
hierarchies, level by level, simply changing one stimulus after the other. For instance, the 
solution self-assembly of amphiphilic diblock copolymers into spherical micelles by proper 
choice of solvent polarity mirrors our basic understanding of how randomly distributed 
building blocks arrange into highly symmetrical spheres. However, for every hierarchy 
level one selective stimulus needs to be programmed into the building block and it is very 
desirable to design building blocks capable of self-assembling from one hierarchy into the 
next, multiple times. Here, directed self-assembly offers elegant means of manipulating 
block copolymers several nanometres in size into dozens of nanometre patchy particles and 
further into micrometre long superstructures, whereas without direction usually mere phase 
separation of multiple blocks into ill-defined aggregates takes place. 

This introduction does not encompass all facets of self-assembly, but rather tries to com-
municate the most important aspects of polymer and colloidal self-assembly to provide a 
comprehensive understanding of how nanostructuring of 3D objects can be realized. It also 
tries to extend existing (yet often neglected) parallels between diblock copolymer bulk and 
solution morphologies and project known concepts on triblock terpolymer system colloidal 
self-assembly as well. Hopefully these considerations may provide researchers with expla-
nations for puzzling findings or generally alter design criteria for building block architec-
ture. Therefore, this introduction is divided into three major sections with a somewhat un-
conventional treatment of the subject multicompartment micelles (MCMs). In the first sec-
tion, the self-assembly of block copolymers is reviewed containing a brief discussion of 
basics and recent developments in diblock copolymer self-assembly. The following chap-
ters will then treat of MCMs formed by three polymer blocks, i.e., either by blending of 
two diblock copolymers with one common block or covalently linked triblock terpolymer. 
This first section then concludes with a brief excerpt about the use of bulk morphologies as 
a quasi directing or templating method, popularizing de-symmetrized nanoparticles that are 
otherwise inaccessible. This part also aids as introduction to the second major section: col-
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loidal self-assembly. The self-assembly of colloidal building blocks is currently pursued 
with great emphasis on the preparation of colloidal crystals of shape-anisotropic particles. 
The decoration of colloidal particles with responsive surface pattern able to undergo hier-
archical self-assembly in solution is equally intriguing, whereas the formation of some 
MCMs mechanistically falls into this category due to reasons that are elaborated in the 
respective sections. Going beyond self-assembly, co-assembly of multiple polymers and 
colloids will be briefly introduced at the end of this section. The last section then concludes 
this introduction presenting functional materials based on self-assembly processes that uni-
fy outstanding physical and mechanical properties as well as an assessment of potential 
future directions in the field. 

1.1 Block Copolymer Self-Assembly 

A versatile and adaptive self-assembly process involves building blocks that are readily 
prepared and easily manipulated, preferably with a multitude of selective stimuli. The most 
important requirement for self-assembly is mobility as otherwise the building blocks can-
not rearrange upon the applied stimulus. Best control over the superstructure formation is 
guaranteed when the stimulus is, above all, selective. Block copolymers, i.e., two or more 
different polymer blocks with inherent immiscibility covalently linked in a sequential fash-
ion, are very attractive building blocks for any self-assembly process as they combine sev-
eral advantageous features: 

(i) Simple design and synthesis of diblock, triblock or multiblock copolymers; each 
block may respond selectively to a specific stimuli; 

(ii) Control over short-range attraction via linkage between the blocks (covalent, co-
ordinating, electrostatic, hydrogen bonding), long-range repulsion by nature of the 
monomer and immiscibility of the blocks, respectively; 

(iii) Simple tailoring of phase volumes via block lengths; 

(iv) Mobility in solvents and on surfaces/interfaces. 

A lot of effort was put into the detailed analysis of which parameters direct block copoly-
mers in bulk and in selective solvents into periodic structures with tuneable symmetry and 
geometry. Many prominent applications are based on spherical, cylindrical, gyroidal and 
lamellar morphologies or their solution pendants, micelles, worm-like micelles, bicontinu-
ous networks and vesicles (Figure 1–2).[31, 32, 44-57] All self-assembly processes in bulk or 
solution are, to some extent, directed, as solvent selectivity towards blocks already prede-
termines the solvophobic core and solvophilic corona. For the preparation of bulk mor-
phologies, block copolymers need to be mobilized in a common solvent for all blocks and 
thus, the obtained morphologies are typically in thermodynamic equilibrium after drying. 
Of course, self-assembly relies on block-block immiscibility and in solution especially on 
the block-solvent incompatibility (selectivity), but striking parallels have been drawn be-
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tween morphologies in solution and bulk.[47, 58, 59] The intermittent lyotropic phases ob-
served in concentrated solutions display similarities of both solution and bulk morpholo-
gies,[60] and may be seen as a transition state between the two extremes corroborating an 
underlying mechanism of formation. 

 

Figure 1–2: Sphere, cylinder, bicontinuous and bilayer morphology. (a) Typically obtained bulk and 
inverse bulk morphologies of AB diblock copolymers. Adapted from [53]. Reprinted with permission from 
Elsevier. (b) Schematic of almost identical sphere, hexagonal cylinder, la3d and lamellar morphologies ob-
served for amphiphiles in concentrated lyotropic phases. Adapted from [60]. Reprinted with permission from 
Royal Society of Chemistry. (c) Transition of micellar morphologies from sphere to vesicle in dilute solu-
tions of an amphiphilic diblock copolymer (PB-b-PEO). Adapted from [49]. Reprinted with permission from 
the American Association for the Advancement of Sciences. Transition states involve cylindrical micelles 
and dense bicontinuous networks. 

An AB diblock copolymer with a volume fraction in favour of block A (e.g., φA = 0.8) will 
form a bulk morphology of B cylinders embedded within an A matrix (Figure 1–2a). In a 
solvent for A, however, the A corona is strongly swollen, which dramatically increases its 
volume fraction (φA à 1) resulting in star-like micelles (Figure 1–2c). Conceptually, the 
polymer/solvent phase, here A/S, is yet another extremely expanded matrix. Addition of 
specific non-solvent content for A, dynamically reduces the corona volume (contraction) 
and simulates bulk conditions by approaching the bulk volume of the A block (back to 
φA = 0.8) and altering the solution morphology to cylindrical micelles. Addition of solvent 
for the B block and swelling of the B core, respectively, increases φB and has the same ef-
fect. Although these considerations are simplified as other parameters (interfacial tension, 
surface curvature, chain packing) also play a crucial role in bulk as well as solution, this 
already demonstrates that dynamic alteration of the volume fractions gives access to a 
large number of structures in solution that may exist between the two extremes, fully col-
lapsed A blocks in bulk and fully expanded A corona in dilute solutions. As this thesis 
mostly deals with ABC triblock terpolymers, the immediate question arises, if similar con-
siderations are feasible for terpolymer systems displaying much more complex morpholo-
gies, which is discussed in chapter 1.1.3.  
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1.1.1 Diblock Copolymer Morphologies in Solution 

Spherical, worm-like and large compound micelles as well as vesicles are among the sim-
plest and most documented solution morphologies comprehensively described in many 
ground-breaking works by Eisenberg, Armes, Discher, Förster and many others (Figure 1–
3).[48, 51, 54, 61-69] 

 

Figure 1–3: Simple diblock copolymer morphologies. Block lengths, interfacial tension and packing pa-
rameters of polymer chains in the core and the corona are decisive for surface curvature of the aggregate 
essentially determining the development of spherical, cylindrical and vesicular morphologies. 

Thereby, the choice of solvent can cause several outcomes as e.g., diblock copolymers 
with large hydrophobic to hydrophilic block ratio may form star-like micelles as small as 
10 – 100 nm in organic solvents and at the same time, vesicles as large as 0.1 – 100 µm in 
water. At first approximation, the block lengths or their ratio is a good reference point to 
assess the morphology in a specific solvent.[70] On closer inspection, several delicate inter-
actions fine tune the morphological transitions. The block length of the solvophobic block 
determines the volume, the aggregation number and chain packing within the core. Block 
length and block-solvent interaction of the solvophilic block (corona), and especially, the 
interfacial tension between the core and the corona all contribute to this curvature, essen-
tially responsible for micellar, cylindrical or bilayered/vesicular morphologies. The choice 
of solvent then finally determines which morphology will be obtained and which one will 
be preserved, ultimately decided by either kinetic trapping or thermodynamic equilibration. 
Both mechanisms are eagerly pursued and a unifying theory has yet to be made. 

It was only recently that Armes and co-workers were able to visualize the dynamic mor-
phological evolution from spheres to vesicles with unprecedented detail (Figure 1–4a-d).[71, 

72] The experiments provided evidence for a morphological transition that was generally 
accepted,[61, 62] but not entirely resolved for almost two decades. In their first work, a wa-
ter-soluble macroinitiator polymerized the hydrophobic block in a water/methanol mixture. 
As polymerization continuously extents the second block, unfavourable block/solvent in-
teractions induce phase separation into spherical micelles evolving into worm-like micelles 
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and finally vesicles. The final morphology is conveniently tuned by the initial monomer 
concentration that due to full conversion directly translates into the block length ratio (Fig-
ure 1–4 a-c). 

 

Figure 1–4: Morphological evolution during polymerization of the hydrophobic monomer, 2-hydroxy-
propyl methacrylate (HPMA), initiated by the poly(2-(methacryloyloxy)ethyl phosphorylcholine) ma-
croinitiator. Micellar morphologies transform from (a) spherical micelles to (b) cylindrical (worm-like) 
micelles to (c) vesicles. (d) Structural evolution from worms to vesicles. Adapted from [71] and [72]. Re-
printed with permission from the American Chemical Society. 

In a consecutive work, the morphological transition of this diblock copolymer was investi-
gated in more detail allowing unprecedented direct visualization of the evolutionary step 
from worms to vesicles (Figure 1–4d). Especially the evidence for the latter transition was 
followed with intriguing resolution showing network formation of the worm-like micelles, 
filling of voids to perforated bilayers, a novel jellyfish morphology and in the end closing 
of the voids and rolling-up into vesicles. These studies are an excellent example of how 
mechanistic insight and knowledge of driving forces supports morphological control over 
the final structure. Nowadays, such systems are so well understood that one can switch 
between morphologies by design,[73-76] or fabricate inorganic nanoparticle replicas with 
surface-functionalized nanoparticles mimicking block copolymer self-assembly.[77-80] 

Among the discussed solution morphologies, vesicles are assigned a special status as they 
represent capsules capable of carrying solvophilic moieties in the hollow, solvent-filled 
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interior while storing a solvophobic moiety in the membrane. Thus, vesicles can be consid-
ered the simplest compartmentalized structure rendering them attractive as potential gene 
vectors in drug delivery, as model cells, nanoreactors or for biomedical applications.[81-84] 
In general, aggregates bearing solvent filled cavities already present an advancement in 
complexity compared to the simple core-corona morphologies.[28] In solution, the dynamic 
interactions between the single components (polymer blocks and solvent) are delicate and 
result in morphologies with higher complexity as observed for bulk morphologies. Eisen-
berg and co-workers documented compartmentalized inter-mediate structures, i.e., kinet-
ically frozen transitions with broken symmetry of polystyrene-block-poly(acrylic acid) 
(PS-b-PAA), encompassing concentrically aligned multilamellar vesicles (onion-like mi-
celles), bicontinuous interpenetrating networks and vesicles with tubular channels in the 
membrane.[61, 85] Although, these structures are rarely observed and only appear in a very 
narrow window of environmental parameters, this clearly demonstrates that there are in-
termediate morphologies located between thermodynamic equilibrium and kinetic trap-
ping. Broken symmetry is also introduced by, e.g., liquid-crystalline or chiral polymer 
blocks. Sommerdijk and co-workers relied on hydrophilic/ liquid-crystalline poly(ethylene 
oxide)-block-poly(octadecyl methacrylate) diblock copolymers that self-assemble into 
cubosomes in water.[86] The crystalline block adds kinetic control due to the contribution of 
crystallization driven structure formation. The intricate bicontinuous internal network of 
these polymersome-like aggregates was resolved using TEM tomography and 3D recon-
struction of vitrified films, impressively demonstrating the complexity achieved by single 
diblock copolymers. Besides liquid-crystalline blocks also polypeptide block copolymers 
have been intensively investigated due to kinetic obstacles introduced by hydrogen bond-
ing causing the polymers chains to twist and turn. Several reports demonstrated that di-
block copolymers bearing a chiral block can arrange into fibres, single, double or triple 
stranded helices and even a shape reminiscent of nano-flasks.[87, 88] 

A completely different approach to compartmentalized nanoparticles entirely composed of 
diblock copolymer is the so-called self-organized precipitation method, i.e., block copoly-
mer phase separation in concentrated nano-droplets.[89-93] Here, the dimension of the bulk 
phase is confined to a spherical droplet consisting of two immiscible homopolymers or of a 
homopolymer/diblock copolymer blend. It is the confinement and the creation of nano-
domains with a large interface that are the driving forces directing self-assembly into di-
verse morphologies. To produce such a setup, a diblock copolymer or a blend (e.g., PS-b-
PMMA, PS-b-PI/PS/PI) is dissolved in a common solvent for all blocks (THF) and 
dropped into an immiscible phase (water) under stirring to form droplets. The common 
solvent is allowed to evaporate inducing polymer concentration and phase separation with-
in the droplet. The particles remain stable and show intriguing internal phase separation 
into morphologies hardly accessible otherwise, e.g., Janus hemispheres of two homopoly-
mers or spherical, cylindrical and lamella morphologies of block copolymers displaying 
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lateral instead of concentric orientation towards the particles´ centre. “Exfoliation” of la-
mellae and dispersion of cylinders results in nano-disks and short rods.[94] Removing the 
homopolymer minority blended into a sphere morphology produces bucky (or golf) ball 
particles with a porous network. Beyond that internal organization of both blocks into 
rings, helices and branched helices has also been reported. 

1.1.2 Compartmentalization in Block Copolymer Blends 

The comprehensive understanding of polymer-solvent interaction assisted researchers to 
develop a whole zoo of somewhat exotic, but versatile and multifunctional superstructures. 
In the previous chapter about diblock copolymer micelles the compartments were, with 
rare exceptions, solvent filled cavities in a bulk polymer matrix (e.g. vesicles membrane). 
It is intuitive that blending of two diblock copolymers greatly expands the number of pos-
sible block arrangements and can lead to superstructures with polymer/polymer segments 
stabilized by a corona block. Some very impressive works demonstrated that diblock co-
polymer blends with proper functionality and mixing ratios can result in highly complex 
morphologies.[95-100] Here, examples are reviewed representing important experimental 
approaches to well-controlled compartmentalized morphologies. 

Vesicles with nano-structured membranes demonstrate superior release properties due to 
persistent channels connecting the interior with the surrounding medium. Control over lat-
eral phase separation within the vesicle membrane from spotted to a entirely phase-
separated Janus distribution was achieved by Discher and co-workers via kinetic trapping 
of diblock copolymer blends (Figure 1–5a).[95] Mixing of poly(ethylene oxide)-block-
polybutadiene (PEO-b-PB) with poly(acrylic acid)-block-polybutadiene (PAA-b-PB) in 
water produces vesicles with a soft, mobile PB membrane and a mixed corona of PEO and 
PAA. Upon addition of divalent ions such as Ca2+ or Cu2+, the PAA chains start to gel and 
precipitate from solution (kinetic trapping), forming the matrix (depends on the mixing 
ratio) within the membrane. Fluorescent labelling of PEO-b-PB was used to visualize the 
diblock migration/phase separation within the vesicle membrane into spots or beyond that 
into Janus hemispheres. With this simple ion trigger, highly complex, tough and nano-
structured vesicles were generated at low pH as well as segmented, worm-like superstruc-
tures at high pH.  

Several attempts were devoted to find a solution-based procedure towards micelles with a 
Janus distribution of the patches, i.e., corona-compartmentalized micelles. It is a challeng-
ing task to overcome the entropic energetic penalty of polymer demixing in solution on the 
nano-scale. Voets and co-workers were able to fabricate Janus micelles via diblock copol-
ymer mixtures of complementary charged blocks.[101, 102] Beside the well-documented ap-
proach involving bulk morphologies (discussed in chapter 1.1.3.2 in detail), complex co-
acervate micelles of poly(acrylic acid)-block-poly(acryl amide) (PAA-b-PAm) as the poly-
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anion and poly(2-methylvinylpyridi-nium iodide)-block-poly(ethylene oxide) (PVMeI-b-

PEO) as the complementary polycation resulted in soft, polymeric Janus micelles (Figure 
1–5b). The polymer-polymer immiscibility of the soluble corona blocks, PEO and PAm, 
promote phase separation overcoming the entropic penalty of demixing, therein. Solution-
based approaches to Janus micelles are very rare as de-symmetrisation is challenging with-
out the use of templates and although examples for successful preparation exist, they are 
limited in several crucial aspects such as scale-up, handling, versatility, feasibility, etc. 
Chapter 5 of this thesis is dedicated to a simple and versatile solution-based approach to 
Janus particles developed during my work unifying most advantageous features. 

 

Figure 1–5: Multicompartment structures from diblock copolymer blends. (a) Compartmentalized vesi-
cles in water. Phase separation of fluorescently labelled PEO-b-PB and PAA-b-PB was induced by gelation 
of PAA with divalent cations. Adapted from [95]. Reprinted with permission from Nature Publishing Group. 
(b) The two complementary ionic blocks of PAA-b-PAm and PVMeI-b-PEO form the complex co-acervate 
core with PEO/PAm Janus hemispheres. Adapted from [101]. Reprinted with permission from Wiley-VCH 
Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. (c) MCMs with a PS core, two to four patches of chemically stitched blocks 
containing complementary DNA base-pair derivatives and stabilized by a PtBMA corona. Adapted from 
[103]. Reprinted with permission from the American Chemical Society. 

Besides a compartmentalized corona, Liu and co-workers were also able to generate core-
compartmentalized multicompartment micelles (MCMs)[103-105] via “blending” of block 
copolymers both carrying a complementary DNA base-pair derivative (adenine and thy-
mine moieties) copolymerized into one of the blocks. This so-called chemical stitching of 
the two diblocks via hydrogen bonding conceptually yields a non-covalently linked 
triblock terpolymer analogue able to form MCMs with some control over the segment 
number (Figure 1–5c). Thereby, self-assembly is triggered by transferring the stitched pol-
ymer from a common solvent into a selective solvent for the corona block. These “molecu-
lar model” MCMs are almost identical to self-assemblies developed during my research, 
which will be discussed in detail in chapter 3. Despite the similarities of the self-assembly 
motifs between aggregates shown here and in chapter 3, homogeneity, control over patch 
number and especially, the understanding of underlying self-assembly mechanisms are 
unique to the novel approach of chapter 3. 
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1.1.3 Complex Morphologies of ABC Triblock Terpolymers 

Until today, there have been numerous reports on the fabrication on particles on several 
length scales that fulfil the criteria compartmentalized or nano-structured, but this part of 
the introduction will focus on bulk morphologies and MCMs based on ABC triblock ter-
polymers. 

The addition of a third block complicates matters as in bulk five independent parameters 
have to be considered, the polymer-polymer interaction parameters χAB, χAC, χBC and the 
volume fractions of the blocks φA, φB, φC, the latter being a depended variable (φC = 1-
(φA+φB)). On the other hand, the number of block arrangements and morphologies increase 
many times more.[27, 29, 106-109] Figure 1–6a illustrates the experimental ternary phase dia-
gram obtained for SBM triblock terpolymers with many reported morphologies depending 
on the aforementioned parameters. Each bulk morphology has its stability region, whereas 
e.g., the lamella-lamella phase is often observed in a range of equal weight fractions of all 
blocks, e.g. fC = 0.25-0.35 and fA = fB = (1 - fC)/2. The combined findings of works dealing 
with triblock terpolymer morphologies in bulk and solution point towards an underlying 
self-assembly scheme. It stands to reason that known bulk morphologies can be targeted in 
solution as well by approaching the proper volume ratios and stability regions, respective-
ly. In C-selective solvents, A and B phase separate (as in bulk) and tuning of the solvent 
quality (addition of non-solvent) can be used to balance the corona volume between con-
tracted (mimics bulk conditions) and sufficiently solubilised to stabilise the aggregates. 
Thus, beyond the possibility to replicate bulk morphologies in solution, the dynamic swell-
ing/contraction of the corona may allow tailoring of the interfacial tension and curvature, 
and ultimately switching between morphologies. Such switching has already been demon-
strated for diblock copolymers by inducing growth of spherical micelles into extended 
worm-like micelles. Although, over the years, a number of similarities surfaced that sug-
gest parallels for manipulating diblock co- and triblock terpolymer aggregates in solution, 
true unifying mechanisms have still to be uncovered. 

Figure 1-6b illustrates a suggestion for a ternary phase diagram in dependence of the vol-
ume ratios instead of the commonly applied weight fractions. Using volumes is more ade-
quate in solution, not only for estimating the dimensions of solvophobic domains, but es-
pecially, to describe the extent of the solubilised corona volume (block length plus swell-
ing). Hillmyer and Lodge proposed such an approach for miktoarm star terpolymers as will 
be discussed in the next chapter. From the diagram in Figure1–6b it becomes clear that the 
corona volume is a function of the used solvent and inverse morphologies can only be ob-
tained by switching the solvent e.g., from C- to A-selective. Some of the solution morphol-
ogies that are schematically depicted in Figure 1–6b have already been documented and 
are commonly referred to as MCMs throughout the literature. The similarities to bulk mor-
phologies are striking as the type of phase separation also strongly depends on the volume 
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fractions of the blocks, the interfacial tension at the block/block interface and the interac-
tion parameter. In solution surface curvature and interfacial tension at the core/solvent in-
terface have to be considered as well raising the total of structuring parameters to eight (the 
ones as in bulk plus χAS, χBS, χCS). This interaction is again strongly dependent on the in-
teraction parameter or more simplified, on the difference in polarity. In solution triblock 
terpolymers offer many possibilities for the blocks to arrange into MCMs, which, at first, 
may appear to be accompanied by a lot of uncertainty and loss of control over block posi-
tioning, but also increases the number of possible functional materials that may be deduced 
from one single type of triblock terpolymer. The simplest positioning of the blocks, fre-
quently found at the outset of this research direction, was core-shell-corona or core-corona-
corona self-assemblies (Figure 1–6b).[111] 

 

Figure 1–6: Ternary phase diagram of SBM triblock terpolymers in bulk and schematic diagram in 
solution. (a) Known terpolymer morphologies in dependence of the weight fractions of S, B and M.[110] (b) 
Suggestion of a ternary phase diagram of an ABC triblock terpolymer in solvent S in dependence of volume 
fractions VA, VB and VC+solvent. 

Triblock terpolymers also demonstrate the known morphological transitions from spherical 
aggregates to cylinders to vesicles, whereas these morphologies need to be further subcate-
gorized as now two connected, immiscible blocks form a phase-separated solvophobic core 
(apart from the core-shell-corona morphology). Exemplified on spherical aggregates, sub-
categories could be sphere-on-sphere, sphere-on-cylinder and sphere-on-lamella (sphere-
on-vesicle) morphologies and many others considering the known bulk morphologies (he-
lix-on-cylinder, ring-on-cylinder, gyroid, etc.). Indeed, quite a number of terpolymer mor-
phologies have already been realized in solution (e.g. sphere-on-sphere, sphere-on-
cylinder, helix-on-cylinder),[112-115] but a unifying concept to the morphological puzzle is 
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still missing. In the following sections strategies are explore and experimental evidence 
discussed for a multitude of diverse compartmentalized systems. 

1.1.3.1 Multicompartment Micelles by Direct Dispersion 

Although, from the synthetic point of view, diblock copolymers are clearly advantageous 
over triblock terpolymers, there is always the necessity to introduce orthogonal functionali-
ty into one of the blocks to direct self-assembly into well-ordered structures. The number 
of orthogonal functions is limited and may demand special conditions considerable reduc-
ing the number of possible materials. The self-assembly of triblock terpolymers generally 
yields more defined MCMs as observed for e.g., diblock copolymer blends, because all 
three blocks are covalently linked and cannot evade each other. Thus, the three blocks will 
always form phase-separated nanostructures in selective solvents.[27-29] There are several 
directing agents facilitating control over phase separation on the nanoscale[116, 117] and 
among of the these, selective solvents are by far the simplest, yet the direct dispersion of 
linear block copolymers in a selective solvent for one block is a general, frequently recur-
ring method spawning morphologies with intriguing nanostructure.[118-122] 

Thereby, the self-assembly of ABC miktoarm star terpolymers is one of the most promi-
nent approaches for the formation of compartmentalized nanostructures.[123] Miktoarm star 
terpolymers consist of three polymer blocks covalently linked at one single junction point. 
Hillmyer and Lodge documented the self-assembly of a fluorocarbon/ hydrocarbon mik-
toarm stars in water stabilized by a poly(ethylene oxide) corona block (Figure 1–7a). The 
unique miktoarm architecture does not allow the blocks to arrange into a core-shell-corona 
sequence, as often observed for linear triblock terpolymers, and thus, a core segmented 
structure is energetically favoured. The miktoarm star terpolymer first forms frustrated 
disc-like segments with a lateral corona emanating from the bilayered core. However, 
without full protection of the hydrophobic core, the unfavoured core/water interface is then 
minimized by stacking of the micelles via mutual patches into a variety of frequently reoc-
curring core-compartmentalized superstructures, some of which termed “raspberry”, 
“hamburger” and core-segmented worm-like MCMs (Figure 1–7b, c). These results 
marked a cornerstone in MCM research, as this was the first time the internal structure was 
convincingly visualized in-situ by cryogenic transmission electron microscopy (cryo-
TEM). 

The morphology of multiblock copolymers depends on many parameters (see chapter 
1.1.3) which can be summarized in a comprehensive ternary phase diagram with a plethora 
of MCMs in solution with a rich repertoire of core geometries (Figure 1–7d).[124, 125] From 
the phase diagram it was extracted that the volume fractions of the hydrophobic blocks 
control aggregation of the core segments and that the corona volume controls the degree of 
association of the “hamburger” MCMs (Figure 1–7e, f).[126] An interesting mechanistic 
insight into the morphological evolution from spheres to cylinders was obtained by mixing 
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a miktoarm star terpolymer with a long corona block into worm-like MCMs inducing de-
polymerisation into small fragments due to additional stabilization and the smaller hydro-
phobic to hydrophilic volume ratio, respectively. Such sophisticated switching between 
colloidal building block and colloidal polymers is an elegant structuring feature that will be 
recapitulated in chapter 3. Beyond these early mechanistic insights, over the years, many 
more morphologies were identified such as sphere-on-cylinders, laterally segmented vesi-
cles and perforated sheets.[127-132]  

 

Figure 1–7: Miktoarm star terpolymers in water. (a) Schematic of miktoarm star terpolymer architectures 
and proposed aggregation into laterally phase-separated disks. (b, c) Cryo-TEM of segmented worm-like and 
raspberry-like MCMs. Adapted from [123]. Reprinted with permission from the American Association for 
the Advancement of Sciences. (d) Comprehensive phase diagram of one type of miktoarm star terpolymer 
encompassing spherical and worm-like micelles, laterally structured hexagons and vesicles. Adapted from 
[124]. Reprinted with permission from the American Chemical Society. (e, f) Schematic and TEM images of 
the depolymerisation of worm-like MCMs by blending with “hamburger” MCMs. Adapted from [126]. Re-
printed with permission from the American Chemical Society. 

The synthesis of miktoarm star terpolymers, in particular, can be very cumbersome and for 
some block combinations also unlikely. On the other hand, procedures for the preparation 
of linear ABC triblock terpolymers are state-of-the-art accomplished with many polymeri-
sation techniques.[133-136] In fact, countless linear triblock terpolymers have been reported 
offering a multitude of possibilities, one of the main driving force for many research ef-
forts in the field and also for this thesis. 
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Similarly to Hillmyer/Lodge, Laschewsky and co-workers demonstrated in several studies 
that linear triblock terpolymers with hydrocarbon/fluorocarbon blocks are also capable to 
form raspberry-like MCMs in water stabilized by a PEO corona (Figure 1–8a).[113, 137-140] 
The strong segregation and the pronounced interfacial energies between the highly immis-
cible blocks in the core cause de-wetting of the shell and induce a morphological transition 
from core-shell-corona to MCMs with spherical patches located on the core. Until then, the 
raspberry-like MCMs of linear triblock terpolymers were only found as sphere-on-sphere 
morphology in bulk by Stadler and Ritzenthaler.[141, 142] Schacher and co-workers demon-
strated that spontaneous self-assembly of more common and functional polymer blocks 
polybutadiene-block-poly(2-vinylpyridine)-block-poly(tert-butyl methacrylate) (PB-b-
P2VP-b-PtBMA) also results in the sphere-on-sphere morphology in acetone (Figure 1–
8b).[114] The extraordinary high χ-parameter between PB and P2VP induces de-wetting of 
the P2VP shell into spheres that reside on the spherical PB core. Hydrolysis of the PtBMA 
block to PMAA and quaternization of P2VP spawned several types of MCMs with a hy-
drophobic PB core and complex co-acervate patches of oppositely charged blocks via dial-
ysis of the now polybutadiene-block-(2-methylvinyl-pyridinium iodide)-block-
poly(methacrylic acid) from a common solvent for all blocks (dioxane) into water with 
pH > 6.[143] The intra-polyelectrolyte complexes (IPECs)[144] are formally charge neutral, 
i.e. hydrophobic, and thus collapsed onto the hydrophobic PB core, but mixing is sup-
pressed due to the extraordinary high χ-parameter. The excess PMAA block length then 
stabilizes the MCMs. The functions of the polymer blocks comprise cross-linking of the 
core and loading of the IPEC with gold nanoparticles towards catalytic carrier systems.[145] 
In consecutive works Synatschke et al. extended the system to core-shell-shell-corona mi-
celles, i.e. an increased number of compartments, via IPEC formation with of the excess 
polyanionic corona with a cationic homopolymer (e.g. poly(2-(dimethylamino)ethyl meth-
acrylate) (PDMAEMA), P2VP) and a double hydrophilic diblock copolymer (e.g. PEO-b-
PDMAEMA, PEO-b-P2VP), respectively.[146] 

The quality of phase separation and the geometry of the domains in bulk morphology 
strongly depend on the interfacial tension and polymer-polymer interaction parameters 
(Flory-Huggins), but most importantly on the volume fractions. Thus, it is not surprising 
that for triblock terpolymers in solution an equivalent evolution from spherical to cylindri-
cal aggregates is observed. Liu and co-workers were able to produce MCMs with spherical 
patches on a cylindrical core by adequate choice of the solvophobic block lengths (Figure 
1–8c).[115] The domains of the sphere-on-cylinder morphology are represented by a cylin-
drical liquid crystalline poly(perfluorooctylethyl methacrylate) core, spherical poly(2-
cinnamoyloxyethyl methacrylate) patches and a poly(acrylic acid) corona. Each block was 
attributed to the respective phase via the combined results of TEM and AFM imaging. 
Again this morphology was found earlier in bulk by Stadler or Schacher underlining the 
notion that in solution more parameters have to be considered determining the final mor-
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phology complicating the formation of homogeneous samples, therein. Liu and co-workers 
also prepared sphere-on-cylinders in solution capable of further self-assembly via spherical 
patches that were selectively switched solvophobic.[149] They noticed that sphere-on-
cylinder MCMs of poly(glyceryl monomethacrylate)-block-poly(2-cinnamoyloxyethyl 
methacrylate)-block-poly(tert-butyl acrylate) triblock terpolymers started to twist and curl 
into an almost α-helical secondary structure. This “secondary structure” is reminiscent of, 
e.g., the secondary backbone conformation of cellulose chains. 

 

Figure 1–8: Complex MCMs prepared via direct dispersion of ABC triblock terpolymers in C selective 
solvents. (a) Raspberry-like MCMs in water with a fluorocarbon/hydrocarbon core and PEO corona. 
Adapted from [113]. Reprinted with permission from Royal Society of Chemistry. (b) The same morphology 
formed by PB-b-P2VP-b-PtBMA in organic solvents. Adapted from [114]. Reprinted with permission from 
the American Chemical Society. (c) Sphere-on-cylinder morphology by adequate choice of block length and 
monomers. Adapted from [115]. Reprinted with permission from the American Chemical Society. (d) Exotic 
morphology of rolled-up cylinders via surface attractions. Adapted from [147]. Reprinted with permission 
from Royal Society of Chemistry. (e) Template assisted formation of nano-structured vesicles. Adapted from 
[148]. Reprinted with permission from the American Chemical Society. 

Instead of folding, Schubert and co-workers observed curling and rolling-up of cylindrical 
micelles into flat spirals as the secondary structure (Figure 1–8d).[147] Similarly to triblock 
terpolymers reported by Laschewsky, here, three different oxazoline derivatives were pol-
ymerized forming a phase-separated fluorocarbon/hydrocarbon core stabilized by a hydro-
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philic corona block. The rolling-up to flat spirals is thought to be a metastable sheet-like 
intermediate on the morphological evolution from cylindrical micelles to vesicle. This has 
not been observed, e.g., in the previously discussed works of Armes on diblock copoly-
mers, as here three instead of two blocks need to rearrange to minimize unfavourable inter-
facial energies. Hence, simple aggregation of the cylindrical cores of the micelles into a 
continuous 2D sheet is not possible, but instead a sheet interrupted by the third block is 
observed. 

The further transition to phase-separated vesicles is not entirely resolved with pure bottom-
up self-assembly in solution, yet. Russel and co-workers demonstrated structures with 
mesh-like membranes formed by polyisoprene-block-polystyrene-block-poly(2-vinyl pyri-
dine) (PI-b-PS-b-P2VP) triblock terpolymer with the aid of anodic aluminium oxide 
(AAO) templates (Figure 1–8e).[148] Dissolved in toluene at moderately high concentra-
tions and spread on a glass substrate the polymer solution is pulled into the tubular na-
nochannels of the AAO template (d ≈ 100 – 200 nm) via capillary forces. As the polymer 
solution moves through the channels, the arising sheer forces enhance and direct phase 
separation into the mesh-like or gyroidal morphology of the membrane. To find a general 
synthetic strategy towards sub-structured vesicles is very desirable, because loading/release 
protocols could be significantly improved for these prominent delivery vehicles if perma-
nent channels between the in- and outside were reversibly accessible. So far, only few ex-
amples treat of triblock terpolymer-based vesicles and, except for the presented case, lack 
of convincing visualization and characterization. Nevertheless, Russell and co-workers 
impressively demonstrated how directing agents, here structuring using surface templates, 
can guide block copolymers into nanostructures far from equilibrium. 

1.1.3.2 Compartmentalized Structures via Bulk Morphologies 

The structuring via bulk morphologies can, by itself, not be considered as a templating 
process, because directing effects of the substrate immediately abate after a few nano-
domain repetitions. From there on, the triblock terpolymer minimizes the interfacial energy 
exclusively among the blocks. However, the polymer chains require mobility to be able to 
rearrange into the desired phases. Solvent casting, sheer alignment of polymer melts and 
alignment in electric fields are frequently used means of manipulation. All cases are di-
rected, even solvent casting as slight variations in solvent-polymer interactions still influ-
ence the development of the morphology by premature nano-domain formation during 
concentration. As already pointed out in the penultimate chapters the structuring in bulk 
shows many similarities to solution morphologies and strongly depend on the volume frac-
tions of all blocks, their polymer-polymer interaction parameters (Flory-Huggins parame-
ter) and the tension at the domain interfaces. Today, many morphologies are known,[27, 53, 

150-152] whereas lamella morphologies are especially attractive as they are pursued as the 
source for Janus particles. These particles feature exactly two hemispheres differing in 
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chemical and/or physical properties, which is the origin of their extraordinary interfacial 
activity. Over the years Müller and co-workers have targeted and classified many different 
triblock terpolymer morphologies among of which the lamella-sphere, lamella-cylinder and 
the lamella-lamella morphology of PS-b-PB-b-PMMA gave rise to Janus micelles,[153] cyl-
inders[154] and discs[155] via the cross-linking of the inter-lamella PB phase (Figure 1–9a). 

 

Figure 1–9: Compartmentalized superstructures via bulk morphologies. (a) Comprehensive phase dia-
gram of SBM triblock terpolymers. The block weight fractions determine the morphology. The lamella-
sphere, lamella-cylinder and lamella-lamella morphology are highlighted with red circles, resulting in Janus 
spheres, cylinders and disks. Adapted from [153], [154], [155]. Reprinted with permission from the Ameri-
can Chemical Society. (b) Bulk morphology of a miktoarm star terpolymer with polystyrene, polybutadiene 
and poly(2-vinylpyridine) arms and MCCs after cross-linking and re-dispersion in THF. (c) Directed com-
partment swelling in selective solvents and tilt-angle cryo-TEM images (0° – 60°) after loading with inorgan-
ic particles. Adapted from [159]. Reprinted with permission from the American Chemical Society. 

In the case of terpolymer-based Janus particles, the bulk morphology is a necessary tool to 
break the symmetry, because the hemispheres do not spontaneously form in solution due to 
entropic penalties upon total de-mixing of two coronal polymer blocks. The Janus charac-
ter, i.e., two completely phase-separated hemispheres, is of special interest as it is the 
origin of the extraordinary interfacial activity. Several theoretical and empirical studies 
devoted their efforts to investigate the relation between the size and geometry of Janus 
particles and their desorption energy on liquid-liquid, liquid-air and solid-liquid interfac-
es.[156, 157] Janus particles are not only of academic significance, but also technologically 
attractive as future surfactants, compatibilizers or as drug delivery vehicles, capable to un-
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dergo reversible self-assembly/disassembly processes (chapter 1.2.1). Some technological-
ly appealing aspects of Janus particles will be discussed in chapter 1.3 of this Introduction: 
“Hybrid Materials Made by Self-Assembly”. 

Preserving bulk morphologies via cross-linking is generally pursued as a source for soft 
nanoparticles (spheres, cylinders, sheets), also with intriguing fine structure (rings-on-
cylinders, helix-, double helix-on-cylinders, perforated lamellae etc.).[141, 151, 160-162] Particu-
larly miktoarm star terpolymers are well-known for their rich morphological diversity ex-
ceeding that of linear triblock terpolymers.[27] Cross-linking of these bulk morphologies is 
an elegant approach to fabricate highly anisotropic, compartmentalized and responsive 
structures with high precision (Figure 1–9b). Walther et al. showed that polystyrene-b-
polybutadiene-b-poly(2-vinylpydridine) miktoarm star terpolymers (µ-SBV) undergo so-
phisticated phase separation into hexagonal pattern, which, after cross-linking of the PB 
phase and re-dispersion in a common solvent for all blocks, revealed multicompartment 
cylinders (MCCs) with a ribbon-like PB core flanked by P2VP patches in plane and PS 
patches on top and below the PB ribbon (Figure 1–9c).[159] In selective solvents, the oppos-
ing PS (toluene) and P2VP (ethanol) patches expand/contract and are used to adjust the 
position and distance of inorganic particles coordinated by the P2VP phase. The perfect 
spatial separation of both inorganic "highways" by the hydrophobic isolating PB ribbon 
qualifies this structure as a bidirectional electric conductor. One can easily imagine that the 
contracting patches, at brink of precipitation, may be used for hierarchical self-assembly 
into next higher level. The next section will discuss possibilities of hierarchical self-
assembly of colloidal particles with emphasis on surface isotropic particles with surface 
asymmetry. 

1.2 Colloidal Self-Assembly 

The last few years witnessed great progress in the self-assembly of colloidal particles.[39, 

163, 164] The key element for defect-free hierarchical self-assembly are homogeneous parti-
cles that are mostly prepared via top-down approaches such as covalent functionalization, 
“stamping”, surface coordination or glancing-angle deposition of metal layers onto specific 
surface areas of two-dimensional arrays of silica or latex particles. Ever since van Blaa-
deren popularized the term "Colloidal Molecules"[40] the idea to correlate physical and 
physicochemical effects in approximation to much smaller systems sparked immediate 
interest in many research groups.[165] As a result, numerous theoretical and practical studies 
were dedicated to this idea. Although theoretical considerations predict a great variety of 
particles suitable to form colloidal molecules, polymers or crystals, until now, mostly inor-
ganic particles, latex colloids and inorganic/latex hybrids have been reported to undergo 
hierarchical self-assembly. Besides isotropic particles, shape anisotropic (mostly inorganic) 
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and shape isotropic particles with surface anisotropy (or asymmetry) have shifted into the 
focus as CBBs for hierarchical self-assembly (Figure 1–10). 

As a great part of this thesis deals with the synthesis and self-assembly of soft patchy parti-
cles, general achievements in the field of colloidal self-assembly will be discussed shortly. 
For more elaborate information on this subject, comprehensive reviews can be found else-
where.[37-39, 165-167] 

 

 

Figure 1–10: Classes of colloidal particles suitable for self-assembly. (a) Isotropic particles without pref-
erential self-assembly direction result in colloidal crystals of infinite dimension with dense sphere packing. 
(b) Anisotropic particles have less freedom to self-assemble, e.g., six directions for cubes, but still mostly 
form colloidal crystals mirroring the geometry of the underlying CBB. Only strong anisotropy finally adds a 
direction as observed for disc-shaped particles. (c) Isotropic particles with surface asymmetry display pre-
programmed self-assembly direction with at least one finite dimension. AB particles form spherical clusters 
of finite size and ABA particles grow into extended linear aggregates with defined width. 

Spherical particles, i.e., completely isotropic particles, is the simplest design for colloidal 
building blocks. As there are no restricting or directing forces, self-assembly of these parti-
cles is undirected (isotropic) and results mostly in colloidal crystals of infinite size.[168-170] 
Clusters with well-defined, finite size were achieved via droplet assisted cohesion of mul-
tiple particles. Thereby, poly(styrene sulfonate) (PSS) latex particles are dispersed in water 
containing 1 – 10 µm droplets of toluene.[171] The surface charged colloids act as emulsifi-
ers and locate at the toluene/water droplet interface. During toluene evaporation the parti-
cles are drawn together due to the raising surface tension of the deforming droplets and 
start to self-assemble into clusters of defined size. The number-disperse clusters are gravi-
metrically separated according to their size via centrifugation in a solution with a density 
gradient. With this approach fifteen different cluster geometries were obtained in high 
yield and with extraordinary homogeneity (Figure 1–11a), the first seven of which are sur-
prisingly similar to fluorine containing atom clusters dictated by the Lennard-Jones poten-
tial. These similarities lead to the expression “Colloidal Molecules”. 

Although synthesis is more challenging, shape-anisotropic CBBs demonstrate excellent 
control over the superstructure´s geometry usually reflecting the shape of the underlying 
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CBB.[36, 43, 172-175] Despite a few exceptions,[176-178] shape anisotropic polyhedra also form 
colloidal crystals with indefinite dimension. This it is not surprising as anisotropy is not 
very pronounced for polyhedra that, conceptually, are spheres (indefinite number of facets) 
with a lower resolution, i.e. lower number of facets, whereas tetraeder have the lowest pos-
sible number of facets for 3D objects (4 facets).[174] Only if particles are extreme shape-
deformed (e.g. discs), the growth direction experiences a strong preference along one facet. 
Among other shape-anisotropic particles, cubic colloids form crystals with long range or-
der on 2D and 3D scales (Figure 1–11b).[179] The adhesion of two approaching cubic parti-
cles originates from an osmotic pressure imbalance induced by the overlap of exclusion 
zones, i.e. the volume defined by the cubes surface and the radius of gyration of the poly-
mer coil, an effect called depletion interaction. With this simple CBB design almost defect-
free crystals with long-range order are accessible. Shape anisotropic colloids are also capa-
ble of multilevel self-assembly as recently proven by the directed super-structure formation 
with octapods (Figure 1–11c).[180-182] The extreme anisotropy of these CBBs induces inter-
locking of the single crystals into linear strings on the first hierarchy level that undergo 
pronounced 3D crystal formation on the second one. Although theoretic-cal calculations 
predict a plethora of shape-anisotropic colloids (polyhedra) forming super-lattices with 
properties ranging from liquid to plastic crystals,[174] these octapods are among very rare 
examples demonstrating multilevel self-assembly from 0D CBB to 1D strings and 3D crys-
tal lattices. 

 

Figure 1–11: Colloidal homo-assemblies. (a) Geometric clusters of isotropic hard spheres obtained by 
evaporation induced self-assembly and gravitational separation. Adapted from [171]. Reprinted with permis-
sion from the American Association for the Advancement of Sciences. (b) Self-assembly of shape-
anisotropic colloidal cubes into two- and three-dimensional sheets and cubic crystals, respectively. Adapted 
from [179]. Reprinted with permission from Royal Society of Chemistry. (c) Multilevel self-assembly of 
colloidal octapods into linear chains and subsequent higher-level aggregation into colloidal crystals. Adapted 
from [172]. Reprinted with permission from Nature Publishing Group. 
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Beyond the geometric shape, tailoring of the surface chemistry of shape isotropic particles 
allows to control particle positioning, growth direction and shape of the self-assemblies. 
The geometrical distribution of responsive patches gives access to directionality adding 
another level of control. These patchy particles are in focus of colloidal self-assembly[43, 

158, 183-191] and comprise a rapidly evolving field of great diversity allowing functionaliza-
tion, compartmentalization and bottom-up structuring of hierarchical superstructures. The 
discovery of highly complex aggregation pattern in solution and on surfaces using micro-
metre-sized patchy colloids received tremendous attention only recently.[192-194] The ability 
of “simple” building blocks to rearrange into complex patterns is already encoded within 
the distribution of surface patches of the particles that will acquire their position according-
ly, if proper stimuli are applied. However, easier visualization of this distribution and the 
produced superstructures, and especially, simpler crafting of the surface patches are the 
main reasons self-assembly is preferentially studied on this scale. It simply poses a major 
challenge to find proper synthetic means for surface functionalization on the sub 100 nm 
scale. The most prominent directing agents in this regard are solvent polarity or the use of 
complementary DNA strands.[195-199] 

1.2.1 Superstructures of Janus Particles 

Janus particles (JPs) are a special type of surface-anisotropic particles with two strictly 
phase-separated hemispheres differing in their chemical and/or physical properties. These 
particles are of immense interest for a variety of applications due to their superior surface 
and interfacial activity compared to homogeneous particles.[156] Janus particles come in all 
sizes from sub-nm Janus fullerols[200] to millimetre-sized “eyeballs”[11] and all shapes from 
spherical,[153] cylindrical,[154], matchsticks,[196, 201] discs[155] to even Janus walls.[202] Despite 
the tremendous progress in the field and the numerous reports on synthesis and applica-
tions of this special type of particle,[158, 166, 196, 203-212] the self-assembly has been rarely ad-
dressed in the literature.[206, 213-216] As this part of the introduction primarily focuses on 
self-assembly of the colloids the most relevant examples will be discussed. 

In the early beginnings of research on polymeric Janus micelles, Erhardt et al. studied the 
self-assembly behaviour of polystyrene-block-polybutadiene-block-poly(methyl meth-
acrylic acid) (SBMAA) JMs in selective solvents (Figure 1–12a).[216] These highly am-
phiphilic particles were obtained via hydrolysis of its non-polar pendant SBM. A mixture 
of methanol/dioxane yielded unimeric dispersions and self-assembly was induced by 
changing the solvent quality for the PS hemisphere via dialysis into pure water. Aggrega-
tion occurred along the collapsing PS patches into spherical clusters with a hydrodynamic 
radius of around 60 nm, stabilized by the PMAA corona patches. However, some larger 
aggregates of several hundred nanometres were also identified and termed supermicelles. 
These studies marked the outset of colloidal self-assembly with highly dynamic corona 
patches capable of adjusting their volume with respect to the solvent quality. 
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Figure 1–12: Spherical and helical clusters formed by AB type Janus particles. (a) Self-assembly of 
SBMAA Janus micelles into spherical clusters and supermicelles triggered by exchanging the solvent. 
Adapted from [216]. Reprinted with permission from the American Chemical Society. (b) Clustering possi-
bilities of fluorescently labelled PS latex particles with a poly(styrene sulfonate) and a octadecyl hemisphere 
and complex triple helices found in aqueous solutions of high salinity. Adapted from [193]. Reprinted with 
permission from the American Association for the Advancement of Sciences. 

In contrast to the dynamic JMs on the nano-scale, fluorescently labelled PSS Janus parti-
cles exhibit a more static character of the amphiphilic surface patches. (Figure 1–12b).[193] 
One hemisphere of the particles (d ≈ 1 µm) were covered with a 2 nm titania (TiO2) layer, 
followed by a 25 nm topping layer of gold (glancing angle deposition) and successive thio-
lation with octadecanthiol to obtain two hemispheres of different polarity. Surprisingly, 
these Janus particles showed very sophisticated self-assembly behaviour by arranging into 
intricate helical arrangements. The supracolloidal self-assembly kinetics thereby revealed 
clusters matching theoretical predictions. The study of the self-assembly kinetics may aid 
to fundamentally understand driving forces behind complex aggregation behaviour and 
will advance the development of defect-free, large area supracolloidal networks with inter-
esting optical properties, superior selectivity in particle separation, as biomaterials or 
lightweight hybrids. 

1.2.2 Directed Self-Assembly of ABA Colloids 

The patch distribution of the second frequently recurring type of patchy colloids is de-
scribed by two attractive patches (“poles”) at opposing sides of an inert segment often cov-
ered by an equatorial repulsive patch. This setup basically is the advancement of the Janus 
distribution by an additional attractive patch, yet dramatically altering the growth direction 
from spherical clustering to extended linear growth via a step-growth polymerization anal-
ogous end-to-end addition. The aggregation behaviour of such difunctional ABA colloids 
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has been reported for a number of inorganic nanoparticles and inorganic-polymer hy-
brids.[177, 217-222]  

 

Figure 1–13: Self-assembly of difunctional ABA colloidal building blocks. (a) Linear step-growth 
polymerization of PS end-functionalized gold nano-rods. Adapted from [223]. Reprinted with permission 
from the American Association for the Advancement of Sciences. (b) Self-assembly of ABA building blocks 
directed sideways into parallel streaks. Adapted from [228]. Reprinted with permission from the American 
Chemical Society. (c) Step-growth-polymerization of difunctional gold monomer mimics into linear chains. 
Adapted from [229]. Reprinted with permission from the American Association for the Advancement of 
Sciences. (d) Kagome lattice formed by ABA building blocks. Patch distribution and interaction by sedimen-
tation process leading to the formation of defect free, large area Kagome lattices composed of neighbouring 
triangles and hexagons. Adapted from [192]. Reprinted with permission from Nature Publishing Group. 

Kumachva and co-workers realized step-growth polymerization of PS-gold-PS colloids 
(ABA) and visualized each steps of the growth kinetic at specific time intervals (Figure 1–
13a).[223] This is an unthinkable undertaking for molecular monomers, but easily done via 
TEM imaging of nano-sized gold particles with strong contrast. The ABA configuration 
was achieved by selective end-decoration of the rod-like gold nano-particles with PS pol-
ymer chains selectively attached to the “arrowheads”. This was possible due to the differ-
ent reactivity of etched {111} facets of the arrowheads of the gold particles compared to 
the {000} facets of the longitudinal sides.[224] Thereby, the recorded growth kinetics of the 
nanoparticles can be described extremely well by known step-growth polymerization kinet-
ics cementing an underlying scheme for the “reaction” of di-functional units, irrespective 
of their nature (particulate or organic compound). Beyond end-to-end aggregation into 
chains and rings also consecutive side-to-side and end-to-end self-assembly resulted in 
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spheres, vesicles and multi-string chains simply by switching first the longitudinal sides 
insoluble followed by the PS located at the arrowheads.[224-227] 

A quite similar way to obtain ABA CBBs was found for the functionalization of organic 
particles.[228] PMMA latex particles were co-cast with polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) that 
was subsequently cross-linked and deformed at temperatures above the Tg of PMMA. The 
particles adapt an ellipsoidal shape and after cooling below the Tg this shape is preserved. 
Surprisingly, the surface coating (poly(12-hydroxystearic acid)) of the PMMA ellipsoids is 
more susceptible to hydrolysis at the tips than on the longitudinal sides and thus, surface 
patterning in dependence on the curing time allows creating attractive patches either locat-
ed at the tips for end-to-end aggregation or on the sides for stacking into columns (Figure 
1–13b). 

Methods of finding spots with diverse reactivity are rare and thus it is especially surprising 
that nanoparticles can be functionalized to yield ABA type building blocks with the re-
sponsive patch being as small as a single molecule.[229] Such a patch resolution is un-
matched and originates from an effect based on the “hairy ball theorem”, basically  stating 
that the homogeneous self-assembly of a ligand monolayer on a curved nanoparticle sur-
face is not possible, but instead always causes at least two defects (Figure 1–13c). If two 
strongly immiscible ligands span up this monolayer, a curved surface will cause decoration 
with alternating ring-like phases dramatically increasing the probability (p à 1) that the 
poles of the nanoparticle are functionalized with the same molecule. Placing 11-
mercaptoundecanoic acid at the poles	   renders the particle bifunctional and a two-phase 
polycondensation with	   1,6-diaminohexane results in linear nanoparticle chains. These 
chains very recently applied as ultrasensitive sensors for toxic cations, e.g., for CH3Hg+ 
over an extreme concentration range of 18 orders of magnitude down to an unprecedented 
attomolar detection limit.[230] 

Among the many extraordinary examples in literature, Granick and co-workers presented a 
distinguished study with sophisticated control over the aggregation of micron-scale ABA 
colloids (Figure 1–13d).[192, 231, 232] Metal vapour deposition under varying angles allowed 
adjusting the hydrophobic/hydrophilic surface area of the PSS particles with octadecylthiol 
covered gold caps. If brought into water dynamic regulation of the hydrophilic, equatorial 
corona drives the ABA colloids to self-assemble into highly ordered geometric Kagome 
pattern upon sedimentation (highly symmetrical pattern of repeating hexagons intercon-
nected by triangles) simply by adjusting the salinity of the medium. 

1.2.3 Bottom-up Multilevel Hierarchical Self-Assembly 

Although this seems to be yet another chapter on terpolymer self-assembly, the preparation 
and underlying mechanisms are entirely different from the previously discussed MCMs of 
chapter 1.1.3.1. In most reports, the triblock terpolymer is directly dispersed in a solvent 
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selective for one block and as the solvophobic blocks cannot tackle with kinetic obstacles, 
random geometries with ill-defined core segmentation are the dominant species. Neverthe-
less defined and reproducible morphologies have also been reported, e.g., raspberry-like 
multicompartment micelles (MCMs), in analogy to the sphere-on-sphere morphology, are 
often the outcome of the direct dispersion of a linear ABC triblock terpolymer in C selec-
tive solvents. However, in recent years, a new step-wise self-assembly protocol evolved, 
involving preformed patchy particles and solvent sequences. This procedure was either 
deliberately implemented or used by accident, but either way, the homogeneity of the mor-
phologies observed with this step-wise approach improved to a great extent.[112, 149, 233-235] It 
can be very difficult to classify MCMs solely by their morphology. Conceptually raspber-
ry-like MCMs fabricated by the de-wetting of core-shell-corona micelles or via clustering 
of patchy particles cannot be distinguished after self-assembly is completed. As these 
mechanisms are clearly different, this part about MCMs from triblock terpolymers is sepa-
rated from chapter 1.1.3.1 and instead, located within the chapter on colloidal self-
assembly. Here, self-assembly processes are discussed that cross more than one hierarchy 
level via the formation of patchy particles from triblock terpolymers and their subsequent 
self-assembly into colloidal superstructures. 

A step-wise procedure may sound more cumbersome at first, but the control over fine 
structure, size distribution and positioning of the blocks is often unparalleled. First, the 
triblock terpolymer is either directly dispersed in a non-solvent for the middle block or 
portions of non-solvent are added to precipitate the middle block. The thermodynamic con-
trol is guaranteed by annealing for hours to weeks depending of the polymers used. This 
procedure gives rise to thermodynamically equilibrated B core, A/C corona micelles. 
Thermodynamic equilibration of these CBBs is crucial to fabricate uniform species, as 
irregularities will amplify throughout the hierarchy levels. In a subsequent step the CBBs 
are self-assembled in a kinetically controlled process, where the solvent quality is changed 
to only match one of the two corona blocks A or C. The collapsing block forms a new 
patch with an unfavoured block/solvent interface and thus serves as mutual contact point 
for the CBBs. The newly formed multicompartment structure then consists of multiple 
building blocks and is more defined then with other experimental approaches.  

All examples in this chapter follow this principle, some with complete convergence and 
some with small deviation. It may be noted that details about similarities and parallels be-
tween the formation mechanisms may not be explicitly discussed in the cited articles. As 
described for diblock copolymer micelles, the transition from spherical to worm-like mi-
celle to vesicle is well understood and therefore, it is not surprising that similar transitions 
have also been observed for micelles with a non-uniform de-symmetrised corona com-
posed of patches of different chemistries. Since these environments respond to different 
stimuli a transition from spherical to worm-like topology can be anticipated and has in fact 
been reported for several cases. Here, the key difference is the arrangement of the respec-
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tive blocks. In contrast to diblock copolymer micelles that simply fuse together to an elon-
gated homogeneous core and a homogeneous corona, patchy micelles aggregate via mutual 
patches. The core of the newly formed cylindrical micelle is then composed of two immis-
cible segments. Figure 1–14 shows some examples where worm-like MCMs are obtained 
from patchy spherical micelles. 

 

Figure 1–14: Linear superstructures based on very similar step-wise procedures. (a) Stacking of disk-
like PS-b-PMA-b-PAA micelles into extended segmented worm-like micelles. Adapted from [236]. Reprint-
ed with permission from the American Association for the Advancement of Sciences. (b) Worm-like micelles 
with a crystalline core and a segregated corona were obtained from PS-b-PE-b-PMMA triblock terpolymers 
driven by crystallization in good solvents for the core. Adapted from [241]. Reprinted with permission from 
the American Chemical Society. (c) MCMs prepared by step-wise self-assembly of PtS-b-PfB-b-PtBMA 
micelles after fluorination of the middle block. Adapted from [242]. Reprinted with permission from Wiley-
VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. 

The common theme in all cases is the formation of B core, A/C corona micellar building 
blocks in a first self-assembly level that aggregate into 1D worm-like MCMs on a second 
level. This transition is realized in different ways. Wooley, Pochan and co-workers[236] 
demonstrated core-shell-corona formation of polystyrene-block-poly(methyl acrylate)-
block-poly(acrylic acid) (PS-b-PMA-b-PAA) triblock terpolymers that are anisotropically 
deformed to disks upon addition of an organic diamine controlled by delicate THF/water 
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mixtures. The disks stack into one-dimensional worm-like structures due to the preferential 
orientation of the flat sides and are then interlocked via interpolyelectrolyte formation be-
tween the cationic diamine and the anionic PAA corona. This self-assembly is a very deli-
cate process as slightest variations of any parameter result in diverse superstructures such 
as stacked lamellae or toroids.[237-240] 

Schmelz et al. reported anisotropic worm-like micelles with a compartmentalized corona 
and a crystalline core by the crystallization driven assembly of polystyrene-block-
polyethylene-block-poly(methyl methacrylate) (PS-b-PE-b-PMMA) triblock terpolymers 
(Figure 1–14b).[241, 243] When heated above the melting point of the PE block the terpoly-
mer chains were molecularly dissolved. Cooling below the crystallization tempera-ture 
then triggered self-assembly into either complex 1D worm-like micelles with a crystalline 
core and incompatible corona patches of PS/PMMA in good solvents for all blocks (THF) 
or spherical patchy particles in bad solvents for PE. Although this example does not strictly 
conform with the self-assembly of ABA type colloids, the micellar seeds exclusively un-
dergo linear aggregation via the crystalline facets that are distributed in an ABA manner. 
Similar concepts will be discussed in chapter 1.2.4 “Co-Assembly”. 

One of the most influential works for this thesis was published by Fang et al. who prepared 
core segmented worm-like MCMs from a poly(4-tert-butoxystyrene)-b-polybutadiene-b-
poly(tert-butyl methacrylate) (PtS-b-PB-b-PtBMA) triblock terpolymer (Figure 1–14c).[242] 
The PB middle block was functionalized with 1-mercapto-1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctane 
via thiol-ene click reaction to alter its volume and to enhance incompatibility with the sol-
vents and other blocks. Dispersion in dioxane and annealing over night resulted in patchy 
particles with a PfB core and a patchy PtS/PtBMA corona. The patch distribution of PtS on 
these precursor micelles equalled ABA CBBs and subsequent dialysis into ethanol trig-
gered the self-assembly via insoluble PtS patches into undulated bamboo-like MCMs 
reaching lengths of several micrometres. Chapter 3 of this thesis presents the advancement 
to this approach by developing a generic and more versatile procedure applicable to any 
linear triblock terpolymer. 

1.2.4 Co-Assembly 

The co-assembly of multiple colloids or polymers is an exciting field, which requires a 
sophisticated level of control in many aspects. Since co-assembly of colloids inherits clus-
ter and compartment formation, here, we will define similar rules for polymer and colloidal 
co-assembly namely the formation of more than two core and/or corona compart-ments. 
Some prominent examples in solution are discussed in more detail. 

A well-known step-by-step co-assembly process comprehensively studied by Ian Manners 
and co-workers is the crystallization driven co-assembly of polyferrocenylsilane block co-
polymers such as polyferrocenylsilane-block-polydimethylsiloxane (PFS-b-PDMS) and 
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polyisoprene-block-poly(ferrocenyldimethyl-germane) (PI-b-PFG) into alternating core 
and corona segments (Figure 1–15a).[244-249] The extension to ABC ter-micelles was the 
first true example of self-assembly across multiple hierarchies (Figure 1–15b, c), realized 
by the fabrication of difunctional cylindrical A micelles that were extended on both ends 
yielding BAB block co-micelles.[250] The B part carried a cross-linkable corona and after 
cross-linking, the terminal crystalline core segments are blocked for further growth. Dis-
solving the A part then provides a micellar species that exhibits only one accessible facet. 
The sequential crystallization of two more block copolymers differing in the corona block 
then yielded ABC ter-micelles able to undergo higher hierarchical self-assembly into su-
permicelles via the insoluble corona of the terminal segment.  

 

Figure 1–15: Two examples of rarely observed polymer co-assembly into compartments. (a) Schematic 
representation of the crystallization driven step-wise co-assembly of two diblock copolymers into alternating 
co-core and co-corona MCMs. Adapted from [246]. Reprinted with permission from Nature Publishing 
Group. (b) Sequential addition of blocks to yield ter-micelles and (c) TEM images of supermicelles com-
posed of the linear ABC ter-micelles. Adapted from [250]. Reprinted with permission from the American 
Association for the Advancement of Sciences. (d) Microfluidic of multiple fluorescently labelled sodium 
alginate solutions gelated by calcium dichloride into rainbow coloured co-assemblies. Adapted from [251]. 
Reprinted with permission from Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. 

Microfluidic is an entirely different approach providing an elegant platform to continuous-
ly produce compartmentalized droplets usually in the range of 10 µm - 1000 µm with near-
monodispserse size distributions. For many years, this method was also used to synthesize 
Janus droplets by co-emulsifying two incompatible fluids or polymerizable monomers with 
the same stabilizer. This concept was recently extended to unify up to six different com-
partments within one single droplet. The incorporation of multiple fluorescent dies into the 
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single compartments of these beach balls allows clearly distinguishing and following the 
fusion into spatially separated compartments (Figure 1–15d).[251] 

Block copolymer co-assembly is a challenging task as it can be difficult to find the proper 
conditions that satisfy sufficient phase separation and co-aggregation into the same super-
structure. Methods for colloidal self- and co-assembly achieve outstanding results on the 
micron-scale, but are mostly not applicable to manipulate polymer self-assembly. For in-
stance, colloidal particles form regular pattern on surfaces and interfaces due to capillary 
forces or coalesce due to Van-der-Waals forces. This can be exploited to generate 2D and 
3D colloidal (co-)crystals on surfaces with interesting optical properties or in solution upon 
evaporation induced self-assembly in drying colloid loaded droplets.[252-254] Size-
constrained or finite particle arrangements are often realized by particle dispersion in drop-
lets as demonstrated earlier in Figure 1–11a. The co-assembly of two particles applying 
this method was presented with tremendous precision of particle positioning (Figure 1–
16a).[255-258] The same principle can also be exploited to produce colloidal co-assemblies as 
demonstrated by the co-dispersion of micrometer-sized PS and gold nanoparticles in water 
droplets.[259] Self-assembly into colloids is induced by evaporation of water on super hy-
drophobic surfaces. Both particles densely pack into opalescent shimmering spheres 
whereas the pole collapses to finally yield rainbow-coloured doughnuts.[260] 

 

Figure 1–16: Colloidal co-assembly. (a) Evaporation induced co-assembly of silica-silica particle mixtures, 
PS-silica particle mixtures and selective dissolution of PS to yield silica scaffolds. Adapted from [258]. Re-
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printed with permission from American Chemical Society. (b) Lock-and-key recognition as the directing and 
depletion interaction as the coalescing force. Adapted from [41]. Reprinted with permission from Nature 
Publishing Group. (c) Colloidal co-assembly of multiple particles directed by magnetic field. Adapted from 
[261]. Reprinted with permission from Nature Publishing Group. 

The principle of depletion interaction was also already introduced for the formation of cu-
bic crystals (Figure 1–11b) and recently combined with deterministic control of multiple 
species of a novel type of colloidal particle reminiscent of lock-and-key recognition (Fig-
ure 1–16b).[41, 164, 262] Thereby, the key colloids are spherical particles of varying size and 
chemistry (PS or silica), and the lock particles are PS latex particles with precisely defined 
cavities. The cavities are the result of buckling instabilities during emulsion polymeriza-
tion.[179] If lock and key are in close proximity coalescence can be directed into co-
assemblies with “bond angles” of two or more colloidal species, simply by clever choice of 
particle size and shapes. The lock and key principle is based on depletion interaction in-
duced by small polymer chains evading the two approaching and essentially matching sur-
faces. This method can be even further developed to only use lock colloids that will form 
ice-cones or strings. 

Alignment of magnetic particles in magnetic fields offers elegant directing possibilities and 
with the right choice of components also yields highly complex self-assemblies when mul-
tiple colloids are involved (Figure 1–16c).[261] Magnetic colloids dispersed in a ferrofluid, 
e.g., a water phase with a specific concentration of magnetite nanoparticles (Fe3O4) and 
subjected to a magnetic field display extraordinary self-assembly potential. The largest 
colloid is a paramagnetic particle with a diameter of around 10 µm and represents the 
“planet”, whereas the smaller particles (red/green) are non-magnetic and represent the sat-
ellites. Co-assembly of all three species occurs due to the orientation of the magnetite par-
ticles to the surface of the non-magnetic colloids inducing magnetization, therein. At a 
specific magnetite concentration, the medium is less magnetic than the smallest, magnetite-
covered colloids (red), which move towards the poles of the giant paramagnetic particle 
(same sense), but is stronger magnetized than the mid-sized green colloids that now have 
the opposite sense and acquire equatorial orientation. 

1.3 Hybrid Materials Based on Self-Assembly 

Downscaling, control and structuring are optimization processes towards potential applica-
tions and technological relevance. Desired physical properties and functionality suiting 
application needs have to be an essential design criterion for any self-assembly process. To 
replicate model systems, refined and improved by nature in (sometimes) millions of evolu-
tionary optimization steps, is a reliable concept for the material development. We take ad-
vantage of nature´s ability to adapt to any environmental condition and perfect structure-
property relations, pick materials with outstanding performances from a variety of proper-
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ties and put a lot of effort in mimicking these materials artificially or combine multiple 
materials to outsmart nature. 

Hybrid materials or composites usually unify otherwise incompatible physical properties 
e.g., material´s strength combined with energy dissipation components to enhance tough-
ness. In other cases the dispersion of immiscible matter needs compatibilization or control 
over particle-particle distance in solution[263] and polymer matrices[264] towards discovering 
novel effects (e.g. tailoring plasmon resonance of gold nanoparticles). Moffitt and co-
workers designed responsive particles by coating CdSe with a PS-b-PMAA-b-PMMA 
triblock terpolymer (Figure 1–17a).[265] Thereby, the PMAA middle block exchanges to the 
ligand on the nanoparticle´s surface, essentially generating an inorganic block copolymer 
mimic. Self-assembly then is induced according to a complementary process as discussed 
in chapter 1.1.3.1 by change of solvent quality for one of the blocks of the coating. In case 
of the CdSe nanoparticles, the PMMA blocks were hydrolysed to PMAA (the first PMAA 
block was derived from PtBMA) and self-assembly was induced by transfer into water as 
the selective solvent. The transient configuration of the mimics was described by a Janus 
character and aggregation via the collapsed PS blocks resulted in diverse hybrid morpholo-
gies such as large compound micelles, segmented worm-like micelles and vesicles. As a 
special feature of this approach the nanoparticles are exclusively located in spatially sepa-
rated domains with precise interparticle distance on multiple levels, i.e., the particles are 
separated by a polymer coating of defined thickness (∼nm) and by the domains of the su-
perstructure (> 10 nm).  

When dealing with block copolymer self-assembly drug delivery is almost always the pri-
mary argument. Vesicles are very prominent structures for the delivery of water-soluble 
agents, as artificial cell mimics or hybrid protein/polymer cell prototypes. The structural 
configuration of multicompartment micelles is ideally suited to deliver compatible cargo 
separately stored in the incompatible compartments. The simultaneous loading of two fluo-
rescent compounds into the compartments of one MCM was demonstrated by Hillmyer and 
Lodge (Figure 1–17b).[266] Thereby, miktoarm star terpolymers were used to form ham-
burger MCMs in water with hydrocarbon/fluorocarbon core segments, each selectively 
loaded with a naphthalene bearing a fluorocarbon tail and pyrene, respectively. The meas-
ured absorbance confirmed the synergetic absorbance of both compounds matching theo-
retical predictions extremely well. As the naphthalene derivative does not show significant 
intensity at 300 nm if located in a hydrocarbon environment, the synergetic absorbance at 
this wavelength can only be achieved if this compound is stored in the fluorocarbon seg-
ment. 
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Figure 1–17: Hybrid materials based-on block copolymer self-assembly in solution. (a) The surface 
coating of CdSe nanoparticles with amphiphilic PS/PMAA patches creates particles capable of higher level 
self-assembly induced by transfer into water. Sophisticated clustering into hybrid large compound micelles, 
segmented cylinders and even vesicles, depending on the block weight fractions. (b) Multicompartment mi-
celles from miktoarm star terpolymer with core compartments selectively loaded with two different dyes 
quantified by UV absorption measurements. Adapted from [265] and [266]. Reprinted with permission from 
the American Chemical Society. 

Janus particles have been synthesized via numerous methods and were studied with respect 
to their superior interfacial properties. Over the years these asymmetric particles shifted 
into the focus of diverse applications involving interfaces, some of which are discussed 
here. Walther et al. utilized polymeric SBMAA Janus particles as “super surfactants” for 
stabilization of styrene droplets in water (Figure 1–18a).[267] Thereby, only a small weight 
fraction (< 5 wt %) of particles was required to form a stable emulsion, whereas each Janus 
particle was calculated to stabilize around one hundred times the interface compared to its 
own size. The emulsion polymerization of these droplets generated PS latex particles 
(< 500 nm) with an extremely narrow size distributions becoming also evident from BCC 
packing of the spheres upon deposition on surfaces. In the face of the discussed similarities 
on solution and in bulk, it is not surprising that soft Janus particles could also be used to 
facilitate to blending of to homopolymers that match the hemisphere chemistry of the Ja-
nus particles (Figure 1–18b).[268] In this work, SBM Janus particles are compounded to-
gether with PS/PMMA powder under melt conditions. After extrusion, the blend exhibits 
very small (≈ 250 nm) and narrowly distributed PMMA domains in a PS matrix with the 
Janus particles located at the PS/PMMA interface as small black dots. Thereby, the Janus 
particles demonstrate superior performance compared to block copolymer compatibilizers 
due to increased desorption energies. Although the interfacial activity can be expected the 
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pronounced orientation towards the interfaces at elevated temperatures in highly viscous 
melts still is a surprising accomplishment.  

 

Figure 1–18: Application of Janus particles from 10 nm to several micrometers in size. (a) Soft 10 nm 
sized SBMAA Janus particles used as stabilizers in the emulsion polymerization of PS latex particles. The 
addition of only 0.5wt% JPs results in monodisperse PS spheres. Adapted from [267]. Reprinted with per-
mission from Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.. (b) SBMMA JPs are also capable compatibilizers 
when added to PS/PMMA polymer blends. The droplet size of the minority phase, here PMMA, is consider-
ably reduced with the addition of the SBMMA JPs. Adapted from [268]. Reprinted with permission from the 
American Chemical Society. (c) Heterogeneous JPs with one CoPt hemisphere are capable of directional 
movement and cargo pick-up, transportation and release. The bimetallic hemisphere is responsible for both 
propulsion via the catalytic reduction of hydrogen peroxide and dictating the direction via attractive magnetic 
steering. Adapted from [269]. Reprinted with permission from the American Chemical Society. 

Catalytic particulate motors are a very active field frequently utilizing Janus particles. The 
nanomotors usually consist of a metal or metal alloy surface catalyzing the reaction with 
the surrounding medium causing propulsion and motion of the particle, respectively (Fig-
ure 1–18c).[270-275] The generic design concept is simple and explains why Janus particles 
are ideally suited for this task. The propulsion combined with the Janus character offers 
elegant cargo pickup and delivery possibilities in 2D space.[269] Baraban et al. designed 
colloidal Janus particles with one hemisphere catalytically converting hydrogen peroxide 
for propulsion and one hemisphere for deterministic motion  via magnetic direction. 
Thereby, the magnetically active hemisphere was chosen to be a CoNi-alloy the exhibits 
magnetization perpendicular to the particles surface enabling the controlled steering of the 
particle. These particles are capable to perform complex activities such as start/stop, ap-
proaching and picking up magnetic cargo as well as transport and release. These magnetic 
swimmers are model particles for separating and purifying particulate matter with mi-
cronscale precision. 
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From a material point of view novel materials often mimic nature with artificial compo-
nents. The work of Ikkala and co-workers is renowned for the preparation of biomimetic 
materials such as fibres from nanofibrillated cellulose (NFC), approaching the tensile 
strength of steel or ultrastrong nanopaper of layered clay/polymer composites with a tensile 
strength comparable to that of nacre.[14] The self-assembly and positioning of the underly-
ing materials plays a very important role for sufficient energy dissipation, while preserving 
the structural integrity and preventing catastrophic failure. An intriguing example of how 
to create such a material from ultra strong components is the combination of NFC with 
exfoliated graphene sheets mediated by the Janus-like protein, hydrophobin (Figure 1–
19a). NFC and graphene are among the strongest known materials[276-278] and exhibit char-
acteristic surface chemistries. Thereby, the Janus protein hydrophobin has a strong hydro-
phobic side perfectly suited to attach to the graphene sheets, whilst the other side of the 
protein can be altered to react with the NFC fibres. The result is a layered nanopaper dis-
playing extraordinary tensile strength. 

	  
Figure 1–19: Functional materials based on self-assembly. (a) Self-assembly of nanofibrillated cellulose 
fibres and graphene sheets mediated by a perfectly suited Janus protein (hydrophobin) that selectively binds 
to both materials. Ultra strong nanopaper with exceptional mechanical properties is the result. Adapted from 
[14]. Reprinted with permission from Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. (b) Self-assembly of well-
defined anionic clay (laponite) and a cationic dendrimer results in self-healing and strong hydrogels with 
shape memory. The generation 2 dendrimer consists of a well-defined number of cationic anchor groups on 
the linked by a poly(ethylene oxide) spacer. Adapted from [5]. Reprinted with permission from Nature Pub-
lishing Group. 
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Hydrogels are attractive materials capable of suiting diverse applications depending on the 
components used.[279] Aida and co-workers were able to generate hydrogels with remarka-
ble strength with rapid self-healing properties by the self-assembly of commercially avail-
able clay with homopolymer and a dendrimer (Figure 1–19b).[8] Thereby, the process is 
extremely simple: (i) vortex stirring of clay facilitates dispersion; (ii) addition of a polyan-
ion compensates the edge charges to complete exfoliation; (iii) non-covalent network for-
mation via multifunctional cationic dendrons. The overall process takes less than 5 min and 
yields hydrogels with outstanding properties. More importantly this demonstrates that 
knowledge of interactions on the molecular and particle level allows manipulating matter 
to unify contradictive physical properties within one material. 

1.4 Objective of this Thesis 

The aim of this thesis was to derive a novel, generic self-assembly approach to multicom-
partment micelles which are mostly acknowledged as exotic. A unifying concept would 
broaden the existing field of polymer and colloidal self-assembly considerably beyond the 
reach of today’s compartmentalized superstructures. Thereby, access to hierarchical self-
assembly across multiple length scales is especially attractive with the ultimate goal to 
create colloidal co-assemblies. 

On a series of linear ABC triblock terpolymers common features in self-assembly behav-
iour should be investigated to find a general self-assembly motif applicable to any linear 
triblock terpolymer. Control over fine structure and/or geometry are most desirable and 
even more preferably, control over the positioning of the respective blocks within the su-
perstructure. Depending on the degree of control that is achieved in the preparation of 
building blocks, the gained knowledge was to be used in attempts to produce building 
blocks to form unprecedented soft colloidal copolymers. If possible the self-assembly was 
to be optimized to gain control over size distribution, positioning and sequence of the col-
loids. 

Also depending on the homogeneity of the produced superstructures and the quality of 
block-block phase separation in the segmented compartmentalized cores, the possibility of 
developing a universal concept to produce soft, nanometre-sized Janus particles from solu-
tion was to be investigated. This transformation from uniform spherical MCM to Janus 
particles is intuitive and would represent the first feasible application of this fascinating 
soft material. 
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2 Thesis Overview 

This thesis contains 4 articles, presented in chapters 3 to 6. 

The central theme, connecting all chapters of this thesis, is the bottom-up hierarchical self-
assembly of linear ABC triblock terpolymers into colloidal building blocks (CBBs) and 
their further self-assembly across multiple length scales. Self-assembly in nature and in 
synthetic materials is the ultimate bottom-up strategy for the energy-efficient structuring of 
future complex materials with advanced functionality. They find applications from nano-
lithography to targeted drug delivery, where precise control of the structure is of outmost 
importance. The main aim was to investigate possibilities to structure soft patchy nanopar-
ticles with control of geometric positioning of responsive surface patches. Consecutively 
they were used as CBBs capable to further aggregate into complex colloidal (co-)polymers. 
The successful preparation of micron-scale multicompartment micelles (MCMs), patchy 
colloids and co-colloids via directed self-assembly of nanoscale triblock terpolymers pre-
sents a major advancement in the field of polymer and colloidal self-assembly. 

Amphiphilic block copolymers are among of the simples and smallest building blocks for 
hierarchical self-assembly with the size of a single coiled block copolymer chain usually in 
the range of 10 nm (10-100 kg/mol). The main aim of this thesis is to explore ways of uti-
lizing multiple responses confined into triblock terpolymers to produce patchy nanoparti-
cles that can further self-assemble into higher hierarchies. The self-assembly via selective 
solvents for one of the blocks paved the way to moderately simple surface compartmental-
ized nanoparticles with AB and ABA distribution of the responsive surface patches, which 
are motifs reported in the literature and considered self-assembly of “Hierarchy Level 1”. 
My research efforts were devoted to turn self-assembly of “Hierarchy Level 2”, commonly 
perceived as exotic, into state of the art by simple and proper means of terpolymer manipu-
lation in solution. The obtained results prove that simple sequential solvent sequences with 
changing quality pave the way to a large variety of structurally different MCMs with un-
precedented homogeneity. In a subsequent step Hierarchy Level 2 was advanced even fur-
ther and paradigms were set for the controlled self- and co-assembly of triblock terpoly-
mers to first surface compartmentalized nanoparticles and further into, e.g., particle deco-
rated cylindrical colloidal co-assemblies corresponding to the bridging of multiple hierar-
chies. Not only could the positioning of the respective colloids be predicted and controlled, 
but also the length and dispersity of the worm-like co-assemblies by interrupting the step-
growth polymerization process by introducing tailored patchy nanoparticles as end-
cappers. 
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This thesis is divided into three main sections. The major contribution is located in Chapter 
3 and 4 encompassing the directed self-assembly of triblock terpolymers into patchy nano-
particles, rarely observed MCM architectures (Level 1) with controllable aggregation 
number (Level 2) and unprecedented co-assembly of multiple patchy nanoparticles (Level 
2.5). In chapter 5 the spherical MCMs of chapter 3 find application in a novel solution-
based route to Janus particles giving access to, so far, unattainable structural features such 
as control of core diameter, Janus balance and modulation of corona chemistries. The tune-
able Janus balance provides a versatile platform to study aggregation behaviour of Janus 
particles in selective solvents for either one of the corona patches. The Janus particles of 
Chapter 5 were in turn applied in chapter 6 to study the effect of Janus balance on stabili-
zation capabilities of carbon nanotubes. The next few sections summarize the most rele-
vant results of each chapter. 

2.1 Bottom-up Structuring of Patchy Nanoparticles and Next 

Level Self-Assembly 

MCMs formed by linear ABC triblock terpolymers are fascinating soft patchy nanoparti-
cles that can adopt a rich repertoire of core geometries and internal segregation, and have 
emerged as remarkable class of nanostructured self-assemblies in solution where true hier-
archies exist. Up to now, reports on compartmentalized particles were mostly found in 
combination with complicated polymer architectures such as miktoarm star terpolymers, 
with strongly phase separating fluorocarbon and/or hydrocarbon blocks or with the aid of 
additives. Even then, the geometry and fine-structure of these aggregates were random, 
unpredictable and highly disperse as a comprehensive understanding (thermodynamics and 
kinetics) and a straightforward concept for controlling MCM architectures for simple and 
readily accessible terpolymer topologies does not exist. In this project, I developed an ap-
proach that opens a new direction for hierarchical self-assembly of complex superstruc-
tures from readily accessible linear ABC triblock terpolymers. Proper sequenced changes 
of the solvent quality facilitate the formation of a multitude of MCMs from one single type 
of triblock terpolymer with unprecedented homogeneity. Figure 2–1 schematically depicts 
the mechanism with which the first selective solvent precipitates the middle block of the 
ABC triblock terpolymer, creating B-core micelles with a patchy A/C corona, therein. In a 
subsequent step, the corona-compartmentalized nanoparticles are transferred into a non-
solvent for B and A where self-assembly is triggered via the solvophobic A patches into a 
variety of MCMs with surprisingly narrow dispersity. The MCMs are always constituted of 
a segmented A/B core and a stabilizing C corona. 

The underlying mechanism of the self-assembly process is clearly different from what 
most articles described before. Usually the terpolymer is directly dispersed in a selective 
solvent for one block only, resulting in spontaneous arrangement of all three blocks ac-
cording to their block/block and block/solvent interactions, interfacial tension and curva-
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ture at the interface. In this study, however, the terpolymer was directed step-by-step into 
its final superstructure allowing us to determine the position of the respective block within 
the MCMs by choosing the solvent sequence accordingly. Besides the possibility to gener-
ate a large plethora of MCMs from the same type of linear triblock terpolymer, especially 
spherical MCMs can be obtained in extraordinary homogeneity. Exemplified on what we 
specified as "Clover" MCM the evaluation of 500 specimens peaked in over 92% identical 
particles with 3 compartments geometrically positioned in an angle of α ≈ 120°. The re-
maining 8 % were equally distributed between 2 and 4 compartments. In summary, this 
results in an extremely narrow distribution (PDI < 1.05) of core segments per MCM. 

 

Figure 2–1: Schematic of MCM formation using a carefully chosen solvent sequence to direct the self-
assembly of linear ABC triblock terpolymers. The series of TEM images shows the mechanism behind 
MCM formation exemplified on SBM triblock terpolymers. The process starts with the dispersion of the 
triblock terpolymer in a nonsolvent for B yielding corona-MCMs with a patchy corona. Subsequent change 
of the solvent quality for B and A evokes collapse of the A patches and triggers aggregation into spherical or 
wormlike MCMs according to VA/VB. (OsO4 staining: PB black, PS gray and PMMA not visible due to e-
beam degradation). 
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Beyond that, the volume ratios of the core forming blocks VA/VB were determined to be the 
crucial parameter for self-assembly to proceed into spherical or worm-like MCMs (also 
colloidal polymers). With long A blocks and a high VA/VB > 1, respectively, the patchy 
corona-MCMs (subunits) aggregate into spherical MCMs with larger aggregation numbers 
the higher the value for VA/VB. This is attributed to the dominant solvophobic core fraction 
that needs to be stabilized by corona. Thus, swelling and contracting the corona via addi-
tion of good or bad solvent allows manipulating the aggregation number of subunits per 
MCM. 

 

Figure 2–2: Switching between step-growth polymerization and de-polymerization of linear ABA 
building blocks and spherical AB building blocks. TEM images show MCMs exemplified on SBM terpol-
ymers with polymer phases after OsO4 staining: PS grey, PB black and PMMA invisible due to e-beam deg-
radation. 

In a similar manner, the self-assembly mechanism allows control of both the growth into 
linear MCMs (VA/VB < 1) and the degree of polymerization by choosing the solvent quality 
for the corona accordingly. For instance, instead of using one single selective solvent for 
the M corona of SBM triblock terpolymers (e.g. glycol ethers), a solvent mixture was cho-
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sen (acetone/isopropanol) to be able to adjust the corona volume by design. The addition of 
solvent (acetone) causes depolymerisation of the colloidal polymer due to the expanding 
corona protecting the solvophobic A patches. Increasing the non-solvent content (isopro-
panol) results in polymerization due to the contracting corona, unfavourable exposure of 
the solvophobic core and further aggregation (Figure 2–2). The effect of polymeriza-
tion/depolymerisation is very pronounced and can lead to growth into extended worm-like 
MCMs up to several micrometres and fragmentation of the same into 100 nm dimers. This 
concept enabled to understand and direct the hierarchical step-growth polymerization of 
MCMs into micron-scale segmented supracolloidal polymers as an example of program-
mable meso-scale colloidal hierarchies via well-defined patchy nanoparticles. 

The general applicability of this concept was demonstrated for a multitude of linear and 
easily synthesized ABC triblock terpolymers with widely different physical/chemical 
properties. Especially the latter, demonstrate elegant pH-programmable, reversible aggre-
gation/decay of small MCM bricks into extended chains (Figure 2–3). 

 

Figure 2–3: General validity of the concept - MCMs of different triblock terpolymers. (a) polystyrene-
block-polybutadiene-block-poly(2-vinylpyridine) SBV in acetone/isopropanol 20/80. (b) polystyrene-block-
polybutadiene-block-poly(tert-butyl methacrylate) SBT2 in ethanol. (c) poly(tert-butyl methacrylate)-block-
poly(2-vinylpyridine)-block-polybutadiene TVB1 in dodecane. (d-f) pH-programmable colloidal polymeriza-
tion of poly(tert-butyl methacrylate)-block-poly(2-cinnamoyloxyethyl methacrylate)-block-poly(2-
(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate) TCD in water: (d) pH = 3 completely protonated, (e) pH = 6 partially 
protonated, and (f) pH = 10 deprotonated corona. (Scale bars are 200 nm and 50 nm in insets).  
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2.2 Mixed Colloidal Co-Assemblies from Patchy Nanoparticles 

In this consecutive work on the step-wise self-assembly of linear ABC triblock terpoly-
mers, patchy nanoparticles (corona-MCMs in chapter 3) were investigated upon their abil-
ity to not only form clusters and self-assemblies, but also colloidal co-assemblies. There-
fore, two triblock terpolymers, SBM and SDM, act as the building blocks of (the lowest) 
hierarchy level 0 that yield CBBs of the next higher hierarchy level 1, SBM and SDMS. If 
both species are kept separate and the solvent quality is reduced for A, the described self-
assembly of chapter 3 into “football” MCMs (SBM)x and linear colloidal polymers 
[SDMS]m is observed, depending on the volume ratio of the core forming blocks (VS/VB > 1 
and VS/VD < 1). These colloidal co-assemblies correspond to a structuring on hierarchy 
level 2. 

 

Figure 2–4: Schematic of multilevel homo- and co-assembly. The ABC triblock terpolymers from Hierar-
chy Level 0 form the ABC and ABCA units of hierarchy level 1 in dependence of the volume ratios VA/VB of 
the core forming blocks. Separately, the ABC and ABCA CBBs undergo further self-assembly into colloidal 
clusters and polymers on hierarchy level 2. Upon mixing, both CBBs self-assemble to 100% into colloidal 
co-assemblies. (OsO4 staining: PB black, PS gray and PMMA not visible due to e-beam degradation). 
Adapted from Nature, 2013, doi:10.1038/nature12610. Reprinted with permission from Nature Publishing 
Group. 
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However, if both species are mixed prior to lowering the solvent quality for A, both CBBs 
co-assemble along the mutual solvophobic S-patches into the same superstructure (hierar-
chy level 2 co-assembly). It is evident that the superstructure in Figure 2–4 is composed of 
two different CBB species, a fact which is further supported by grey scale analysis. The 
cyan diagram shows maxima and minima corresponding to the S and D segments of the 
used SDS units and in addition local minima within the peaks attributed to the SB units 
selectively attached to the –S– segments of the colloidal co-assembly. 

The size of the SB units has a dramatic effect on the final composition of the superstruc-
ture. The –S– segments are able to accommodate an average of 7-9 of the smallest SB 
units, whereas larger particles either fit exactly once or are even too large to attach laterally 
(Figure 2–5A-C). Interestingly, the mid-sized particles (Figure 2–5B) displace their own 
volume within the –S– segments and induce a strong kink. This kink causes the colloidal 
co-assembly to wrinkle, which changes its stiffness and room for manoeuvre. The largest 
particles share a similar S-patch interface as the SDS units and both particles co-assemble 
simultaneously. Not only are the largest SB particles exclusively observed at terminal posi-
tions of the colloidal copolymer, but they also interrupted the end-to-end growth of the 
SDS units by blocking the attractive positions (end capping).  

 

Figure 2–5: Co-assembly of CBBs of different sizes. (A) The smallest AB building block that was used 
decorated the colloidal co-assembly 7-9 times laterally. (B) Larger AB building blocks only fit once into the 
S rich segments and displace a larger volume. As a result, the growth direction is disturbed visible as a strong 
kink. (C) Even larger particles do not fit laterally into the colloidal polymer but only once to the terminal 
positions. This end capping of the growing colloidal self-assembly is highly selective and can be used to 
control the co-assembly length. (OsO4 staining: PB black, PS grey and PMMA not visible due to e-beam 
degradation). Adapted from Nature, 2013, doi:10.1038/nature12610. Reprinted with permission from Nature 
Publishing Group. 

This end-capping behaviour and its capability to manipulate the length of the colloidal as-
semblies were further studied by mixing the SDS units and the largest SB units in various 
ratios prior to solvent exchange (Figure 2–6A-D). Without any end-capper added, the SDS 
units grow into extremely extended structures with lengths of up to 30 µm consisting of 
500-600 units (Figure 2–6A). The addition of SB end-cappers in specific ratios then short-
ens the colloidal polymer due to terminal blocking suppressing growth. Evaluating 250 co-
assemblies for all mixing ratios, frequency distributions for each ratio were obtained, 
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which can be described by a Flory-Schulz frequency distribution for step-growth polymer-
ization. The effect of shortening became more pronounced for increasing end-capper con-
centration. In fact, the final number average of the repeating units, Nn, correlate well to the 
initial mixing ratios corroborated by the linear trend when plotting five different SB:SDS 
mixing ratios against the repeating units. 

 

Figure 2–6: Control of degree of polymerization of the colloidal assembly via addition of end-cappers. 
(A) Without end-cappers the colloidal assemblies grow into extremely extended superstructures composed of 
several 100 SDS units. The depicted colloidal assembly is a cutout from a linear superstructure 30 µm in 
length and a degree of polymerization of 500-600 units. (B) Mixing SDS units and end-cappers in a ratio of 
100:2 results in shorter colloidal assembly with a number average of 64 repeating units. (C) Increasing the 
end-cappers concentration (SB:SDS = 20:2) significantly decreases the length to oligmeric aggregates. (D) 
Plot of repeating units against five different mixing ratios shows a linear dependence of colloidal assembly 
length on the mixing ratio. (OsO4 staining: PB black, PS grey and PMMA not visible due to e-beam degrada-
tion). Adapted from Nature, 2013, doi:10.1038/nature12610. Reprinted with permission from Nature Pub-
lishing Group. 

Having a modular co-assembly approach at hand, several hybrid materials were prepared 
and well-known polymer architectures replicated to demonstrate the versatility of the con-
cept (Figure 2–7A-E). Up to now the co-assembly consisted of multiple nano environments 
within the core determining the structures flexibility and stiffness. However, for some ap-
plications the corona is more attractive due to easier access. Hence, a colloidal copolymer 
was fabricated (Figure 2–7A) unifying five compartments, three core segments (S, B and 
D) and two alternating, ring-like corona segments of PMMA (M) and PtBMA (T). Surpris-
ingly, the T corona can be utilized to stabilize the entire colloidal copolymer in solvents the 
SDS self-assembly immediately precipitates. Also de-protection of T is a straightforward 
polymer analogue reaction towards PMAA corona segments suitable for a variety of func-
tionalization. The presented multilevel self-assembly process can be modified at each stage 
which we use to prepare magnetically responsive hybrid SDS colloidal co-assembly with 
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selectively loaded D compartments (Figure 2–7B). This was achieved by loading the CBBs 
during self-assembly the SDM triblock terpolymer (from level 1 to 2). As the D segments 
do not interfere with higher level self-assembly, this procedure gives access to colloidal 
assemblies with the possibility to precisely load specific compartments. 

 

Figure 2–7: Potential of step-wise self-assembly demonstrated on several colloidal co-assembly archi-
tectures. (a) Example of a colloidal co-core & co-corona co-assembly polymer unifying five chemically 
different nanoenvironments. (b) Magnetically responsive colloidal co-assembly. The D compartments are 
selectively loaded during terpolymer self-assembly. (c) Telechelic colloidal oligomers of SDS selectively 
end-capped with SBV units. Addition of HCl protonates the V corona at the termini of the colloidal co-
assemblies inducing aggregation via these patches. (d) Example of a colloidal block co-assembly consisting 
of oligomeric segments of SBS and SDS units. (e) Combining preparative steps gives access to ternary col-
loidal co-assembly. (OsO4 staining: B black, S gray, V dark gray and M and T not visible due to e-beam 
degradation). Adapted from Nature, 2013, doi:10.1038/nature12610. Reprinted with permission from Nature 
Publishing Group. 

Beyond the decoration of colloidal assemblies, assembly architectures were mimicked with 
CBBs as depicted in Figure 2–7C and D. Here, two bifunctional CBBs of comparable size 
were co-assembled resulting is a block-like sequence of SDS and SBS units. The selective 
end-capping behaviour can also be exploited to generate telechelic colloidal oligomers. 
This was realized by end-capping SDS units with SBV units during step-growth polymeri-
zation. The SBV units are CBBs with a poly(2-vinylpyridin) corona patch and due to their 
similar size to SDS, simultaneous aggregation and selectively end-capping of [SDS]m was 
observed. The V-patches are clearly visible as a gray area surrounding the black B core of 
the end-cap. Again the initial mixing ratio determined the average aggregation number. 
Addition of equimolar amounts of HCl protonates V-patches and the collapse in organic 
solvents induces linear aggregation of the telechelic colloidal oligomers. In a similar man-
ner ternary co-assemblies were generated by first end capping SDS colloidal polymers with 
SBV units and subsequent decoration with SB units (Figure 2–7E). Colloidal networks with 
defined pore sizes and nearest neighbours per link have been fabricated from SDTS/SBM 
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colloidal molecules as an example of hierarchy level 3 colloidal co-assemblies and as final 
demonstration for the complexity that can be reached with the hierarchical bottom-up con-
cept. 

2.3 Novel Solution-Based Approach to Janus Micelles via Cross-

linking of Spherical Multicompartment Micelles 

In chapter 3 and 4 of this thesis, triblock terpolymers were self-assembled into CBBs, 
whereas a volume ratio of the core forming blocks VS/VB > 1 resulted in spherical clusters 
with precise control of the cluster size. In chapter 5, I explored methods to utilize the 
unique morphology of the near-monodisperse and readily accessible spherical MCMs for 
the preparation of soft, nanometre-sized Janus particles (JPs) in the sub–100 nm range. 
This size regime has remained difficult to access with other solution-based protocols for 
JPs synthesis. The herein developed process is a general, large-scale approach and uses 
simple self-assembly of ABC triblock terpolymers in selective solvents and facile cross-
linking reactions. 

 

Figure 2–8: Preparation of SBM Janus micelles from SBM triblock terpolymers. (A) Systematic ap-
proach comprising the self-assembly of SBM triblock terpolymer into homogeneous “clover” MCMs. After 
cross-linking, the MCMs are re-dispersed in a good solvent for all blocks which breaks up the MCM and 
releases SBM JPs. (B) TEM image of clover MCMs drop coated from acetone/isopropanol (70:30 v/v) and 
single JPs from THF solutions. (OsO4 staining: B black, S grey and M not visible due to e-beam degrada-
tion). Adapted from J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2012, 134, 13850-13860. Reprinted with permission from the Ameri-
can Chemical Society. 

Exemplified of SBM triblock terpolymers, the near-monodisperse spherical MCMs can be 
seen as clusters formed by SB Janus-type particles as we learned from the underlying self-
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assembly mechanism (Figure 2–8). Thereby, S forms the MCM core and B the compart-
ments sandwiched between core and the M corona. Within the MCMs all polymer blocks 
are entirely phase-separated either due to polymer-polymer incompatibility (e.g. S and B) 
or to polymer solubility/insolubility (S and B precipitated and M soluble). Cross-linking of 
B preserves the phase-separated state and transfer into a good solvent for all blocks then 
breaks up the MCMs into single JPs. Figure 2–8B unambiguously illustrates the Janus 
character of the freed particles as the grey S hemisphere only emanates from one side of 
the black B core. This approach does not require any additional template as symmetry 
breaking happens during MCM formation. The self-assembly into MCMs is a necessary 
measure to completely break the symmetry as otherwise cross-linking of particles with a 
patchy S/M corona merely result in ill-defined aggregates and precipitation during solvent 
exchange.  

This novel approach allows nano engineering with unprecedented structural control inac-
cessible otherwise. The Janus particles exhibit a narrow size distribution due to near mono-
disperse MCMs, whereas the overall size can be controlled by the total molecular weight. 
The core of the JPs is a direct result of the polymer block length and can adopt weight frac-
tions of up to 30	  wt.-%. As a comparison, the well-established cross-linking of lamella-
sphere bulk morphology can only produce Janus particles with weight fractions of the core 
of up to ca. 10 wt.-% as otherwise morphological transformation occurs (15 wt.-% cylinder 
and 25 wt.-% lamella morphology). A larger core may be beneficial as softener in e.g. pol-
ymer blends. 

Another intriguing aspect of the presented method is the possibility to tune the Janus bal-
ance, i.e., the size ratio of both corona patches. It was theoretically predicted that the Janus 
balance would have a dramatic effect on stabilization properties, but it is also intuitive that 
uneven corona patches of different chemistry may form clusters of diverse geometry in 
selective solvents. A set of SBM JPs with the Janus balance varying from dominant S to 
even S/M to dominant M-patch size ratios was synthesized with the novel approach. The 
JPs with the dominant S-patch show especially promising self-assembly behaviour after M 
was hydrolysed to poly(methacrylic acid) (MAA) for improved solvent selectivity of the 
corona patches. We find that competing timescales for different processes during the self-
assembly can induce kinetic selection into non-equilibrium structures. Studies of Janus 
particle self-assembly in dependence of the Janus balance are rare and cannot be found 
elsewhere for sub 100 nm Janus particles.  
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Figure 2–9: DLS and TEM studies of concentration dependent superstructure formation of 
poly(styrene)-b-poly(butadiene)-b-poly(methacrylic acid) (SBMAA) JPs with a dominant S-patch. The 
solvents used are water (selective for MAA) and chloroform (selective for S). (OsO4 staining: B black, S 
grey and M not visible due to e-beam degradation). Adapted from J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2012, 134, 13850-
13860. Reprinted with permission from the American Chemical Society. 

Figure 2–9 presents DLS size distributions and corresponding TEM images of a concentra-
tion series of SBMAA in water pH 10 (selective for MAA) and Chloroform (selective for 
S). With increasing initial concentration of SBMAA JPs in THF, the cluster size dramati-
cally increases after solvent exchange to water pH 10 (Figure 2–9A). At a concentration of 
0.05 g/L single JPs are the dominant species, whereas the Janus character is clearly visible 
as the collapsed grey S-patch only emanates from one side of the B core. With increasing 
JP concentration the clusters grow into football and raspberry-like aggregates consisting of 
around 20 and over 50 JPs, respectively. DLS and TEM analysis shows a completely dif-
ferent evolution for SBMAA JPs in chloroform (Figure 2–9B). Collapse of the minor 
MAA-patch merely results in concentration independent dimer- or trimers protected by the 
very large S-corona. Figure 2–9C illustrates schematically the dynamic volume change of 
both corona patches in dependence of the solvent and the corresponding clustering. These 
studies revealed that corona patches able to dynamically reorganize to size ratio self-
assemble into clusters.  
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Figure 2–10: Generality of the solution-based concept. (A, B) “Clover” MCMs of SBT in ethanol and 
single JPs in DMAc after cross-linking. The Janus character is clearly visible and the random orientation of 
the S patch excludes drying artefacts. (C, D) “Clover” MCMs of SBV in isopropanol and corresponding JPs 
in DMAc (OsO4 staining: B black, S gray and M and T not visible due to e-beam degradation). (E, F) “Ham-
burger” and “Clover” MCMs of tACD in water ph 10 and corresponding JPs in water pH 3 (RuO4 staining: B 
bright, S black and D not visible due to e-beam degradation). Adapted from J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2012, 134, 
13850-13860. Reprinted with permission from the American Chemical Society. 

Beyond nanoengineering of structural features the presented approach also proved to be 
very flexible considering polymer block chemistries (Figure 2–10). Several different 
triblock terpolymers were self-assembled into MCMs (mostly “clover”) and transformed 
into JPs with increased amphiphilicity of the corona patches (MàTàV), higher functional-
ity (V coordinates metal ions or nanoparticles) or entirely composed of methacrylates. Es-
pecially the latter paves the way to completely new JP compositions as all-methacrylate 
terpolymers can be easily realized with standard laboratory equipment (ATRP) and lesser 
requirements have to be met (e.g., only one polymer-polymer incompatibility instead of 
three). Not only is the incompatibility of polymer blocks relevant, but also the interfacial 
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tension between the phases and thus S/T corona hemispheres (SBT) are exclusively acces-
sible with the solution-based method due to spreading of B in bulk morphologies.  

Another central aspect of this chapter was the development of a procedure that can be read-
ily up-scaled for technological applications. This was realized by using extremely high 
terpolymer concentrations of up to 10 wt.-% that resulted in spherical MCMs of acceptable 
quality. Surprisingly, the self-assembly process and terpolymer mobility was not noticea-
bly disturbed by the strong viscosity increase. Although, a higher number and broader 
number distribution of compartments per MCMs was observed, JPs are always obtained 
after cross-linking of the compartments as long as all polymer blocks are entirely phase-
separated. Monitoring the exchange rate of the solvents per 1H-NMR revealed that dialysis 
was completed within hours for most solvents and thus, one a gram scale production cycle 
of JPs could be accomplished within 1 day. 

2.4 Janus Particle/Multi-Walled Carbon Nanotube Hybrids 

In this chapter Janus micelles (JMs) were studied upon their ability to attach to multi-
walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) and form hybrid materials stable in various media. 
Therefore, SBM JMs were prepared via the solution-based approach of chapter 5, wer 
mixed with MWNTs in acetone and sonified for 5 minutes resulting in a stable dispersion. 
In acetone the JMs cluster via the insoluble PS-patch while the strongly solvophobic 
MWNT are bundled minimizing the high specific solvent/surface area, therein (Figure 2–
11). Strong pulses of ultrasound “open” up both aggregates releasing single JMs and 
MWNTs. Switching off agitation after 5-10 min then allows the materials to reassemble 
and preferential attachment of JMs onto the MWNTs surface is observed. The JM coating 
then stabilize each MWNT with the soluble/repulsive M corona suppressing rebundling. 
TEM, SEM and AFM analysis clearly demonstrated an unparalleled quantity of JMs as 
dense packing on the MWNTs. Surprisingly, if less JMs are present than would fit onto the 
surface of the disentangled MWNTs, no JMs clusters are detected anymore, but all JMs are 
exclusively adsorbed to the tube´s surface. This observation suggests a preferential orienta-
tion of the JMs towards the MWNTs lowering the unfavoured surface energy of the entire 
system. The hybrid materials were then systematically studied to elucidate the effect of JM 
concentration and Janus balance on the aggregation pattern of JMs on the MWNTs. It was 
found that generally higher JM concentrations result in denser packing until the entire sur-
face of the MWNTs is covered. Thereby, the Janus balance had a dramatic effect on the 
packing density. SBM1 JMs with a dominant S patch were able to form extremely dense 
coatings and due to the comparably small repulsive M corona increasing JM concentrations 
led to multi-layer coatings. Even growth of JM clusters from the surface was observed 
(Figure 2–12 SBM1). 
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Figure 2–11: Preparative steps to hybrids material composed of Janus micelles and multi-walled car-
bon nanotubes (JM/MWNT) (A) In acetone, the JMs aggregate into clusters along the insoluble S hemi-
sphere and the MWNTs bundle in virtue of the very high solvophobicity. (B) Sonication temporarily disas-
sembles the JM clusters and the MWNT bundles. (C) Both materials preferably re-assembly with each other. 
The soluble M corona hemisphere acts as compatibilizers stabilizing the MWNTs. TEM, SEM and AFM all 
prove dense coating of the MWNT surface with JMs. Adapted from Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2013, 52, 3602-
3606. Reprinted with permission from Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. 

The situation changed using SBM2 JMs with evenly sized S/M corona patches. Still mas-
sive adsorption onto the surface was evident from TEM imaging, but the single layers were 
less dense as observed for SBM1. Although an increasing concentration of JMs led to 
complete coverage of the tubes, JM clusters were also identified in the background. This 
was attributed to the larger M corona acting repulsive towards other incoming JMs pre-
venting multi-layer coating, therein. This effect becomes even more pronounced for SBM3 
JMs exhibiting a dominant M corona patch. Already at comparably low mixing rations 
single JMs and JM clusters are found adjacent to the MWNTs who themselves are sparsely 
covered. Irrespective of the concentration the coating density remains low. This is not sur-
prising as the large highly swollen M corona, which is not visible in TEM imaging, re-
quires a lot of space blocking the surface around each JM for other particles. Thus it was 
concluded that the Janus balance significantly alters the adsorption patterns and the amount 
of particles per MWNT, respectively. 
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Figure 2–12: Systematic study of the effect of concentration and Janus balance on JM aggregation 
pattern on the surface of MWNTs. JMs, SBM1-3, with S/M corona size ratios ranging from dominant S 
(SBM1) to equal sized (SBM2) to dominant M (SBM3) corona patches. Adsorption patterns were investigat-
ed at mixing ratios of JP/MWNT = 1:1. Adapted from Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2013, 52, 3602-3606. Reprinted 
with permission from Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. 

Finally JMs with an S corona patch and varying stabilizing patches (T, V and MAA) were 
used to form stable dispersions in media with increasing polarity. Thereby, a T corona 
patch allowed the transfer of JM/MWNT hybrids to protic organic media such as isopropa-
nol and ethanol	  (Figure 2–13A), a V corona patch to acidic water (pH < 4; Figure 2–13B) 
and a MAA corona patch (after de-protection of M) to basic water (pH > 5;	  Figure 2–13C). 
The V and MMA corona patches are still responsive as changing the pH results in reversi-
ble precipitation/re-dispersion of the hybrids. The effect of Janus balance is best visualized 
with SBMAA JMs in water pH 10 (Figure 2–13D). As it turned out, the amount of ad-
sorbed JMs is not a measure for the stability of the hybrid material, but rather the ratio of 
stabilizing corona per particle, because where the pristine MWNTs float (lower density as 
water), those densely coated with SBMAA1 particles settle to the bottom. The MAA coro-
na is too small to provide insufficient stabilization to balance to the increase weight. 
SBMAA3 coated MWNTs on the other hand showed best stability as the gain in stabiliza-
tion easily counteracts the additional weight. The Janus balance is crucial design criterion 
that in case of stabilization of particulate matter has to be in favour of the stabilizing patch. 
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Figure 2–13: JM/MWNTs stabilized by different corona patches. (A) SBT JMs stabilize the MWNTs in 
ethanol, (B) SBV JMs in acidic water (pH < 4) and (C) SBMAA in basic water (pH > 4). (D) Comparison of 
the stability of pristine MWNTs, MWNTs coated with JMs with a minor MAA corona (SBMAA1), equally-
sized corona patches (SBMAA2) and a dominant MAA patch (SBMAA3). Adapted from Angew. Chem. Int. 
Ed. 2013, 52, 3602-3606. Reprinted with permission from Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.   
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Abstract 
Hierarchical self-assembly offers elegant and energy-efficient bottom-up strategies for the 
structuring of complex materials. For block copolymers, the last decade witnessed great 
progress in diversifying the structural complexity of solution-based assemblies into multi-
compartment micelles. However, a general understanding of what governs multicompart-
ment micelle morphologies and polydispersity, and how to manipulate their hierarchical 
superstructures using straightforward concepts and readily accessible polymers remains 
unreached. Here we demonstrate how to create homogeneous multicompartment micelles 
with unprecedented structural control via the intermediate pre-assembly of subunits. This 
directed self-assembly leads to a step-wise reduction of the degree of conformational free-
dom and dynamics and avoids undesirable kinetic obstacles during the structure build-up. 
It yields a general concept for homogeneous populations of well-defined multicompart-
ment micelles with precisely tuneable patchiness, while using simple linear ABC triblock 
terpolymers. We further demonstrate control over the hierarchical step-growth polymeriza-
tion of multicompartment micelles into micronscale segmented supracolloidal polymers as 
an example of programmable mesoscale colloidal hierarchies via well-defined patchy na-
noobjects.  
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Introduction 
Nature fascinates with the rich functionality it creates from hierarchically self-organized 
complex architectures. The precision with which biology forms near monodisperse pro-
teins or enzymes from polypeptides is unparalleled. In man-made self-assemblies we pur-
sue complex functional hierarchies with the ultimate goal to replace top-down approaches 
for the elegant and energy-efficient structuring of advanced materials.[1-8] Irrespective of 
the physical interaction used for achieving complex multilevel self-assemblies, there is an 
increasing bottleneck of precision engineering when constructing across length scales. The 
build-up of hierarchies requires control of the homogeneity of the subunits that order into 
the next higher level, as polydispersity can amplify throughout the process. With increas-
ing size and complexity of the self-assembling building blocks, the kinetic obstacles be-
come significant and trapping of meta-stable species can occur, preventing well-defined 
solution hierarchies of low polydispersity on an appropriate time-scale.[9, 10] 

Here, however, biology inspires a strategy to overcome this bottleneck as it teaches that the 
precise folding of peptides involves prefolded intermediates prior to furnishing monodis-
perse, perfectly functioning proteins or enzyme complexes. Thus, a step-wise restriction of 
the degrees of freedoms occurs[11] along a directional energy landscape, similar to a funnel 
(Fig. 3–1).[12, 13] This calls for directing the self-assembly of synthetic bricks when increas-
ingly complex hierarchical structures are targeted, especially when competing interactions 
and slow dynamics are involved. 

In soft-matter nanotechnology, multicompartment micelles (MCMs) and their superstruc-
tures, formed by block copolymers, have emerged as a remarkable class of complex self-
assemblies that allow to fundamentally understand the bottom-up structuring of solution-
based hierarchies.[14-32] They are an intriguing class of responsive nanoobjects as they 
combine—similar to proteins—different physical nanoenvironments in well-segregated 
compartments and allow transporting different payloads simultaneously. Either the core or 
the corona can be compartmentalized, where we will concentrate on multicompartment-
core micelles. We distinguish these further into spherical and linear MCMs according to 
their geometric dimensions. Here, early studies reported on the formation of spherical 
MCMs with raspberry appearance formed by ABC triblock terpolymers, containing hydro-
carbon, fluorocarbon and hydrophilic blocks. In recent years, Lodge and Hillmyer largely 
extended the space of morphologies by exploring the structures formed by ABC miktoarms 
in selective solvents, in which spherical MCMs, substructured vesicles and linear worm-
like MCMs were identified.[32-34] Furthermore, the kinetically controlled (non-equilibrium) 
aggregation of solvent-swollen spherical micelles formed by ABC triblock terpolymers 
into linear substructured strands was achieved by complexation of the corona with oppo-
sitely charged complexing agents. Importantly, MCMs can bridge several length scales 
from segmented polymer chains (~10 nm) over substructured individual MCMs (25 –
 100 nm) into extended superstructured cylinders (0.1 – 10 µm). So far, there has been best 
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diversification of structures by promoting specific systems with non-linear polymer topol-
ogies or polymer-specific additives and processes.[35-37] However, looking at these systems, 
one can identify that it has remained challenging to establish a general concept, in particu-
lar for simple linear ABC triblock terpolymers, and more importantly, a scheme to predict 
and manipulate the architecture (patch distribution, geometry, linear vs. spherical aggre-
gates) of the resulting MCMs as a function of the polymer composition. For instance, foot-
ball (aka raspberry) MCMs with various patches (n ≈ 5 – 10) are the most common and 
also widely observed MCM morphology for triblock terpolymers.[15, 17, 31, 38-42] However, it 
can be anticipated that there must be stable regions for MCMs possessing smaller amounts 
of patches (e.g. 2,3,4) as such MCMs can be identified in polydisperse populations in pre-
sent literature.[31, 35, 36, 43, 44] 

Consequently, the major question arises to how can these distinct patch numbers be ob-
tained in high monodispersity? Also, what governs the aggregation into isolated spherical 
MCMs vs. extended linear MCM strings? In the future, the self-assembly of block copol-
ymers in solution will move to the second level of hierarchy, meaning that it becomes in-
creasingly important to use MCMs as bricks to construct higher level aggregates (2nd lev-
el), whereas present approaches mostly deal with the aggregation of block copolymers into 
micelles (MCMs, 1st level). Success in this direction however, critically depends on con-
trolling patch distributions and achieving high monodispersity for MCMs so that they can 
serve as reliable bricks for the self-assembly into higher orders.[23] 

Herein, we will demonstrate a general concept of what governs the amount of patches and 
how to achieve very homogeneous distributions of MCMs. Reasonably, only shallow dif-
ferences in the free energy of MCMs with various patches can be expected and the chal-
lenge is to selectively target one specific morphology. Therefore, various MCMs in Figure 
3–1 are depicted on similar levels of free energy and we expect near-equilibrium structures 
when one is realized over the other. With the aim of avoiding undesirable kinetic traps, we 
take a different look at the structure formation and apply the concept of directed self-
assembly by step-wise reduction of the degrees of freedom for the MCM formation of 
readily accessible linear ABC triblock terpolymers. This largely contrasts present ap-
proaches using one-step dissolution (or direct dialysis), and – as we will show – has a deci-
sive influence on achieving superior control. Instead of considering MCMs as single enti-
ties with intact structures, we identify the essential pre-assembled subunits and target their 
formation in a dedicated first step. Using suitable solvents we first construct well defined 
micellar subunits with a collapsed but dynamic B core and a mixed or compartmentalized 
corona of blocks A/C (first reduction of conformational freedom). We chose to specifically 
direct the self-assembly via these intermediates as it assures the mechanistic pathway with 
high confidence and allows to sequentially reduce the dynamics from soluble to collapsed 
blocks. By lowering the solvent quality for block A, these subunits serve as bricks for the 
next-level assembly into various well-defined spherical MCMs with A core, B patches and 
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C corona (second reduction of conformational freedom). This surprisingly simple step-
wise approach allows maintaining significant dynamics for the subunits and directs the 
kinetic pathway during the self-assembly into unusually homogeneous MCMs. We regard 
this analogous to funnelling the structure formation along an energy landscape into final 
well-defined hierarchical architectures. With the aid of this approach, we demonstrate 
unique structural control over spherical MCMs. 

 

Figure 3–1: Funnel concept for the directed, hierarchical self-assembly of ABC triblock terpolymers in 
solution. Minimization of kinetic traps is realized by step-wise reduction of conformational freedom via pre-
assembled subunits. In the first step, triblock terpolymers self-assemble into subunits, i.e. pre-assembled 
intermediates, in a nonsolvent for the middle block B (black), leaving different corona conformations of A 
(red) and C (grey). In the second step, the collapse of block A is triggered by exposure to a nonsolvent for A 
and B, and higher level assembly of the subunits occurs into the final superstructure. The process is accom-
panied by a refinement of the initial corona structure of A and C, and the conformational space narrows down 
into MCM superstructures of low polydispersity (Scale bar is 50 nm). 

Moreover, we define conditions for which instead of spherical MCMs linear ones with 
alternating A and B segments will form via colloidal step-growth polymerization into 
mesoscale superstructures (colloidal polymers), as an example of colloidal LEGO® based 
on well-defined patchy nanoobjects. This progress is accomplished with one of the sim-
plest starting materials, i.e. linear ABC triblock terpolymers, without the need of post-
modifications or complexing agents. In combination with a herein developed scaling theo-
ry, we establish the stability criteria of different MCM morphologies and validate the gen-
eral applicability by extending it to five types of terpolymers with widely different physical 
characteristics (Fig. 3–2, Table 3–1). 
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Figure 3–2: Structures of linear ABC triblock terpolymers. S = polystyrene, B = polybutadiene, 
M = poly(methyl methacrylate), T = poly(tert-butyl methacrylate), V = poly(2-vinylpyridine), D = poly(2-
(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate), C = poly(2-(cinnamoyloxy)ethyl methacrylate). In each case the red 
block builds up the corona. 

Results 
Influence of volume ratio of core-forming blocks. We start with a series of polystyrene-
block-polybutadiene-block-poly(methyl methacrylate)s (PS-b-PB-b-PMMA; SBM1-12; 
Fig. 3–2, Table 3–1), differing in the volume ratio of PS and PB blocks, VPS/VPB, and the 
molar ratio of coronal versus PS + PB units, rPMMA=NPMMA/(NPS+NPB). We apply a two-
step process for the directed self-assembly. The terpolymer is first dissolved in a nonsol-
vent for the middle block PB, followed by dialysis into a nonsolvent for both blocks PS 
and PB. Annealing of the subunits in the first solvent ensures near-equilibrium confor-
mations at this stage. Dissolution of SBMs in DMAc (N,N-dimethylacetamide, nonsolvent 
for PB, c = 1 g/L) yields spherical micelles with a PB core and a mixed or compartmental-
ized corona of PS and PMMA, termed subunits. This is the first reduction of the degrees of 
conformational freedom in the directed self-assembly process. Dynamic Light Scattering 
(DLS) confirms their formation with small hydrodynamic radii of Rh,app = 9 — 14 nm (Fig. 
3–3a-c, Supplementary Fig. S3–1 and Table S3–1).[47] In a second step to direct the struc-
ture formation, dialysis against an acetone/isopropanol mixture (60/40 v/v) triggers the 
collapse of the PS block within the corona and induces higher-level aggregation of the 
subunits into the final multicompartment-core micelles (MCMs, Fig. 3–1). Rearrangements 
and phase-segregation between PS and PMMA occur during this process, equalling a re-
finement of the subunits. Acetone is a nonsolvent for PB, a near-Θ solvent for PS and a 
good solvent for PMMA. Isopropanol is a near-Θ solvent for PMMA and a nonsolvent for 
both PS and PB. Hence, PB remains insoluble at all times, its chains yet mobile enough to 
allow for rearrangements during the process of subunit aggregation into the final MCMs. 
The importance of a dynamic PB-core is underscored by the fact that freezing the segmen-
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tal dynamics of the subunits via crosslinking the PB-core results in ill-defined MCMs (see 
Supplementary Fig. S3–2). 

Table 3–1 Molecular and micellar characteristics of employed ABC triblock terpolymers  

Codea Polymerc 
d  MCM 

morphology 

SBM1 S354B148M352
80 4.20 0.70 spherical 

SBM2 S306B151M340
74 3.57 0.75 spherical 

SBM3 S337B333M369
90 1.78 0.54 spherical 

SBM4 S660B674M350
140 1.72 0.26 spherical 

SBM5 S611B635M292
127 1.69 0.23 spherical 

SBM6 S277B333M430
90 1.46 0.70 spherical 

SBM7 S325B681M764
147 0.84 0.76 linear 

SBM8 S363B765M389
118 0.84 0.35 linear 

SBM9 S283B596M304
92 0.84 0.35 linear 

SBM10 S374B819M509
134 0.80 0.43 linear 

SBM11 S141B345M157
49 0.72 0.32 linear 

SBM12 S283B700M378
105 0.71 0.38 linear 

SBV S358B378V594
120 1.67 0.81 spherical 

SBT1b S580B124T472
134 8.23 0.67 spherical 

SBT2b S520B538T343
132 1.70 0.32 spherical 

TVB1b T380V307B448
110 1.77 0.64 linear 

TVB2b T643V293B448
145 3.00 0.46 linear 

TVB3b T790V286B448
165 3.68 0.40 linear 

TCD T280C135D255
111 1.17 0.62 linear 

tSfBT tS452fB513T463
392 0.62 0.45 linear 

NnBEO N178nB105EO114
39 1.22 0.40 linear 

a SBM = polystyrene-block-polybutadiene-block-poly(methyl methacrylate), SBV = polystyrene-block-
polybutadiene-block-poly(2-vinylpyridine), SBT = polystyrene-block-polybutadiene-block-poly(tert-butyl 
methacrylate), TVB = poly(tert-butyl methacrylate)-block-poly(2-vinylpyridine)-block-polybutadiene, 
TCD = poly(tert-butyl methacrylate)-block-poly(2-(cinnamoyloxy)ethyl methacrylate)-block-poly(2-
(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate), tSfBT = Poly(tert-butoxy styrene)-block-poly(C6F13C2H4S-
ethylethylene)-block-poly(tert-butyl methacrylate) [45] and NnBEO = Poly(N-isopropyl acrylamide)-block-
poly(n-butyl acrylate)-block-poly(ethylene oxide).[46]  
b Fraction of 1,4-butadiene units ca. 10 mol%, otherwise 90 mol%.  
c Subscripts denote number average degrees of polymerization of each block, NA, NB, NC; Superscripts give 
overall molecular weight in kg/mol.  
d Volume fractions VA and VB calculated from polymer densities. 

Figures 3d-k depict TEM-micrographs of MCMs formed by various SBMs after OsO4 
staining (PS grey, PB black, PMMA invisible due to e-beam degradation). We observe 
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spherical MCMs with PS core and distinct numbers (2—12) of PB patches for SBM1-6 
(Fig. 3–3d-i). In contrast, SBM7-12 (Fig. 3–3j,k) show linear, partially segmented worm-
like MCMs. The morphology (spherical vs. linear) is determined by the volume ratio of the 
two insoluble blocks VPS/VPB. 

 
Figure 3–3: TEM images of SBM9 subunits in DMAc, spherical and linear MCMs formed by SBMs 
with various core volume ratios (VPS/VPB) and DLS data for SBM3 and SBM9 in the stage of subunits 
and MCMs. MCMs were prepared by dialysis of subunits with mixed- or compartmentalized PS/PMMA 
corona and PB core in DMAc into acetone/isopropanol (60/40 v/v). Staining was achieved with OsO4 (PB 
black, PS grey, PMMA corona invisible). Subunits: (a) Weakly phase-segregated corona of PS and PMMA 
of SBM9 subunits with a PB core in DMAc. (b-c) DLS CONTIN plots of pre-assembled subunits and final 
MCMs of SBM3 and SBM9. MCMs: (d) SB2 (BSB) “hamburgers” of SBM6; (e) SB3 “clovers” of SBM3; (f) 
SB4 “Maltese crosses“ of SBM4; (g) SB7 “footballs” of SBM5; (h, i) SBx “footballs” of SBM1 and SBM2. 
The inset (lower right, i) depicts the Fourier transform of the TEM micrograph; (j) SBSBS = (SBS)2 “double-
burgers” of SBM7 (see also Supplementary Fig. S3); (k) (SBS)x linear MCM colloidal polymers of SBM9. 
The kinks in the colloidal polymers will be discussed below (Scale bars are 200 nm and 50 nm in insets). 
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We find that SBM terpolymers with VPS/VPB > 1 form spherical MCMs, whereas those with 
VPS/VPB ≤ 1 aggregate into linear MCMs. We will discuss the influence of the corona block 
later. In accordance to TEM, DLS confirms a 4-fold increase in hydrodynamic dimension 
for discrete spherical MCMs vs. their preceding subunits (Fig. 3–3b and Supplementary 
Fig. S3–1). For example, SBM3 subunits exhibit Rh,app = 11 ± 2 nm in DMAc and 
Rh,app = 43 ± 9 nm for the MCMs in acetone/isopropanol (60/40 v/v). Similarly, the radii 
dramatically increase to several µm for SBM7-12 caused by the progressing step-growth 
polymerization of micellar building blocks into segmented chains (Fig. 3–3c). 

The dominant population in SBM6 (Fig. 3–3d) are “hamburgers” with a BSB core, which 
are different from SBM7 “double-burgers” with an SBSBS = (SBS)2 core sequence. Note 
the tendency of the “double-burgers” to undergo linear growth via end-to-end attachment 
in concentrated areas on the TEM grid (Fig. 3–3j). A detailed TEM grey-scale analysis in 
Supplementary Figure S3–3 clearly reveals a step on each end of the “double-burger”, 
which is absent for “hamburgers”, and confirms terminal PS-compartments. These double-
burgers undergo step-growth polymerization into linear chains (Fig. 3–3k) for suitable co-
rona volumes as will be shown below. From these experiments, we identify two key fea-
tures. First, we generate a previously inaccessible diversity of well-defined MCM mor-
phologies with remarkable control over the number of patches. Just using one simple 
triblock copolymer system, we are able to reproduce the established classes of MCMs, 
open pathways to rarely observed morphologies such as “clovers”[44] and provide com-
pletely new core geometries like “Maltese crosses” (Fig. 3–3e, f). Most importantly, we 
find homogeneous populations and not just single events among polydisperse mixtures.[31, 

35, 36, 38, 39, 43, 44] This is significant, considering the delicate interplay of various thermody-
namic factors and the shallow differences in free energy between the MCMs with various 
patches. For instance, SBM3 forms more than 92 % “clover” MCMs with 3 patches, 
whereas SBM6 forms above 90 % “hamburger” MCMs. Overall, the extent of controlled 
structure formation into homogeneous populations is unprecedented and a unique feature 
of our process. Secondly, in particular the spherical MCMs are not only homogeneous in 
number of patches but also remarkably monodisperse in size. This is evidenced by the 
formation of hexagonally ordered 2D lattices exhibiting third order reflections in the corre-
sponding Fourier-transform image (Fig. 3–3i). 

The advantage of the herein developed directed self-assembly process with step-wise re-
duction of conformational freedom can be demonstrated by omitting the first dedicated 
reduction of conformational freedom (i.e. the confinement into subunits). Common ap-
proaches to prepare MCMs include direct dissolution in the final solvent with very long 
equilibration times (days to weeks)[35, 43, 48] or one-step dialysis[15, 39]. Direct dissolution of 
SBM into acetone/isopropanol only leads to polydisperse or even ill-defined aggregates for 
polymers with a large solvophobic fraction. During a single-step, direct dialysis from a 
common solvent (THF), a pre-assembly into subunits can also take place but remains “hid-
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den” and uncontrolled while passing the various solvent compositions. On the one hand 
this complicates an experimental analysis and mechanistic understanding. But, moreover, 
the final MCMs are also increasingly polydisperse and for large solvophobic fractions, 
meaning slower dynamics, only ill-defined agglomerates can be found. Detailed results on 
both are presented in Supplementary Figs S3–5, S3–6 and Supplementary Notes 1 and 2. It 
may also be noted that our two step process (dissolution in a nonsolvent for PB, followed 
by dialysis) is similarly fast compared to direct dialysis and substantially faster and poten-
tially more reliable than direct dissolution and prolonged equilibration. Consequently, clear 
advantages of the step-wise procedure can be identified in rapid preparation and the access 
to unique architectures with highly homogeneous populations. These advantages are most 
pronounced for systems containing large solvophobic/insoluble parts and, hence, slower 
dynamics. 

The extent of compartmentalization of the A and C corona depends on the interaction pa-
rameters between A and C and polymer/solvent.[49] Subsequent addition of a nonsolvent 
for A induces its collapse. This collapse occurs slowly during the dialysis and leads to con-
secutive refinement of the A/C corona structure of the intermediate subunits (Fig. 3–4b,c) 
due to an enforced phase segregation of A and C. Rearrangements are allowed due to the 
dynamic B core. Classical core-shell-corona micelles are not observed under these condi-
tions. At some point, the insufficiently swollen C blocks cannot stabilize the refining subu-
nits anymore and secondary aggregation is triggered by the unfavourable exposure of sol-
vophobic A patches. Consequently, initial subunits serve as building blocks for the MCMs 
(Fig. 3–4d-f). A transient AB Janus structure (Fig. 3–4c) is assumed during the merging of 
various subunits into spherical MCMs, thus forming distinct geometries. 

Suitable polymers form “inverse hamburger” ABA micelles with two A patches (Fig. 3–
4b) under good solvent conditions for C and moderate solvent conditions for A. These are 
the crucial transient subunits for colloidal step-growth polymerization into linear “double-
burger” dimers (Fig. 3–4e), oligomers, and colloidal polymers (Fig. 3–4f). They possess 
sticky terminal A compartments (if unprotected by an undersized corona), as the stabilizing 
corona chains only emerge from the non-terminal B patches. This supra-micellar polymeri-
zation of “inverse hamburgers” via “double-burgers” into colloidal mesoscale chains is the 
soft-matter analogue to a recent approach for gold nanorods.[50] 
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Detailed mechanism of directed self-assembly. Figure 3–4 illustrates mechanistic details 
of the process. Here, we use the general ABC nomenclature as it applies to all triblock ter-
polymers. Dissolution in a nonsolvent for B leads to micellar subunits (Fig. 3–4a). 

 

Figure 3–4: Detailed mechanism for the preparation and directed hierarchical self-assembly of well-
defined MCMs. First, the ABC triblock terpolymers are forced into (a) corona MCMs via dissolution in a 
nonsolvent for B (termed subunits). Upon dialysis into a nonsolvent for A and B, these subunits self-
assemble further via a refinement of the corona structure (b, c) into various MCMs with well-defined number 
of patches (d, e). (f) Under suitable conditions, the colloidal polymerization into segmented worms can be 
triggered (TEM images, OsO4-stained: PS grey, PB black and PMMA not visible due to e-beam degradation; 
Scale bars are 50nm). 

Scaling Theory. We rationalize the thermodynamic stability criteria of MCM morpholo-
gies using the scaling approach, where we derive power law dependences for the MCM 
structures as a function of the degrees of polymerization, , of the segments and 

the solvent quality for the corona block C (see Supplementary Fig. S3–11 and Supplemen-
CBA NNN ,,
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tary Note 3 for details). We start from micellar subunits with B core and A/C corona. 
Switching to poor solvent conditions for the A block induces its collapse. Two different 

scenarios of subunit aggregation are envisioned: strongly asymmetric, , and 

nearly symmetric, , core block volume ratios. For , starlike or crew-

cut spherical MCMs with  B-patches on the spherical A core are formed. A continu-
ous B shell is instable when the interfacial tension between the solvophobic blocks be-
comes , where S denotes the solvent. 

In the limiting case of starlike micelles ( ) the number of 

patches, n, is 

 n ≅ NAvA / NBvB( )4/5 γ AS / γ BS( )6/5 ln−6/5 Rmicelles / Rcore( )  (3–1a) 

where  (3–1b) 

Here,  is the length of one monomer unit,  quantifies the solvent strength 

for the coronal block C, vA and vB are the volumes of the corresponding monomer units and 

 
γ BS  γ BS (1− cosθ )

2/3(1+ cosθ
2
)1/3 , where  is the contact angle of B 

patches on the core. Since , NB is neglected in Eq. 3–1b. 

In the limiting case of crew-cut MCMs ( ), the number of patches is given by 

 
n ≅ NAvA( )2 NBvB( )4/5 γ BS

6/5 (γ AS / l5/3NCτC
1/3)18/11,   for good solvent

(γ AS / l−2NC )3/2 ,   for near Θ-solvent
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as long as the inter-patch distance . 

The experimental reality lies between these extremes. The number of B-patches, n, in-

creases with  and decreases with the solvent strength, , and the 

length of the C block, . This theoretical prediction is in good agreement with our exper-

imental results. 
For  or  the collapse of the A blocks only leads to a moderate increase 

in the overall solvophobicity of the terpolymers and, as a result, to a moderate growth of 
the (multicompartment) core. Aggregation of the micellar subunits into spherical MCMs 
(“hamburger”, BAB) is not favoured (Fig. 3–4). Gain in the overall interfacial energy pro-
motes switching from BAB to ABA (“inverse hamburger”, linear) favoured for 

 (3–3) 

, where const is of the order of unity. When , the core shape switching occurs at 

 This leads to a stability region of ABA “inverse hamburger”, capable of linear 
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polymerization. Considering the ABA "inverse hamburgers" or the (ABA)2 = ABABA 
"double-burger" MCMs as monomers and dimers, respectively, for colloidal polymers, we 
estimate the number average degree of polymerization, as a mesoscale analogue to the 
chain-length distribution of supramolecular polymers or step-growth polymerization in 
synthetic polymers. A model for non-cooperative polymerization[51] yields: 

 (3–4) 

Here, c is the concentration and K denotes the equilibrium association constant between 
two MCMs, which depends on the excess free energy of one end of the worm-like MCM, 
E. K and E rise when decreasing the length or solvent quality for the corona, inducing 
longer supramicellar chains. 

Switching aggregate morphologies via corona volume. As predicted by theory, the de-
gree of subunit assembly of spherical and linear MCMs is also controlled by the corona 
volume (Eq. 3–1, 2 and 4). This can be manipulated by the degree of polymerization of the 
C block, NC, or the solvent quality expressed by the excluded volume parameter, 

. The latter can also be elegantly tuned in stimuli-responsive corona blocks. 

Below, we demonstrate all of these possibilities. The basic reasoning is that a corona of 
insufficient expansion cannot effectively shield the underlying MCM subunits against ag-
gregation via their exposed insoluble patches. Figure 3–5 depicts the growth of linear 
(SBM9) and spherical (SBM3) MCMs by changing the solvent quality for the corona 
block. In DMAc, the initial subunits of SBM9 showed a weakly phase-separated 
PS/PMMA-corona (Fig. 3–3a).[30] Dialysis into acetone/isopropanol (90/10) induces a con-
traction of PS and a refinement of the structure as visible by the grey patches on the oppo-
site sides of the PB-core (Fig. 3–5b), i.e. the formation of SBS “inverse hamburger” 
MCMs (refined subunit). The increasing solvophobicity of the PS-domains of these sym-
metrical building blocks and the concomitant contraction of the PMMA-corona trigger the 
following dimerization and step-growth polymerization. Upon addition of further nonsol-
vent (80/20) “double burger” dimers, (SBS)2, are formed as dominant species (Fig. 3–5c). 
A distribution of oligomers cannot be found here and thus we attribute their intermediate 
stability to a rearranged corona that is large enough to protect the terminal PS compart-
ments, suppressing further growth (compare Fig. 3–4e). At higher isopropanol content 
(70/30) slightly extended 1D oligomers are formed, followed by several µm long (60/40) 
and increasingly branched colloidal polymers (50/50; Fig. 3–5d). Branches and kinks are 
caused by fusion/assembly of three SBS-"inverse hamburgers" into an (SBS)3 branching 
point with one common PS domain in the centre. 

1/2 1/2~ ( ) exp[ / 2 ]Bn Kc c E k T−:

1/ 2C CSτ χ≅ −
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Figure 3–5: Mesoscale polymerization of linear MCMs and subunit exchange of spherical MCMs pro-
moted by changing the corona volume. The red corona chains emerge from the black compartments, but 
are mostly omitted for clarity (TEM images, OsO4-staining except (b) RuO4, acetone/isopropanol fractions 
are given in v/v). (a) Scheme for reversible mesoscale colloidal polymerization (SBM9). Note that the 
branching points are composed of (SBS)3 centers. (b) SBS refined subunits in acetone/isopropanol (90/10), 
(c) (SBS)2 “double burgers” formed by two SBS in acetone/isopropanol (80/20) and their polymerization (d) 
in acetone/isopropanol (50/50). (e) Scheme for reversible exchange of refined subunits in spherical MCMs 
(SBM3). (f-h) In-situ switching of spherical MCMs. (f) “Hamburgers” and refined subunits successively 
merge into (g) “clovers” and (h) “footballs” triggered by reduction of the solvent quality for the corona (addi-
tion of isopropanol from 90/10 to 60/40 to 50/50). Refined subunits clearly reappear upon the expansion of 
the corona (addition of acetone from 50/50 to 90/10). Scale bars are 200 nm and 50 nm in insets. 

The drop in solvent quality contracts the corona and corresponds to an increase of the equi-
librium association constant, K, as expressed in Eq. 3–4 and explains the formation of 
longer mesoscale colloidal polymers (DLS in Fig. 3–3c and Supplementary Fig. S3–4). 
Even higher isopropanol contents result in network formation and precipitation, caused by 
the increasing end-to-side addition, possible at stronger corona contraction. The polymeri-
zation is fully reversible by changing the solvent quality, e.g. from 80/20 to 50/50 and 
back. Loosely related are results from Lodge and Hillmyer who observed that addition of 
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diblock copolymer micelles to MCM worms can induce a shortening of the worms via fu-
sion/fission event.[43] 

The same principle of selective switching between high and low aggregation numbers can 
be applied to spherical MCMs (SBM3, Fig. 3–5e-h). Decreasing the solvent quality for the 
corona block forces geometry changes into higher patch numbers and vice-versa, in good 
accordance with theory. The process is fully reversible. Importantly, subunits, “hamburg-
ers”, “clovers” and “football” MCMs show near identical average PB-compartment sizes 
between 16.1 ± 0.6 nm (evaluations given in Supplementary Fig. S3–7), thus supporting 
the exchange/release of intact refined subunits/individual patches. 

General Validity of the Concept. In the last part we demonstrate the general validity of 
our concept by applying it to vastly different block terpolymer systems. Those differ in (i) 
the selection of monomers, leading to different incompatibilities and solubilities, (ii) the 
polarity of the final solvent (dodecane/alcohols/water), (iii) the dynamics of the intermedi-
ate subunits as expressed by the bulk glass transition temperature, Tg, of the middle block, 
varying from -51 °C to +100 °C. Furthermore, we exploit the stimuli-responsiveness of a 
“smart” polymer (PDMAEMA in TCD) to control colloidal superstructures by simply trig-
gering a pH switch. Table 3–1 and Figure 3–6 display the investigated terpolymers: SBV 
(Fig. 3–6a), SBT2 (Fig. 3–6b), TVB1 (Fig. 6c) and TCD (Fig. 3–6d-f) and also two poly-
mers from our earlier work that conform to our concept (tSfBT and NnBEO).[45, 46] 

Let us first change to different end blocks (C) and solvents, while keeping the same inner 
blocks. PS-block-PB-block-poly(2-vinylpyridine) (SBV) is dialyzed from DMAc into iso-
propanol (selective solvent for P2VP) resulting in 86 % "hamburger” MCMs (see Supple-
mentary Fig. S3–8). The large P2VP corona (rP2VP = 0.81) provides sufficient stabilization 
and the slightly asymmetric volume ratio (VPS/VPB = 1.67) favours spherical MCMs. As 
expected, a nonsolvent for P2VP (addition of acetone to yield isopropanol/acetone 80/20) 
increases the degree of aggregation of subunits towards narrowly distributed “football” 
MCMs (Fig. 3–6a). Next, PS-block-PB-block-(tert-butyl methacrylate) (SBT2) is dialyzed 
from DMAc into ethanol (selective for PtBMA), leading to “clover” MCMs (Fig. 3–6b), 
almost identical to SBM3, and in very good agreement with theoretical expectations, as 
SBT2 exhibits a comparable molar ratio of the corona units (rPtBMA = 0.32) and the same 
slightly asymmetric core volume ratio VPS/VPB = 1.70. Furthermore, upon changing the 
composition to the range of SBM1/2, SBT1 exhibits “football” MCMs (not shown here) 
due to a higher molar ratio of the corona units (rPtBMA = 0.67) and a strongly asymmetric 
core volume ratio VPS/VPB = 8.23. 

The TVB series (see Table 3–1) broadens the concept to a completely new monomer se-
quence, very non-polar solvents and to a centre block with a much higher Tg near 100 °C. 
The dialysis sequence from THF/cyclohexane (20/80; P2VP insoluble) to dodecane (selec-
tive for PB) yields linear MCMs (Fig. 3–6c). TVB1 forms extended linear structures due to 
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the comparably small corona-forming block (rPB = 0.64). Branching in these mesoscopic 
worms occurs for higher ratios of VPtBMA/VP2VP (see Supplementary Figs. S3–9 and S3–10). 
Thus, even a high bulk glass transition temperature does not pose kinetic obstacles for the 
formation of well-defined MCMs in our step-wise process. Interestingly, all TVBs self-
assemble into linear and branched MCMs despite their large core asymmetry (VPt-

BMA/VP2VP > 1), in apparent contrast to the other polymers. However, as derived in Eq. 3–3, 
the condition γAS < γBS, here γPtBMA/S < γP2VP/S, is fulfilled, i.e., the surface tension of P2VP 
towards dodecane is higher as compared to PtBMA. 

 

Figure 3-6: General validity of the concept - MCMs of different triblock terpolymers. (TEM images, 
OsO4-stained if not mentioned otherwise; scale bars are 200 nm and 50 nm in insets). (a) SBV in ace-
tone/isopropanol 20/80 (PB black, PS bright grey, P2VP corona grey). (b) SBT2 in ethanol (PB black, PS 
grey, PtBMA invisible due to e-beam degradation). (c) TVB1 in dodecane (I2 staining; P2VP black, PtBMA 
white). (d-f) pH-programmable colloidal polymerization of TCD in water: (d) pH = 3 completely proto-
nated, (e) pH = 6 partially protonated, and (f) pH = 10 deprotonated PDMAEMA corona (RuO4 staining; 
PCEMA black, PtBMA bright grey, PDMAEMA corona not visible). 

Finally, the herein developed understanding enables us to command mesoscale micellar 
superstructures via a stimuli-responsive terpolymer, poly(tert-butyl methacrylate)-block-
poly(2-(cinnamoyloxy)ethyl methacrylate)-block-poly(2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacry-
late) (TCD), in water. TCD has a high Tg middle block and a pH- and temperature-
sensitive, water-soluble PDMAEMA end block with pKa = 6.2[52] (Fig. 3–6d-f). Micellar 
subunits are first formed in isopropanol, which is a nonsolvent for PCEMA. Subsequent 
dialysis against water (pH = 3) leads to TCT “inverse hamburger” refined subunits (Fig. 3–
6d, VPtBMA/VPCEMA = 1.17) stabilized by the fully protonated corona (rPDMAEMA = 0.62 in 
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Table 1 underestimates its real extension). Next, we can exploit the smart corona to ele-
gantly manipulate the colloidal self-assembly into linear MCMs, as the pH value regulates 
the corona swelling. At pH = 6, the PDMAEMA corona is partially protonated, stretched 
and still occupies a moderately large volume. Hence, it provides good coverage of the 
compartmentalized core and “double-burger” MCMs and linear oligomers are formed 
(Fig. 3–6e). At pH = 10, the PDMAEMA corona is uncharged and contracted, thus induc-
ing polymerization into extended linear mesoscale-MCM polymers (Fig. 3–6f). The pH-
induced contraction of the PDMAEMA corona corresponds to an increase in the associa-
tion constant, K (Eq. 3–4). This is a particularly elegant example of how to organize inter-
active polymer structures into nanostructured aggregates and harness their intelligent prop-
erties, as encoded via polymer chemistry, to control aggregation across several length 
scales, i.e., from the polymer sequence to micrometer-long segmented worms. Such well-
defined pH-programmable hierarchies drastically rely on highly defined colloidal building 
blocks of low polydispersity. 

Discussion 
We demonstrated the precise prediction of substructure, morphology, size, and superstruc-
tures of self-assembled MCM hierarchies based on readily accessible linear triblock ter-
polymers. Therein, a directed step-wise self-assembly via pre-assembled subunits and se-
quential reductions of the degrees of freedom proved to be the key steps to reliably gener-
ate thermodynamically labile morphologies of MCMs with extremely homogeneous struc-
ture. This is not only expressed in the overall narrow size distribution but also manifests in 
a striking control over the number of patches. The latter is a substantial contribution and 
promising approach to the quest for well-defined patchy organic and inorganic nanoob-
jects.[1, 3, 23, 53] In particular for low patch numbers, the resulting MCMs exhibit control of 
the geometry (angle and interpatch distance), wherein the dimensions can be tailored to 
potentially suit for sensing applications or the patterning of surfaces via nanolithographic 
procedures. For instance, the selective loading of patches with inorganics can lead to dis-
tinct spatial and tunable geometries of functional materials within ordered compartments. 
We also foresee that removal of the corona blocks (e.g., when connected via supramolecu-
lar bonds) can be used to fabricate well-defined soft patchy nanoparticles not conceivable 
by other techniques. Interestingly, the switching of the geometries and patchiness of spher-
ical MCMs, as well as the reversible aggregation of linear MCMs across length-scales dur-
ing the step-growth polymerization from monomers into mesoscale chains, is enabled by 
the straightforward manipulation of the corona volume fraction. Such a high precision in 
structure and tuneability contributes in satisfying the pressing need for homogeneous 
building blocks for the fabrication of future bottom-up materials. Our comprehensive de-
velopment can be widely applied to other polymer systems and introduces a new paradigm 
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for the design of polymer-based solution superstructures following surprisingly simple 
guidelines. 

Beyond that, our strategy answers the important challenge of how to induce selectivity in 
hierarchical structure formation of complex self-assemblies with wide conformational 
space and shallow energy landscape. Therefore, the discussed considerations of directing 
the self-assembly pathway with dedicated processes may well serve as inspiration for other 
self-assembling hierarchies where large length scales with slow dynamics are approached 
and opens possibilities to overcome obstacles towards reliable structure formation therein. 

Looking out to the future, our understanding lays the cornerstones for the rational design of 
new generations of tuneable and functional multicompartment solution-based hierarchies. 
Moreover, the accomplished comprehensive picture of the kinetics and pathways of MCM 
self-assembly into defined near-equilibrium structures establishes the necessary foundation 
for targeting defined non-equilibrium self-organized superstructures in the next steps. In 
consequence, the herein introduced concept paves the way for programmable particle hier-
archies using anisotropic soft nanoobjects, where the balance of kinetics and thermody-
namics can lead to new levels of complexity with superstructures also stable far from equi-
librium. 

Methods 
Materials. The preparation and characterization of SBM, SBV, SBT, and TVB triblock 
terpolymers were reported in detail previously.[54-58] Important parameters are summarized 
in Table 1 and Supplementary Table S3–1. All solvents used were of analytical grade. Di-
alysis tubes of regenerated cellulose with a MWCO of 12.000 – 14.000 g/mol were pur-
chased from Roth, equilibrated in deionized water for 30 min and washed with excess di-
oxane before use. 

Preparation of subunits. SBM, SBV and SBT terpolymers were dissolved in N,N´-
dimethylacetamide (DMAc), TCD in isopropanol, and TVB in a mixture of cyclohex-
ane/THF (80/20 v/v). All polymer solutions were prepared at an initial concentration of 
1 g/L. The as-prepared micellar solutions of SBM, SBV and SBT were annealed overnight 
at 70 °C, TCD and TVB at 50 °C to guarantee an equilibrated system. Afterwards, the re-
sulting structures were investigated by both dynamic light scattering (DLS) and transmis-
sion electron microscopy (TEM). 

Self-Assembly of MCMs. In all cases, 5 mL of the micellar solution (c = 1g/L) were dia-
lyzed against 5 L of selective solvent for the corona block. The solvent exchange was mon-
itored by 1H-NMR. Micellar solutions of SBM terpolymers were dialyzed against ace-
tone/isopropanol mixtures, whereas in case of SBT terpolymer ethanol, and for SBV iso-
propanol (or an isopropanol/acetone mixture) was used. TCD was dialyzed from isopropa-
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nol against water with pH values of 3, 6, and 10 and. TVB terpolymers were dialyzed from 
cyclohexane/THF (80/20 v/v) mixtures into dodecane. 
For the determination of compartment size, size distribution and invariance of compart-
ment size throughout assembly-disassembly steps, a quantity of at least 150 compartments 
were measured in TEM images, plotted as statistical histograms and evaluated to yield di-
ameter distributions and average diameters. 

Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS). DLS measurements were performed at a scattering 
angle of 90° or multiple angles ranging from 30°-150° in 10° steps on an ALV DLS/SLS-
SP 5022F equipment consisting of an ALV-SP 125 laser goniometer, an ALV 5000/E cor-
relator, and a He–Ne laser operating at a wavelength of λ = 632.8 nm. The CONTIN algo-
rithm was applied to analyze the obtained correlation functions. Apparent hydrodynamic 
radii were calculated according to the Stokes–Einstein equation. All CONTIN plots are 
intensity-weighted. Prior to the light scattering measurements, all sample solutions were 
filtered twice through a PTFE filter with a pore size of 5 µm. The dynamic viscosities of 
acetone/isopropanol mixtures were calculated according to Ubbelohde, 

, 
, where ν is the kinematic viscosity, K is the viscometer constant, t is the measurement 
time, υ is the Hagenbach capillary correction factor, w1 is the weight fraction of acetone 
and, ρi are the corresponding densities. 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). TEM was performed in bright-field mode on 
Zeiss CEM 902 and LEO 922 OMEGA electron microscopes operated at 80kV and 200kV, 
respectively. The samples were prepared by placing one drop of the polymer solution 
(0.01 g/L) onto carbon-coated copper grids. Excess solvent was instantly absorbed by a 
filter paper. For selective staining, the TEM specimens were exposed to RuO4 vapour for 
15 min (stains aromatics: PS, P2VP, PCEMA and partially PB), OsO4 vapour for 2 h 
(stains double bonds: PB) or I2 vapour for 4 h (stains amines: P2VP, PDMAEMA). 
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Supplementary Figure S3–1: Dynamic light scattering CONTIN plots of subunits and corresponding 
spherical MCMs of polystyrene-block-polybutadiene-block-poly(methyl methacrylate) triblock terpol-
ymers (SBM3-6). In DMAc, well-defined subunits with hydrodynamic radii in the range of Rh,app = 11 nm –
 14 nm can be found (left column). A clear shift in the dimensions is observed after dialysis against ace-
tone/isopropanol (60/40 v/v) with values ranging from Rh,app = 36 nm – 54 nm, depending on the morphology 
of the formed spherical MCMs (middle column). The absence of an angular dependence of the DLS data by 
plotting the reduced decay rate, Γ/q2, as a function of the squared scattering vector, q2, and almost constant 
values for Γ/q2 in all cases confirm spherical MCMs with very narrow size distribution (right column). Poly-
dispersity and anisometry typically lead to the observation of a curved plot (see Supplementary Figure S3–4, 
see also Supplementary Table S3–1 for terpolymer characteristics).  
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Supplementary Figure S3–2: Influence of core mobility on MCM formation as demonstrated by cross-
linking of the subunits. To investigate the importance of a dynamic core, the PB cores of SBM9 micellar 
subunits were crosslinked in DMAc with the photo-cross-linker 2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl-diphenyl-
phosphinoxide (Lucirin TPO®, λmax = 360nm, obtained from BASF SE) by UV irradiation for 1 h. Any coro-
na restructuring (i.e. refinement) during the aggregation of the subunits also requires a drastic rearrangement 
of chains in the micellar core. (a-c) After cross-linking in DMAc and subsequent dialysis into ace-
tone/isopropanol (60/40 v/v), no defined MCMs can be observed (TEM images, OsO4 stained with increasing 
magnification; scale bars are 1 µm (a), 200 nm (b), 100 nm (c)). For comparison, SBM9 forms well-defined 
mesoscale colloidal polymers in this solvent mixture without crosslinking (see Figure 3–4e,f and Figure 3–
5a-d in the main text). Those can clearly not be found. Instead, core crosslinked micelles and their ill-defined 
aggregates appear. This clearly demonstrates that the presence of a dynamic core during structural rear-
rangements and fusion of subunits into final MCMs is necessary. Large-scale corona restructuring is only 
possible for dynamic cores. 
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Supplementary Figure S3–3: Structural differences in "hamburger" (BSB), "inverse hamburger” 
(SBS) and “double burger" (SBS)2 MCMs as decisive building blocks to understand the polymeriza-
tion of “double-burger” vs. the aggregation of “hamburger” MCMs. (a) "Hamburger" MCMs possess 
terminal compartments of PB from which corona chains emanate and are thus incapable of end-to-end 
growth. Grey-scale analysis clearly shows that “hamburger” MCMs exhibit dark terminal PB compartments 
after which the intensity (contrast) immediately levels off to the underlying carbon film of the TEM grid 
(OsO4 stained; PMMA is not visible due to e-beam degradation; scale bar is 50 nm). (b) Overview of "ham-
burger" MCMs (scale bar is 100 nm). (c) A contracting corona can only lead to aggregation along the middle 
compartment of PS, thus favoring side-by-side assembly observed depositing a more concentrated solution 
on the TEM grid (scale bar is 200 nm). (d-e) Grey-scale analysis of "inverse hamburger" MCMs (scale bar is 
50nm) and (f-g) "double-burger" MCMs that clearly show terminal PS compartments after OsO4 and RuO4 
staining from which no stabilizing corona chains protrude (scale bars are 200 nm and 100 nm in insets). Ter-
minal PS compartments become darker when stained with RuO4. RuO4 stains both PS and PB, whereas OsO4 
only stains PB. “Double burgers” form upon dimerization of “inverse hamburger” MCMs. Here, a small step 
in the grey-scale analysis can be observed before the intensity levels off to the background of the carbon 
coating, thus confirming the presence of terminal PS compartments. Note also the unusual non-spherical 
shape of the black polybutadiene compartments. Hence, these combined staining efforts unambiguously 
demonstrate the structural differences between BSB “hamburger” and SBS “inverse hamburgers” as well as 
their dimerized (SBS)2 = SBSBS “double-burger” analogues. (h) Longitudinal end-to-end aggregation of 
"double-burger" MCMs. See also the extension of the concept of supramicellar polymers to TCD, which 
provides additional convincing imaging data for the aggregation of “inverse hamburgers” into “double-
burgers” and subsequent end-to-end polymerization into colloidal chains (Fig. 3–6d-f in the main article). 
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Therein, the pH allows tuning the corona volume and enables the observation of various intermediates via 
changing the acidity. 

 

Supplementary Figure S3–4: Supporting DLS for step-growth polymerization of SBM9. (a, c, e) “Dou-
ble-burger” MCMs are the dominant species according to DLS and TEM in acetone/isopropanol (80/20 v/v). 
(b, d, f) Colloidal mesoscale polymers formed by the polymerization of “double-burger” MCMs in ace-
tone/isopropanol (50/50 v/v). (a, b) Transition from “double-burger” MCMs in acetone/isopropanol 
(80/20 v/v) to long segmented chains in acetone/isopropanol (50/50 v/v) observed in TEM (OsO4 stained; 
scale bars are 500 nm). (c, d) DLS CONTIN plots at 90° allow following the mesoscale step-growth 
polymerization of “double-burgers” in-situ in solution and thus, excluding the possibility of colloidal poly-
mers being drying artifacts in TEM. The transition from initial subunits in DMAc to MCMs and their subse-
quent step-growth polymerization is accompanied by a consecutive increase in hydrodynamic radius. The 
small Rh,app = 12 ± 5 nm of the subunits in DMAc (data not shown) increases about sevenfold to 
Rh,app = 61 ± 17 nm for the state of the “double-burger” MCMs in acetone/isopropanol (80/20 v/v). (e, f) 
Reduced decay rate, Γ/q2, as a function of the squared scattering vector, q2, for SBM9 at two different ace-
tone/isopropanol solvent compositions. (e) The angular dependence of the DLS data is very weak, thus con-
firming near spherical "double-burger" MCMs in acetone/isopropanol (80/20 v/v). (f) Upon a further de-
crease of the solvent quality, step-growth polymerization into supra-colloidal worms is triggered and leads to 
higher values for Rh,app, qà0 > 1000 nm. In case of chain-like colloidal assemblies, additional rotational and 
bending modes contribute to the distribution of relaxation times, resulting in an observation of a dependence 
of the decay rate, Γ/q2, on the squared scattering vector, q2. In consequence, the strongly curved plot suggests 
the presence of long, non-spherical objects in acetone/isopropanol (50/50 v/v). 
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Supplementary Figure S3–5: Kinetic study of SBM3 MCM formation by a one step dialysis from THF 
into acetone/isopropanol (60/40 v/v). (a) 1H-NMR study of the time dependent solvent composition. (b-i) 
TEM micrographs of samples after specific time intervals as indicated within the figure (all samples were 
OsO4 stained; scale bar corresponds to 100 nm). The red circles highlight fusion events of subunits during the 
assembly (see also Supplementary Note 3–1). 
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(Supplementary Figure S3–6, continued on the next page) 
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Supplementary Figure S3–6: Terpolymer MCMs directly dispersed, prepared by one step dialysis, and 
via two step dialysis. (a1-a3) SBM2 "football" MCMs, (b1-b3) SBM3 “clover” MCMs, (c1-c3) SBM6 
“hamburger” MCMs and (d1-d3) SBM9 worm-like micelles. (e1-e3) SBT "football" MCMs, (f1-f3) SBV 
"clover" MCMs, (g1-g3) TCD at pH = 6 oligomers, (h1-h3) TCD at pH = 10 worm-like MCMs (see also 
Supplementary Note 3–2). 
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Supplementary Figure S3–7: Statistical evaluation of compartment size distributions of PB patches of 
SBM3 MCMs during in-situ switching of aggregate morphologies with changing acetone/isopropanol 
content. (a) Core diameters of 16.2 ± 1.9 nm observed for subunits in acetone/isopropanol 90/10 v/v. (b) 
Compartment diameters of 16.3 ± 2.1 nm of "hamburger" MCMs observed in 80/20 v/v, (c) 15.5 ± 1.9 nm of 
"clover" MCMs in 60/40 v/v and (d) 16.8 ± 1.6 nm of "football" MCMs in 50/50 v/v. At least 150 patches 
were evaluated for each sample. The number average diameters of the PB patches are in the range of 
16.1 ± 0.6 nm for all structures, thus nearly constant. Considering the slightly different geometries of the PB 
domains (spherical in subunits vs. elliptic in MCMs) and the unlike swelling in the various solvent mixtures, 
the uniformity strongly suggests exchange/assembly of intact subunits. Fusion and fission of PB domains as 
well as exchange of unimeric polymer molecules would result in larger differences. 
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Supplementary Figure S3–8: DLS CONTIN plots of polystyrene-b-polybutadiene-b-poly(2-
vinylpyridine) (SBV) triblock terpolymer measured at an angle of 90° as well as respective TEM imag-
es (OsO4 stained). (a,  b) DLS confirms the presence of subunits in DMAc with Rh,app = 16 ± 2 nm. (c,  d) 
After dialysis into isopropanol, MCMs with an increased radius of Rh,app = 36 ± 7 nm can be found. The 
slightly asymmetric ratio VPS/VPB = 1.67 explains the formation of “hamburger” or “clover” MCMs. Both 
species are almost equally represented. (e, f) MCMs after dialysis into isopropanol/acetone (20/80 v/v). Addi-
tion of acetone leads to corona contraction and to an increased amount of subunits (5-6) per MCM and, in 
addition, to a larger hydrodynamic radius of Rh,app = 46 ± 10 nm. These observations are in good agreement 
with the results obtained earlier for SBM terpolymers of varying composition. 

 
Supplementary Figure S3–9: CONTIN plots of poly(tert-butyl methacrylate)-b-poly(2-vinylpyridine)-b-
polybutadiene (TVB1-3) terpolymer subunits in cyclohexane/THF (80/20 v/v) measured at an angle of 
90°. (a) TVB1 with Rh,app = 35 ± 10 nm, (b) TVB2 with Rh,app = 39 ± 8 nm and (c) TVB3 with 
Rh,app = 41 ± 9 nm. All TVB block terpolymers were synthesized via sequential living anionic polymerization 
starting with butadiene, followed by the addition of 2-vinylpyridine and tert-butyl methacrylate.[57] We 
changed the typical acronym sequence from BVT to TVB, as PB acts as the corona in this case. The charac-
teristics of TVB1-3 are summarized in Table S3–1. TVB features a very polar and high Tg middle block, for 
which MCMs with a PB corona can be formed in non-polar solvents such as hydrocarbons (dodecane). The 
preceding subunits with P2VP core and PtBMA/PB corona can be created in a solvent mixture cyclohex-
ane/THF (80/20 v/v). 
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Supplementary Figure S3–10: TEM images of subunits and chain-like polymeric MCMs prepared 
from TVB terpolymers. All samples were stained with OsO4: black P2VP core, grey PB corona patches and 
PtBMA bright corona patches; scale bars are 200 nm and 25 nm in insets except (e): 5 µm and 200 nm in 
inset. (a) TVB1 subunits with a P2VP core and a patchy corona of PB and PtBMA by direct dispersion in 
cyclohexane/THF (80/20 v/v). (b) TVB1 refined subunits after annealing for 48 h at 50 °C. Interestingly, the 
corona phase separation of the subunits can be clearly visualized. The micelles exhibit a dark P2VP core and 
a diffuse grey PB corona before annealing, whereas 3-5 dark PB patches were observed for the annealed 
sample. This demonstrates enhanced corona phase separation (refinement) by annealing. (c) Chain-like 
MCMs polymers are generated by subsequent dialysis of TVB1 into the final solvent dodecane. The PtBMA 
patches found for the subunits must significantly rearrange during this process. (d) Stronger branched poly-
meric MCMs obtained for TVB2 and 3D network formation for TVB3 (e). TEM shows worm-like MCMs in 
all cases despite the much larger asymmetric ratios of VPtBMA/VP2VP compared to SBM. This can be explained 
considering the drastically different polymer/polymer and polymer/solvent interactions. As derived in Eq. 3–
3 (main manuscript), the condition γAS < γBS is fulfilled, i.e., the surface tension of P2VP to dodecane is high-
er than that of PtBMA concluded from the interaction parameters, χP2VP,dodecane = 0.81 >χPtBMA,dodecane = 0.27 
(calculated from the corresponding solubility parameters using the increment method). In the series of TVB1-
3, the increasing PtBMA content leads to more branching points, but the high interfacial tensions prevent 
spherical growth of subunits and keep the aggregation direction preferably linear. This exemplifies an im-
portant design criterion for targeting superstructures. 

 

Supplementary Figure S3–11: Schematic representation of a spherical MCM for the case VA >> VB and 
scaling analysis for spherical MCMs. Spherical micelles with a patchy multi-compartment core are formed 
by ABC triblock terpolymers with insoluble A and B blocks if  VA /VB ≡ NAvA / NBvB 1 . The micelle 
comprises p >> 1 chains and consists of a central core of radius, Rcore, formed by collapsed A-chains and is 
decorated by multiple, n, patches formed by collapsed B-chains (see Supplementary Note 3–3).  
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Supplementary Table S3–1. Terpolymer characteristics and hydrodynamic radii, Rh, of sub-
units and MCMs. 

Codea Polymerb c 
 

Rh, Subunit [nm]d Rh, MCM [nm]e 

SBM1 S354B148M352
80 4.20 0.70 7 ± 4 45 ± 14 

SBM2 S306B151M340
74 3.57 0.75 10 ± 2 42 ± 11 

SBM3 S337B333M369
90 1.78 0.54 11 ± 2 36 ± 8 

SBM4 S660B674M350
140 1.72 0.26 14 ± 4 52 ± 14 

SBM5 S611B635M292
127 1.69 0.23 13 ± 1 54 ± 5 

SBM6 S277B333M432
90 1.46 0.70 12 ± 4 37 ± 4 

SBM7 S325B681M764
147 0.84 0.76 15 ± 3 33 ± 7 

SBM8 S363B765M389
118 0.84 0.35 17 ± 3 >500 

SBM9 S283B596M304
92 0.84 0.35 12 ± 5 >1000 

SBM10 S374B819M509
134 0.80 0.43 14 ± 2 >500 

SBM11 S141B345M157
49 0.72 0.32 9 ± 3 >>1000 

SBM12 S283B700M378
105 0.71 0.38 12 ± 1 >1000 

SBV S358B378V594
120 1.67 0.81 16 ± 2 36 ± 7 

SBT1 S580B124T472
134 8.23 0.67 14 ± 6 32 ± 4 

SBT2 S520B538T343
132 1.70 0.32 12 ± 2 34 ± 6 

tSfBT tS452fB513T463
392 0.62 0.45 62 >>1000 

TVB1 T380V307B448
110 1.77 0.64 35 ± 10 >500 

TVB2 T643V293B448
145 3.00 0.46 39 ± 8 >>1000 

TVB3 T790V286B448
165 3.68 0.40 41 ± 9 >>1000 

TCD T280C135D255
111 1.17 0.62 29 ± 7 >1000 

NnBEO N178nB105EO114
39 1.22 0.40 27 >1000 

a SBM = polystyrene-block-polybutadiene-block-poly(methyl methacrylate), SBV = polystyrene-block-
polybutadiene-block-poly(2-vinylpyridine), SBT = polystyrene-block-polybutadiene-block-poly(tert-butyl 
methacrylate), TVB = poly(tert-butyl methacrylate)-block-poly(2-vinylpyridine)-block-polybutadiene, 
TCD = poly(tert-butyl methacrylate)-block-poly(2-(cinnamoyloxy)ethyl methacrylate)-block-poly(2-
(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate), tSfBT = Poly(tert-butoxy styrene)-block-poly(C6F13C2H4S-
ethylethylene)-block-poly(tert-butyl methacrylate) and NnBEO = Poly(N-isopropyl acrylamide)-block-
poly(n-butyl acrylate)-block-poly(ethylene oxide). 
b Subscripts denote the degrees of polymerization of the corresponding blocks and superscript is the exact 
molecular weight in kg/mol determined with 1H-NMR and GPC (PDI < 1.15).  
c Volume fractions VA and VB were calculated via polymer densities. 
d SBM1-12, SBV and SBT subunits measured in DMAc, tSfBT in dioxane, TVB1-3 in THF/cyclohexane 
(80/20 v/v), TCD in isopropanol and NnBEO in water at 25 °C. 
e SBM1-12 measured in acetone/isopropanol (60/40 v/v), SBV in isopropanol, SBT and tSfBT in ethanol, 
TVB1-3 in dodecane, TCD in water pH = 10 and NnBEO in water at 45 °C.  

/A BV V C
C

A B

Nr
N N

=
+
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Supplementary Note 3–1 

Kinetic Study of MCM Formation by a One Step Dialysis Procedure 
The exact pathway of MCM formation during dialysis from a good solvent for all blocks 
into a final selective solvent (or mixture) has remained unclear so far - also in the litera-
ture. An answer to this question is accompanied by experimental difficulties, i.e., to clearly 
monitor changes during the dialysis process. Therein, structures continuously evolve with 
the solvent exchange and crucial intermediates, chain rearrangements and structural trans-
formations can be difficult to identify. Supplementary Figure S3–5 depicts the results for 
the direct dialysis of SBM3 from the good solvent THF into an acetone/isopropanol mix-
ture (60/40 v/v), where that polymer forms well-defined "clover" MCMs, SB3, using our 
controlled two-step process (i.e. DMAc against acetone/isopropanol). 

An analysis of the solvent composition via 1H-NMR revealed a surprisingly fast solvent 
exchange, practically completed after only 90 min (Supplementary Fig. S3–5a). TEM sam-
ples prepared at specific times during this process are shown in Supplementary Figure S5b-
i. During this process, distinct species can be identified where again small subunits can be 
found that assemble into the final MCMs, albeit with a lower quality of the final structure 
as discussed in detail in Supplementary Figure S3–6. 

After 10 min (Supplementary S3–5b, 47 % THF remaining), micelle formation with a 
strongly THF-swollen PB core and a mixed PS/PMMA corona (subunits) is indicated by 
the observed aggregates without clearly distinguishable phases. After 20 min (Supplemen-
tary Fig. S3–5c, 20 % THF), isolated hamburger MCMs can be identified among a majori-
ty of single subunits. The imaged objects are already better defined, originating from an 
increased selectivity of the solvent mixture and decreased swelling of the blocks PS and 
PB. At longer dialysis times, subunits appear more developed with PB-core and 
PS/PMMA-corona. Supplementary Figure S3–5e shows a frequent example of coexisting 
subunits, “hamburger” MCMs and newly formed “clover” MCMs. We take this as evi-
dence for the assembly of intermediately formed subunits into the final MCM structures. 
After 50 min subunits are rarely found anymore (Supplementary Fig. S3–5f). "Hamburger" 
MCMs are the predominant species after 60 min (see Supplementary Fig. S3–5g), whereas 
more “clovers” can be found after 90 min due to the increasingly diminishing solvent qual-
ity (Supplementary Fig. S3–5h). The latter are the dominant fraction after a complete equi-
libration time of 18 h (Supplementary Fig. S3–5i). 

Importantly, compared to the two-step process involving a defined, intermediate dissolu-
tion step in DMAc, the fine structure of the MCMs herein is less defined. The fraction of 
“clover” MCMs is much smaller, demonstrating larger heterogeneity that is unsuitable for 
further self-assembly to the next higher level. We further comment on a comparison of the 
various preparation routes in Supplementary Note 3–2. 
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In summary, direct dialysis from a good solvent for all blocks into the final solvent mixture 
also illustrates the observation of subunits and their further assembly into final MCMs. The 
important difference to our two-step, controlled process is that a defined equilibration in 
the state of subunits does not occur as the structures continue evolving with the rapid sol-
vent exchange. The collapse of the middle block as first component in this dialysis proce-
dure is governed by the various interactions (solubility parameters etc.) but is also favored 
on account of the connection of the PB block on both sides with other polymers, leading to 
an enhanced tendency for phase-separation vs. e.g. being connected on one side only. On 
account of the less defined and fast process, the final structures are less defined as com-
pared to our developed two-step, directed self-assembly methodology using a defined in-
termediate step. 

Supplementary Note 3–2 

Fine-Structure and Homogeneity of the MCMs Depending on the Preparation Meth-
od: Direct Dispersion vs. One Step Dialysis vs. Two Step Dialysis 
A well-defined monodisperse structuring of the MCMs is of great importance for colloidal 
superstructure formation. This section addresses the advantages of our two-step approach 
vs. previous methods. Therefore, we compare the resulting MCM fine structures of differ-
ent polymers as a function of the preparation pathway: (a) direct dispersion in the final 
solvent, (b) dialysis from a good solvent for all blocks into the final solvent (termed: one 
step dialysis, see Supplementary Fig. S3–5), and (c) step-wise reduction of conformational 
degrees of freedom using an intermediate step in a selective solvent for both A and C 
(termed: two step dialysis). 

As depicted in Supplementary Figure S3–6 "football" MCMs, as formed by SBM2 (Sup-
plementary Fig. S3–6a1-a3), represent the most reported MCM example in the litera-
ture[14],[15],[17],[47],[49] and probably are the thermodynamically most robust morphology. This 
structure can be obtained for a suitable polymer (SBM2) for all three preparation tech-
niques investigated. The large fraction of the soluble PMMA block helps maintaining dy-
namics and facilitates their preparation even via direct dissolution. 

Significant differences occur in case of SBM3, SBM6, and SBM9, which form uncommon 
and more labile morphologies. Direct dispersion of the terpolymers only leads to “football” 
MCMs or even more ill-defined structures (Supplementary Fig. S3–6b1, c1 and d1). The 
polydispersity of the fine structure and overall size-distribution increases as compared to 
SBM2. The rather exceptional "clover", "hamburger", or chain-like MCM morphologies 
are exclusively obtained via the two step dialysis as shown in Supplementary Fig. S3–6b2-
d2 and S3–6 b3-d3. 

Further evaluation of the inner fine structure reveals important differences between direct 
dialysis from a common solvent to the two step procedure using DMAc as intermediate 
solvent. Although qualitatively the same structures can be obtained, the fine structure is 
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significantly more developed in case of the more controlled two-step approach using the 
DMAc step. Therein, "clover" and "hamburger" MCMs are almost exclusively observed 
(Supplementary Fig. S3–6b3 and c3). 

Additionally, the one step dialysis procedure results in a higher polydispersity of the ag-
gregates (Supplementary Fig. S3–6b2 and c2). For instance, SBM6 exhibits almost equal 
fractions of subunits, “hamburger” and “clover” MCMs, thus not corresponding to a well-
defined structure formation. Similarly, the worm-like MCMs (Supplementary Fig. S3–6d2) 
show much higher branching, originating from structural inhomogeneities of the underly-
ing MCM monomers. Hence, quantitative differences between the procedures are evident. 
These effects are not specific to a particular triblock terpolymer system. Similar behavior 
can be observed for SBT and SBV polymers (Supplementary Fig. S3–6e1-e3, f1-f3), for 
which highest homogeneity can again only be obtained for the two step dialysis. 

Consequently, homogeneous populations of complex MCM morphologies may not be ac-
cessible using direct dispersion or fast one step dialysis, but essentially require a control 
of the pathway as exercised via our controlled/dedicated process. As expected, this prob-
lem is more pronounced for larger fractions of solvophobic blocks, meaning reduced over-
all dynamics for structural rearrangements. 

To further underscore the importance of maintaining dynamics, Supplementary Figure S3–

6g1-3 and h1-3 show results obtained for the self-assembly of TCD at pH = 6 and pH = 10 
in water. In contrast to the other previously shown polymers in organic solvents, water 
serves as final solvent for TCD. Due to its unique solvent properties, H2O suppresses dy-
namics of solvophobic (here hydrophobic) segments for amphiphilic triblock terpolymers 
more efficiently than organic solvents in case of solvophobic blocks. Therefore, the kinetic 
obstacles are more pronounced and even larger differences between the three methods can 
be observed. Direct dispersion completely fails at both pH values in the observed time 
frame of one week. The solution stays macroscopically phase-separated and only some 
micron-scale ill-defined aggregates can be found. Secondly, the one step dialysis (as would 
commonly be applied to such polymers) leads to nanosized aggregates, but a distinct 
nanostructuration cannot be observed. The polydispersity of these aggregates increases 
significantly when using alkaline water (pH = 10) as compared to water with pH = 6. This 
can again be understood considering the better solubility of the D corona chains upon 
slight protonation at pH = 6 and the therewith higher dynamics. 

In strongest contrast to these methods, the two step dialysis furnishes well-defined 
nanostructured aggregates whose degree of aggregation into linear chains can be changed 
by the pH value. Such an unprecedented control is not achievable without distinct and pre-
cise control of the self-assembly pathway. 

In conclusion, these important results convincingly demonstrate the advantage of an in-
termediate reduction of the degrees of conformational freedom in a first solvent (e.g. 
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DMAc), leading to well-defined key subunits and, in turn, drastically improved control 
over structure and polydispersity of the final MCMs. Moreover, fine structures are acces-
sible with the two step process that remain inaccessible using previous state-of-the-art 
dispersion methods. 

Supplementary Note 3–3 

Scaling analysis for spherical MCMs 
The corona of the MCM is formed by solvated C chains protruding from the B-domains 
(patches) into the solution. Even though scaling arguments[49],[59-61] presented below are 
strictly applicable in the range of  n1 , the results can be extrapolated to the  case. 

The free energy (in units) of the MCM can be presented as 

 (S3–1) 
, where  describes repulsive interactions (under good or theta-solvent conditions) 

between solvated and crowded coronal chains C, whereas  accounts for the conforma-

tional entropy losses in the collapsed core-forming segments: This term is negligibly small 
as long as the aggregates retain a spherical shape. The last term, , accounts for the 

excess free energy of the interfaces between collapsed B and A segments and solvent, as 
well as that of the interfaces between B and A domains: 

 (S3–2) 
, where  are the interfacial areas and the surface tension at the A/S (S=solvent), 

B/S, and B/A interfaces in units equals , respectively. 

The equilibrium aggregation number, , and the number of B-domains (patches) in one 

MCM can be found from minimization of the free energy of the MCM calculated per 
chain. 

The interfacial free energy (Eq. S2) can be presented in the form 

 (S3–3) 
, where 

 (S3–4) 
is the total interfacial area of the spherical A-core and 

 (S3–5) 
, where is the cosine of the contact angle formed by B-domains with 

the A/S interface. Here we neglect the curvature of the central A-core as compared to that 
of the B-patches. This is justified provided  γ AB  γ AS −γ BS  corresponding to 

de-wetting of B-domains from the A/S interface. The latter condition implies instability of 
a laterally uniform core-shell-corona structure with respect to formation of patchy MCMs. 
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Assuming that each B-domain (one patch) comprises  chains, Eq. S3–5 can be 

presented as 

 (S3–6) 
The total interfacial free energy can be presented as 

 Finterface = (2π )
1/333/2 γ BS (mVB )

2/3n + 62/3π 1/3γ AS (pVA )
2/3  (S3–7) 

with the notation 

 
γ BS  γ BS (1− cosθ )

2/3(1+ cosθ
2
)1/3  (S3–8) 

Finally, the interfacial free energy per chain can be presented as 

 

Finterface
p
 γ BSm

−1/3VB
2/3 + γ AS p

−1/3VA
2/3  (S3–9) 

, where we have omitted numerical factors of the order of unity in the last expression. 
The corona contribution to the free energy should be specified separately for starlike and 
for the crew-cut micelles. 

For starlike micelles,  dcorona ≡ Rmicelle − Rcore  Rcore , the free energy of the corona (per 

chain) can be presented as 

 (S3–10) 
The first term in Eq. S3–10 describes steric interactions between segments of the C-chains, 

which are confined between the B-patches within the core region of width  hpatch  Rcoren
−1/2

. Here, we also introduced the characteristic size of a B-patch  RB  (mVB )
1/3  Rcoren

−1/2 . 

The second term in Eq. S3–10 accounts for steric interactions in the peripheral regions of 
the corona, i.e., at distances from the core surface exceeding hpatch. Remarkably, Eq. S3–10 
applies both under good and theta-solvent conditions for the corona chains. The outermost 
radius of the corona, , is given by 

 (S3–11) 

Minimization of the free energy of the micelle given by Eqs. S3–1, S3–9, S3–10 with re-
spect to  and enables us to derive the total aggregation number and the number of 

patches in the equilibrium spherical starlike MCMs. 
The total aggregation number 

 (S3–12) 

in spherical starlike MCMs is controlled by the balance of the interfacial energy of the core 
and the contribution to the free energy of the coronal regions at a distance from the core 
exceeding the distance between the centers of adjacent patches, hpatch 
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Here, the core radius  and the micellar radius are 

 (S3–13) 
The number of patches (B-domains) is given by 

 n ≅ NAvA / NBvB( )4/5 γ AS / γ BS( )6/5 ln−6/5 Rmicelles / Rcore( )  (S3–14) 

The number of patches is controlled primarily by the ratio of volumes of the 

core-forming blocks and weakly (logarithmically) decreases as a function of length and 
solvent quality for the corona-forming block C. As stated above, MCMs with multiple B-
patches decorating a central A-core are formed by asymmetric terpolymers with

 NAvA / NBvB 1 .  

For the crew-cut micelle,  hpatch  dcorona  Rcore , the first term in Eq. S3–10, correspond-

ing to the contribution from the inter-patch regions, remains the same, whereas in the pe-
riphery of the corona the curvature effects are negligible and the distal regions of the coro-

na can be assimilated to a planar polymer brush with the average area C-chain s  Rcore
2 / p . 

Remarkably, at  n1  the majority of the monomer units of the C-blocks are located in the 
distal (quasi-planar) region of the corona. The free energy per chain in a planar brush 
scales as 

 (S3–15) 

and the coronal free energy (per chain) for the crew-cut MCM can be presented as 

 (S3–16) 

Minimization of the free energy of the micelle given by Eqs. S3–1, S3–9, S3–16 with re-
spect to  and enables us to find the total aggregation number and the number of patch-

es in the crew-cut MCM. The result is given by 

 (S3–17) 
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 (S3–18) 

Similarly to the case of starlike micelles, the number of patches increases with 

 and decreases with the solvent strength, , and the length, , of the 

coronal block. Eqs. S3–17, S3–18 apply as long as , i.e., the area of the A-core 

between the patches is protected by the corona. This is the case provided that 

 (S3–19) 
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If condition of Eq. S3–19 is violated, the crew-cut MCMs are expected to be instable and 
further aggregation or superstructure formation occurs. 

Core morphology 
We first consider starlike micelles formed by terpolymers with nearly symmetrical core-
forming blocks,  NAvA / NBvB  1 , (for  NAvA / NBvB 1  the collapse of the A-domains does 

not lead to any significant change in the aggregation number as compared to the “precur-
sor” micelle with a mixed A/C corona; further, this does not lead to aggregation of the pre-
cursor micelles. According to Eq. S3–14 the number of B-domains is of the order of unity, 
though the scaling approach does not enable us to specify the exact number of patches, 
e.g., to distinguish between  (“double burger”) and  (“inverse hamburger”) 
cases. Since in the starlike micelle,  dcorona = Rmicelles − Rcore  Rcore , the dominant contribu-

tion to the free energy of the corona does not depend on the details of the structure of the 
compartmentalized core, here we compare the overall interfacial free energies of BAB and 
ABA structures62. For simplicity, we assume that  γ AS ,γ BS  γ AB  and, as a result, the com-

partmentalized core has an overall spherical shape with either one (central) B domain and 
two A domains or with one central A domain and two B domains. 
Then the interfacial free energy can be presented as 

 (S3–20) 

, where  is the core radius and is the root of the equation 

 (S3–21) 

and similarly for the BAB shape of the core. For nearly symmetrical composition, 
 the sign of the difference in the free energies, , only depends on 

the ratio of volumes of insoluble blocks,  and on the combination of interfacial ten-

sions, . Specifically, the ABA shape of the core corresponds to lower inter-

facial free energy than the BAB shape if 

 (S3–22) 
, where the numerical constant is of the order of unity. 
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Abstract 
The concept of hierarchical bottom-up structuring commonly encountered in natural mate-
rials provides inspiration for the design of complex artificial materials with advanced func-
tionalities1,2. Natural processes have achieved the orchestration of multicomponent systems 
across many length scales with very high precision3,4, but man-made self-assemblies still 
face obstacles in realizing well-defined hierarchical structures5–11. In particle-based self-
assembly, the challenge is to program symmetries and periodicities of superstructures by 
providing monodisperse building blocks with suitable shape anisotropy or anisotropic in-
teraction patterns (‘patches’). Irregularities in particle architecture are intolerable because 
they generate defects that amplify throughout the hierarchical levels. For patchy micro-
scopic hard colloids, this challenge has been approached by using top-down methods (such 
as metal shading or microcontact printing), enabling molecule-like directionality during 
aggregation12–16. However, both top-down procedures and particulate systems based on 
molecular assembly struggle to fabricate patchy particles controllably in the desired size 
regime (10–100 nm). Here we introduce the co-assembly of dynamic patchy nanoparti-
cles—that is, soft patchy nanoparticles that are intrinsically self-assembled and monodis-
perse—as a modular approach for producing well-ordered binary and ternary supracolloi-
dal hierarchical assemblies. We bridge up to three hierarchical levels by guiding triblock 
terpolymers (length scale ~10 nm) to form soft patchy nanoparticles (20–50 nm) of differ-
ent symmetries that, in combination, co-assemble into substructured, compartmentalized 
materials (>10 µm) with predictable and tunable nanoscale periodicities. We establish how 
molecular control over polymer composition programs the building block symmetries and 
regulates particle positioning, offering a route to well-ordered mixed mesostructures of 
high complexity.  
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Until now, research on block copolymer self-assembly in solution focused mostly on mul-
ticompartment micelles or the crystallization-driven formation of compartmentalized struc-
tures bridging one hierarchical level17–21. Only few works consider these nanoscale super-
structures to be soft colloidal building blocks (CBBs) that can be self-assembled on higher 
levels22–26. The central challenge remains to devise patchy CBBs with sufficient precision 
qualifying as supraparticular tectons; that is, monodisperse in size and modified with de-
fined repulsive and attractive surface patches providing directional interaction patterns27. 
Equally problematic while operating on the nanoscale are controlled particle positioning 
(interparticle forces may exceed particle size), the general lack of target-oriented and pre-
dictable self-assembly protocols, and convincing visualization of nano-separated multi-
phase organic materials. Responsive multiblock co-polymers (1–10 nm) are potential can-
didates for the versatile bottom-up design (geometry, patchiness and dimension) of sur-
face-compartmentalized nanoparticles (20–50 nm) with molecular precision (Fig. 1a). The 
particles themselves then transmit the information needed for defined higher-level co-
assembly into mesoscale structures (0.1–10 µm) of controllable size and periodicity. In 
contrast with ‘static’, patchy microparticles (hard spheres)14,27,28, these polymer-based na-
noparticles are intrinsically self-assembled, soft and ‘dynamic’, offering the attractive fea-
ture of assembly or disassembly on demand—from molecules to CBBs and beyond. We 
recently approached the design of such a system by fabricating near-monodisperse, mono-
valent and divalent CBBs (‘monomeric units’) by the self-assembly of ABC triblock ter-
polymers in selective solvents23. Shaping building-block geometries and understanding 
both interparticle interactions and aggregation behaviour led us to the hypothesis that the 
concept of soft nanoparticle self-assembly could be extended to the rational design of su-
pracolloidal co-assemblies by suitable combinations of building blocks. Mixed particle co-
assemblies across multiple hierarchical levels open a new level of complexity and have yet 
to be addressed. 

The general design criteria—developed in an experimental approach—for the guided co-
assembly of multiple CBBs with distinct valences are few and simple, and should be wide-
ly applicable to polymer-decorated particles (Fig. 1a). One essential requirement is tunea-
ble and defined attractive interaction patterns responsive to solvent quality or other exter-
nal stimuli to favour near-monodisperse structures on different length scales. Modern pol-
ymer synthesis provides us with well-defined block co-polymers with a wide range of 
properties and responses29. We developed a set of ABC triblock terpolymers into which we 
pre-encoded all parameters necessary for sequential, hierarchical assembly (Fig. 1b). The 
volume ratio of the core-forming segments, VA/VB, determines CBB valence, and the total 
molecular mass, Mn, controls particle size23. Thus, VA/VB > 1 yields monovalent ABC Janus 
CBBs with one attractive A patch and one repulsive C patch on opposing sides of the B 
core (we use bold lettering to distinguish CBBs from the underlying polymer chains with 
regular lettering); VA/VB < 1 leads to divalent ABCA with two attractive A patches on op-
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posing sides of the B core and a repulsive C patch emanating radially from the B core. The 
superscript indicates that the C corona is attached to the B core (Extended Data Table 1). 

 
Figure 4-1: Preparation and configuration of soft colloidal building blocks (CBBs). a, Dispersion of 
ABC triblock terpolymers in a non-solvent for B yields B-core particles with A/C corona patches. During 
transfer into a non-solvent for A and B, these develop into monovalent ABC and divalent ABCA units with 
sticky A patches. b, CBBs feature associative (‘sticky’) polystyrene (S) patches reversibly turned solvopho-
bic on demand, chemically different (inert) polybutadiene (B) or poly(3-butenyldodecylsulfane) (D) core 
material physically holding the CBBs together, and poly(methyl methacrylate) (M), poly(tert-butyl methacry-
late) (T) or poly(2-vinylpyridine) (V) as solubilizing/repulsive corona varying in polarity and functionality. 
Adapted from Nature, 2013, doi:10.1038/nature12610. Reprinted with permission from Nature Publishing 
Group. 

From here onwards we replace ABC by the actual block sequences: SBM (polystyrene-b-
polybutadiene-b-poly(methyl methacrylate)) and SDM (polystyrene-b-poly(3-
butenyldodecylsulfane)-b-poly(methyl methacrylate)). Monovalent SBM and divalent 
SDMS CBBs were prepared separately by self-assembly in N,N-dimethylacetamide 
(DMAc), a non-solvent for the middle blocks, B and D (Extended Data Fig. 1). At this 
stage the S and M patches are still soluble and not yet completely phase-separated, and 
they reorganize dynamically into fully developed CBBs when the S block is turned insolu-
ble. We trigger this step by changing the solvent to acetone/propan-2-ol (60:40 v/v), lead-
ing to particles with essentially different patch arrangements. SBM and SDMS thereby act 
as monomeric units for self-assembly and co-assembly on the next level (transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM) images in Fig. 2, Level 1, and Extended Data Fig. 2). If kept 
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separate, both units undergo self-assembly into spherical and linear superstructures to min-
imize energetically unfavourable S patch/non-solvent interfaces (Fig. 2, Level 2 Self-
Assembly), once the solvent quality has been reduced to a critical threshold for the S 
patches. Small corona volumes, VM, provide less steric repulsion and promote higher ag-
gregation numbers of SBM units per spherical (SBM)x cluster or, similarly, higher degrees 
of polymerization of SDMS units per [SDMS]m supracolloidal polymer chain (di-
mer→oligomer→polymer)23. 

 
Figure 4-2: Guided co-assembly across multiple hierarchical levels. Level 0: triblock terpolymers are the 
basic building blocks. Level 1: self-assembly of monovalent s-SBM and divalent SDMS CBBs in dependence 
on the volume ratios of the core-forming blocks (intermediate CBBs were captured by crosslinking; Extended 
Data Fig. 2). Level 2 Self-Assembly: s-SBM forms spherical (s-SBM)x clusters and SDMS linear [SDMS]m 
supracolloidal polymer chains. Level 2 Co-Assembly: s-SBM and SDMS with mutually attracting S patches 
co-assemble into mixed superstructures stabilized by the common M corona. (OsO4 staining: –S– segments 
grey, B cores dark grey, –D– segments black, and M not visible as a result of degradation by the electron 
beam). Adapted from Nature, 2013, doi:10.1038/nature12610. Reprinted with permission from Nature Pub-
lishing Group. 
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Co-assembly requires at least two CBBs differing in size (10–100 nm), patchiness or 
chemistry (core/corona). To demonstrate our concept, we mixed two CBBs differing in all 
three aspects in DMAc in defined particle ratios (s-SBM:SDMS = 8:1; Fig. 1 and Extended 
Data Fig. 2)9,10 (the prefix ‘s’ in s-SBM stands for small). We chose small monovalent s- 
SBM (hydrodynamic radius, Rh ≈ 10 nm) in combination with much larger divalent SDMS 
(Rh ≈ 50 nm). In DMAc, the core-forming segments (B and D) are immiscible; the two 
CBB species therefore do not exchange terpolymer chains and so evolve independently. As 
observed for individual species, changes in solvent quality for the S patch destabilize the 
SDMS units and induce aggregation into supracolloidal polymer chains with an [SDMS]m 
sequence. On a similar timescale, the s-SBM units start to aggregate, yet instead of spheri-
cal clusters (self-assemblies), they selectively attach to the newly formed free surface of –
S–segments within [SDMS]m, thereby decreasing the –S–/non-solvent interface (Fig. 2, 
Level 2 Co-Assembly). In the presence of both particles we observe exclusively co-
assembly under these conditions. This is surprising, because aggregation of both CBBs is 
driven solely by a weak non-directional force (solvophobicity) and each CBB is able to 
form stable populations of spherical and linear superstructures by themselves. Yet the de-
velopment of [SDMS]m supracolloidal polymer chains favours the attachment of s-SBM 
units to the –S– segments. Therefore, we associate this phenomenon with a certain level of 
cooperativity. We chose s-SBM units with a particle diameter (dCBB ≈ 19 nm) matching the 
width of the –S– segments of SDMS (w ≈ 24 nm) (Extended Data Fig. 2) and indeed found 
a defined number of seven to nine s-SBM units radially covering the –S– segments, which 
perfectly reflects the original mixing ratio. On exceeding the loading capacity of the –S– 
segments (for example s-SBM:SDMS = 35:1), single s-SBM CBBs or raspberry-like (s-
SBM)x self-assemblies locate in the vicinity of the fully decorated co-assemblies (Extended 
Data Fig. 3). 

Besides suitable particle ratios, the timescales of aggregation during solvent exchange have 
to correlate to facilitate proper co-assembly. Because the corona volume of the s-SBM units 
affects the critical solvent composition needed for aggregation, we used terpolymers with 
different lengths of the M block (y stands for s (small), m (medium) or l (large) in Extend-
ed Data Table 1 and Extended Data Figs 4 and 5). Divalent SDMS CBBs self-assemble 
under solvent conditions in which most s-SBM(y) prevail as ‘monomeric’ units. Stability 
against aggregation is best for s-SBM(l) with the largest M corona. Whereas s-SBM(m) leads 
to simultaneous co-assembly, s-SBM(l) shows a slight delay. However, in both cases about 
eight units decorate the –S– segments, pointing to a robust process with sufficient dynam-
ics for rearrangements. However, particles with too short a corona, for example s-SBM(s), 
are unstable before SDMS polymerization, and lateral decoration is absent. Instead, fully 
developed spherical (s-SBM(s))x clusters are incorporated into the linear [SDMS]m super-
structure during the step-growth polymerization of SDMS (Extended Data Fig. 4). 
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The overall particle size, x-SBM, of the CBBs (x stands for s (small), m (medium) or l 
(large)) markedly affects the number of particles attached to each –S– segment of the 
[SDMS]m supracolloidal polymer chains (Fig. 3 and Extended Data Fig. 6). The particle 
diameter of s-SBM units, dCBB ≈ 19 nm, allows the incorporation of eight particles on aver-
age, also slightly enlarging the width of the –S– segments from w ≈ 24 nm to w ≈ 30 nm 
(Figs 2 and 3a). Larger CBBs such as m-SBM (dCBB ≈ 35 nm) require more space; only one 
particle is therefore able to attach to each –S– segment (Fig. 3b). As a result of their size 
and the accompanied volume displacement inside the –S– segments, m-SBM units induce 
strong kinks altering the flexibility and linearity of the co-assembly, which could potential-
ly influence the rheological characteristics and colloidal chain packing. l-SBM and units 
substantially exceeding the width of the –S– segments (dCBB ≈ 47 nm) are too large for 
lateral decoration and specifically locate on terminal positions (Fig. 3c). The relative sizes 
of the monovalent units and the –S– segment of the divalent units govern the location and 
loading capacity, whereas the size of the stabilizing M patch determines the timescales and 
extent of co-assembly. 

Selective end-capping provides an attractive handle to control the length of the [SDMS]m 
supracolloidal polymer chains. Adding l-SBM ‘stoppers’ in specific ratios also allows end-
functionalization with chemically different CBBs. Without any end-capper, the SDMS units 
grow into extended structures in the region of 30 mm long (more than 600 repeating units; 
Extended Data Fig. 7), reaching scales visible by optical microscopy (Extended Data Fig. 
6). Figure 3d–f summarizes the dependence of the length distribution of the co-assemblies 
on the mixing ratio SDMS:l-SBM (Extended Data Fig. 7). The decrease in mean length is 
evident when comparing the TEM images in Fig. 3d, e, which show mixing ratios of 100:2 
and 10:2. Stoichiometric control as known from step-growth polymerizations is corrobo-
rated by the linear dependence of the average degree of polymerization on the mixing ratio 
(Fig. 3f). The deviation from the theoretical values (dashed line) is caused by residual ‘de-
fects’ in the CBBs, because we find a small proportion (less than 1%) of trivalent S3DM 
CBBs that induce branching. Matching patch sizes of CBBs and low corona volumes of the 
SBM units are decisive in efficient end-capping: the first effectively prevents the addition 
of SDMS monomeric units and the latter causes the SBM units to interfere directly with 
SDMS polymerization. Both factors can be programmed molecularly into the SBM units by 
variation of the total molecular mass (particle size) and the fraction of M (onset of aggre-
gation). 
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Figure 4-3: Size-selective attachment and control of supracolloidal polymer chain length. a, The –S– 
segments accommodate seven to nine s-SBM units. b, Larger m-SBM units fit only once and induce strong 
kinks. c, l-SBM units are too large for lateral decoration and instead act as selective end-cappers. d, e, Length 
control of supracolloidal polymer chains by the mixing of 100 (d) and 10 (e) SDMS units per 2 l-SBM end-
cappers (Extended Data Fig. 7). Inset shows [SDMS]m nanostructure. f, Polydispersity indices (PDI; top) and 
linear dependence of SDMS repeating units on the mixing ratio (bottom). Adapted from Nature, 2013, 
doi:10.1038/nature12610. Reprinted with permission from Nature Publishing Group. 

Controlled mixing of different CBBs permits the rational design and precise implementa-
tion of functionalities within the core and/or corona of the co-assemblies (Fig. 4). We pre-
pare hybrid materials by selectively encapsulating 10 nm maghemite nanoparticles within 
the –D– segments of SDMS CBBs on hierarchy level 1 (Fig. 4a). Selective and reversible 
loading yields a unique advantage compared with top-down approaches that require the 
synthesis of tailored colloids. The preloaded CBBs then polymerize further to linear chains 
with alternating D-loaded/S-empty compartments. Nanoparticles with tailored affinities for 
other phases may allow the preparation of bar-coded distributions, and magnetically re-
sponsive co-assemblies may serve as advanced viscosity modifiers or may act as determin-
istic carrier systems. We also generated co-assemblies comprising five different environ-
ments (three core/two corona compartments; Fig. 4b) by mixing SDMS with SBT 
(T = poly(t-butyl methacrylate)), which leads to the already established [SDMS]m core se-
quence, yet now with a segmented M/T corona. In principle, such structures allow us to 
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control the positioning of nanoparticles along the co-assemblies or to implement prede-
fined responsive folding sites. At this point we emphasize enhanced superstructure stabil-
ity, because the pristine [SDMS]m immediately precipitates in ethanol (non-solvent for M) 
and the SBT/[SDMS]m co-assemblies remain stable (Extended Data Fig. 8). 

We extended this approach and designed multiblock co-assemblies by combining two di-
valent units, SDMS and SBMS (Fig. 4c). Here, several short segments of [SDMS]m or 
[SBMS]n sequences are coupled into multiblock co-assemblies. We suggest that the homo-
geneity and sequence distribution depend on how synchronized self-assembly and co-
assembly occur and that deeper kinetic studies will eventually enable control over the se-
quence length. In an analogy with polymer architectures, we fabricated telechelic oligo-
mers with terminal functional groups by end-capping [SDMS]10 oligomers with SBV 
(V = poly(2-vinylpyridine); Fig. 4d). The number-average length of the telechelics scales 
with the mixing ratio SDMS:SBV. The V corona is clearly visible as grey end-cap by TEM 
(Fig. 4d, central inset). Protonation of the V corona with HCl causes solvophobic attraction 
and triggers aggregation of the V-termini into extended subdivided superstructures. We 
emphasize that this process is fully reversible and that it corresponds to a step-growth 
polymerization on two levels: first for the individual SDMS units, and then chain extension 
of the telomerized ‘macromonomers’. Combining selective end-capping and lateral decora-
tion yields ternary structures. The addition of SBM units to the SBV-[SDMS]10-SBV 
telechelic oligomers does indeed lead to the decoration of the –S– segments and a final 
composition of SBM:SDMS:SBV = 10:10:2. 

Finally, we bridge three hierarchical levels by co-assembly of SBM and SDTS building 
blocks into end-capped colloidal molecules with the composition (SBM)N-[SDTS]1-(SBM)N 
(where the number of end-caps N = 1–5). The CBB mixing ratio determines the number of 
end-cappers; for example, SBM:SDTS = 2:1 gives (SBM)1-[SDTS]1-(SBM)1. These co-
assemblies self-assemble spontaneously into triangles and further into two-dimensional 
networks when cast onto substrates, a necessary two-dimensional confinement tool13,30, 
and the number of end-caps (SBM) directs the number of nearest neighbours at the network 
linkages (Fig. 4e). The self-assembly of these colloidal molecules is directed by the M/T 
corona patches that change their volume on solvent evaporation and develop into attractive 
M and repelling T patches. For N = 1 or 2 the end-cap size allows three or four nearest 
neighbours, {SBM-SDTS-SBM}4,5, whereas for N = 3–5 there is only space for two nearest 
neighbours and the networks show the onset of distorted kagome lattice formation (Ex-
tended Data Fig. 9). 
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Figure 4-4: Binary and ternary co-assemblies. a, Hybrid co-assemblies with maghemite nanoparticles 
selectively loaded into one core segment. b, Core and corona co-assemblies. The [SDMS]m superstructure is 
decorated with SBT CBBs, yielding an alternating M/T corona. c, Linear multiblock co-assembly composed 
of [SDMS]m/[SBMS]n sequences (M corona omitted for clarity). d, SBV end-cappers produce telechelic 
[SDMS]10 oligomers (grey V corona surrounding the SBV end-cap in inset). Protonation with HCl triggers 
further polymerization, and decoration with SBM units yields ternary co-assemblies. e, Multicomponent struc-
turing across three hierarchical levels. In solution, the terpolymers self-assemble into CBBs that co-assemble 
into colloidal molecules; these finally self-assemble into networks after drop-casting on a substrate. Adapted 
from Nature, 2013, doi:10.1038/nature12610. Reprinted with permission from Nature Publishing Group. 

These hierarchical multicomponent superstructures demonstrate the level of complexity 
reached through the controlled co-assembly of soft patchy nanoparticles and is in stark 
contrast to the self-assembly of increasingly complex building blocks (shape and surface 
pattern). Utilizing proper interacting segments, a wide range of building block combina-
tions is conceivable, from biological origin to inorganic and organic nanoparticles and mi-
croparticles. Various self-assembly stimuli can conveniently be implemented by means of 
functional polymer blocks, for example supramolecular interactions, chemical reactions 
and environmental triggers (solvent polarity, pH, temperature, light or electrochemistry). 
Co-assembly opens up avenues to construct new materials, also far from thermodynamic 
equilibrium, through the tailored spatial organization of functionalities and the control of 
kinetics. We foresee application possibilities in smart materials, sensing, photonics and 
nanolithography. 

METHODS SUMMARY 
Relevant parameters of SBM, SBV and SBT triblock terpolymers31–35 are summarized in 
Fig. 1 and Extended Data Table 1. SBM and SBT were converted to SDM and SDT by 
thiol-ene click reaction of 1-dodecane thiol to the poly(1,2-butadiene) block. Oleic acid-
stabilized magnetite nanoparticles were synthesized as described elsewhere36. All CBBs 
were prepared in DMAc at a polymer concentration of 0.1 mg ml-1 and annealed overnight 
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at 70 °C. Particle dispersions were mixed in specific particle ratios and 10 ml of solution 
was co-dialysed (molecular mass cut-off 12,000 – 14,000 g mol-1; Roth) against 5 l of se-
lective solvent or solvent mixture for the corona block (acetone/propan-2-ol for M and V; 
ethanol for T corona). The solvent exchange was monitored by 1H-NMR. TEM was per-
formed in bright-field mode on Zeiss CEM 902 and 922 OMEGA electron microscopes 
operated at 80 kV and 200 kV, respectively. Co-assemblies were deposited by drop-casting 
(0.05 ml of 0.1 g l-1 dispersion) onto carbon-coated copper grids resting on a filter paper to 
blot excess solution immediately. Samples were exposed to OsO4 vapour for 2 h to stain 
the polybutadiene blocks selectively. 

Online Content Any additional Methods, Extended Data display items and Source Data 
are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to these sections appear 
only in the online paper. 
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METHODS 

Particle preparation All terpolymers were synthesized by sequential anionic polymeriza-
tion31–35. Important parameters are summarized in Fig. 1 and Extended Data Tables 1. All 
solvents used were of analytical grade. Dialysis tubes of regenerated cellulose with a mo-
lecular mass cut-off of 12,000–14,000 g mol−1 were purchased from Roth. Oleic acid-
stabilized maghemite nanoparticles were synthesized as described elsewhere36. Both poly-
mers, SBM and SBT, were converted to SDM and SDT, respectively, by means of a thiol-
ene click reaction of 1-dodecane thiol with the pendant double bonds of poly(1,2-
butadiene). In a typical experiment, terpolymer (0.5 g) was dissolved in 20 ml of tetrahy-
drofuran; 20 ml of 1-dodecane thiol were added and the solution was purged for 15 min 
with argon. The mixture was irradiated for 24 h with an ultraviolet lamp with a cut-off fil-
ter (λ = 300 nm; λmax = 360 nm). After the reaction, the modified terpolymer was precipi-
tated in propan-2-ol, filtered, and washed with excess propan-2-ol to remove remaining 1-
dodecane thiol. SBM, SDM, SBT, SDT and SBV triblock terpolymers were dissolved sep-
arately in DMAc at an initial polymer concentration of 0.1 mg ml−1 and annealed overnight 
at 70 °C to guarantee an equilibrated system. At this stage of self-assembly the corona 
patches were not yet fully developed. To reveal the patches in the developed state (Extend-
ed Data Fig. 2), the CBBs were crosslinked while located within the respective superstruc-
ture. Therefore, 2 equivalents of the photo-crosslinker 2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyldiphenyl-
phosphineoxide (Lucirin TPO; λmax ≈ 360 nm), were added to each double bond. Gentle 
stirring for 2 h ensured a homogeneous distribution of the photo-crosslinker before the 
samples were irradiated for 1 h with an ultraviolet lamp with a cut-off filter (λ = 300 nm). 
Re-dispersion in DMAc as a good solvent for the patches then broke up the superstructures 
into the respective CBBs. 

Self-assembly and co-assembly CBB solutions (0.1 g l−1 in DMAc) were mixed in specif-
ic particle ratios to yield 10 ml of a colloidal mixture and co-dialysed against 5 l of selec-
tive solvent/solvent mixture for the corona block (acetone/propan-2-ol for the M corona 
and V corona block, and ethanol for the T corona block). The solvent exchange was moni-
tored by 1H-NMR. TEM was performed in bright-field mode on Zeiss CEM 902 and LEO 
922 OMEGA electron microscopes operated at 80 kV and 200 kV, respectively. Samples 
were prepared by dropping 0.05 ml of a 0.1 mg ml−1 colloidal suspension onto carbon 
coated copper grids resting on a filter paper to remove the excess solution immediately. 
The two-dimensional networks were prepared similarly, except from 0.01 g l−1 colloidal 
suspension that was allowed to settle on the TEM grid for 30 s before blotting. TEM grids 
were then exposed for 2 h to OsO4 vapour to stain the polybutadiene block selectively. The 
number of polymer chains in each CBB was determined, evaluating at least 250 cores. The 
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average degree of polymerization of each [SDMS]m colloidal polymer was determined by 
counting the black segments of 500 colloidal polymers and plotted as frequency distribu-
tion. 

Correlating co-assembly with onsets of aggregation We used a CBB ratio of s-
SBM(y):SDMS = 8:1 for all experiments to ensure that enough monovalent CBBs were pre-
sent for full decoration of the –S– segments. SDMS was co-dialysed with three different s-
SBM(y) units with varying volume of the corona, M(y) (y stands for s (small), m (medium) 
or l (large)). The dialysis sequence was from DMAc into acetone/propan-2-ol mixtures. 
Greater amounts of propan-2-ol led to a contraction of the M corona. SDMS forms extend-
ed superstructures irrespective of the propan-2-ol content (also in pure acetone). s-SBM(l) 
CBBs with a large relative volume fraction of the soluble M corona of rM = 0.74 (where 
rM=VM/(VS+VB)) do not co-assemble at low propan-2-ol content (less than 20 vol%) and 
are only located in the vicinity of polymerized SDMS (Extended Data Fig. 4). The long 
corona blocks provide steric stabilization by fully covering the CBB. At high propan-2-ol 
contents (30 vol%), partial co-assembly is observed and quantitative co-assembly only at 
40 vol% as a result of progressive contraction of the M corona. Because the SDMS units are 
already fully polymerized, decoration does not interfere with the growth process (no prem-
ature end-capping). s-SBM(m) CBBs with rM = 0.34 carry a corona block of moderate length 
and show partial to quantitative co-assembly over the whole range of solvent mixtures, 
indicating only a slight difference in onset of aggregation between SDMS and s-SBM(m). s-
SBM(s) CBBs with the shortest corona block, rM = 0.15, show no co-assembly in either of 
the solvent compositions: at a propan-2-ol contents of only 10 vol% the corona shows in-
sufficient stabilization for the s-SBM(s) CBBs, and aggregation into spherical (s-SBM(s))x 
clusters occurs before polymerization of SDMS. The SDMS units still polymerize through 
these spherical clusters, resulting in randomly distributed bulbs of (s-SBM(s))x clusters along 
the [SDMS]n chain. 

Calculation of polymer chains in each particle and compartment volumes Because 
CBBs form dynamically during the self-assembly of triblock terpolymers, one needs to 
know how many polymer chains are located within one CBB to be able to mix CBBs in the 
desired ratios for the co-assembly process. We determined the average core diameter of 
each CBB by TEM (averaged over 250 samples) to calculate the aggregation number of 
triblock terpolymer chains, Nagg, in each CBB. This evaluation is exemplified on monova-
lent spherical s-SBM and divalent, cylindrical SDMS cores (Extended Data Fig. 2). Nagg was 
then calculated from 

 core A B
agg corechain chain

B B

m NN V
m M

ρ= =
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with  for spherical SBM and  for cylindrical SDMS; mcore is 

the mass of the micellar core,  is the mass of the middle block,  is the molecu-

lar mass of the middle block, NA is Avogadro’s constant and ρB is the density of the middle 
block. We found that this approach yields a good correlation between the ratio of triblock 
terpolymers and the final composition of CBBs in the co-assemblies. We can calculate the 
diameter of SBM units combining the calculated volume for the B compartments, VB, from 
Nagg with the volume ratio VS/VB. The diameter of spherical CBBs, dCBB, is then given by 

 

The volume and surface area of the cylindrical –S– segments are simply determined from 
TEM data; that is, directly from the colloidal co-assembly as width (w) and 
height = diameter (d). 
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Extended Data Figure 1 | Experimental approach to prepare colloidal co-assemblies exemplified on s-
SBM and SDMS. a, First, the triblock terpolymers are dispersed separately in DMAc as a non-solvent for B 
and D, equalling bottom-up structuring of CBBs with different cores (B and D), yet identical ‘sticky’ S patch 
and stabilizing M corona. b, Both colloidal dispersions are mixed in specific ratios and stirred overnight to 
ensure homogeneous distribution. c, Co-dialysis into a non-solvent for the S patches induces collapse and 
aggregation. SDMS grows into extended linear colloidal polymers decorated by s-SBM units (M corona omit-
ted for clarity). d, Final colloidal co-assemblies stabilized by the common M corona. 
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Extended Data Figure 2 | Compartment sizes, polymer chains per CBB and CBB mixing ratios. a, SBM 
with VS/VB = 1.70 and SDM with VS/VD = 0.68 result in b, monovalent SBM (Janus) and divalent SDMS units, 
respectively. CBBs are visualized after crosslinking of the remaining double bonds within the particle cores. 
c, Examples of spherical SBM clusters and linear SDMS colloidal polymers. d, Diagrams of CBB compart-
ment volumes and surface area of associative patches. We determine the number of SBM units able to attach 
to the –S– segments of the SDMS colloidal polymers by calculating the volume and the diameter of the CBBs, 
assuming a spherical shape of B and S phases and considering the number of polymer chains per patch. The 
spherical SBM units are composed of (i) the body as the sum of the collapsed S patch (grey) and B core 
(black) and (ii) the M corona patch. The radius, RCBB, and the volume, VCBB, displaced by the CBB when 
aggregating into the –S– segments are estimated by combining the volume of S plus half of the volume of B 
(the dashed line marks RCBB). These assumptions are valid for the collapsed state, given the unfavourable 
interactions with the surrounding medium and the minimization of the interfacial energies.  
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Extended Data Figure 3 | Loading capacity for decoration with spherical CBBs during co-assembly. 
SDMS and s-SBM colloidal co-assemblies with increasing mixing ratios 2:1, 4:1, 8:1 and 35:1 of s-SBM:SDMS 
and corresponding co-assembly composition. a, At small excess, s-SBM:SDMS = 2:1, the –S– segments are 
only partly decorated. b, c, With increasing CBB ratio, the –S– segments of the colloidal polymers are more 
strongly occupied (4:1) (b) and at full capacity in a radial manner (8:1) (c). d, Above this ratio, no space 
remains on the colloidal polymer and only then does s-SBM start to form homo-clusters (35:1; football-like or 
raspberry-like homo-clusters adjacent to the colloidal co-assemblies). These observations fit well with our 
calculations, as a cylinder with d–S– ≈ 55 nm and w ≈ 24 nm can accommodate up to nine s-SBM units with 
dCBB ≈ 19 nm (pd-s- ≈ 173 nm; 173 nm/19 nm ≈ 9.1). Scale bars in insets are 200 nm (OsO4 staining: S grey, 
B dark grey dots, D black, and M not visible as a result of degradation by the electron beam.)  
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Extended Data Figure 4 | Co-assembly of s-SBM(y) and SDMS in dependence on the corona volume of 
the monovalent s-SBM(y) units (y stands for s, m or l). Colloidal co-assembly occurs preferentially with 
matching onsets of aggregation that depend on the corona volume, which is tunable either by decreasing the 
block length of the corona block, rM = VM/(VS + VB), rM(s-SBM(l)) = 0.74, rM(s-SBM(m)) = 0.34, rM(s-
SBM(s)) = 0.15, or by reducing the solvent quality, here the addition of propan-2-ol from 10 vol% to 40 vol%. 
Thereby, crosses indicate no co-assembly, circles the onset of co-assembly and tick marks effective and 
quantitative co-assembly. For detailed discussion see Methods. (OsO4 staining: S grey, B dark grey dots, D 
black, and M not visible as a result of degradation by the electron beam.)  
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Extended Data Figure 5 | Timeline of CBB aggregation and response of CBB constituents on solvent 
composition. a, Co-dialysis of CBBs (here SDMS and s-SBM(y)) from DMAc (squares) into acetone (cir-
cles)/propan-2-ol (triangles) mixtures (60:40 v/v) results in a continuous change of a multitude of polymer–
polymer interactions as well as polymer block responses to the ternary solvent mixture. With progressing 
dialysis, DMAc is replaced by acetone/propan-2-ol, affecting the solubility of S/M corona patches. This in-
duces the collapse into S patches and determines the onset of aggregation. Time-dependent 1H-NMR meas-
urements were performed by drawing samples at specific intervals during dialysis to determine the solvent 
composition. b, TEM series exemplifying the timeline of aggregation on s-SBM(l) and SDMS. Up to 30 min, S 
corona collapses to form S patches, yet both CBBs are still stable due to stabilizing corona; after 30 min, of 
SDMS (smaller M corona) aggregate; after 45 min, aggregation of SDMS proceeds, while s-SBM(l) is still sta-
ble (larger M corona, no co-assembly); at 60 min, s-SBM(l) aggregates and co-assembly takes place; up to 90 
min, co-assembly is complete. (OsO4 staining: S grey, B dark grey dots, D black, and M not visible as a re-
sult of degradation by the electron beam.)  
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Extended Data Figure 6 | Supporting images of colloidal co-assemblies composed of SDMS and s-SBM, 
m-SBM and l-SBM. a, Optical microscopy image of colloidal co-assemblies 30 mm in length. b, c, TEM 
images of fully decorated –S– segments with s-SBM. d, e, Larger m-SBM units induce kinks due to lateral, 
alternating decoration and high volume displacement within the –S– segments. f, Zoom-out of rod-like col-
loidal oligomers end-capped with l-SBM. g, Magnification of f. h, The smallest possible co-assembly with 
[SDMS]1; that is, two end-caps attached to one SDMS unit. (OsO4 staining: S grey, B dark grey dots, D black, 
and M not visible as a result of degradation by the electron beam.)  
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Extended Data Figure 7 | Length control of colloidal polymers via end-capping with l-SBM. a, Without 
any l-SBM end-capper added, the SDMS units grow into remarkably extended superstructures several micro-
metres in length, exceeding 500–600 SDMS repeating units. The inset illustrates the segmented core and some 
occurrence of branching. The displayed image consists of an overlay of nine separate TEM images, because 
the superstructure was far too large for magnifications that were still able to resolve the nanostructure. The 
dashed box marks the part of the colloidal polymer that is shown in Fig. 3d. b, TEM images and frequency 
distributions (red bars) of 500 evaluated colloidal polymers for varying SDMS to l-SBM mixing ratios of 40:2, 
20:2, 10:2 and 5:2. We count segments and multiply the resulting average value by the average segment 
length, Ln = 55 nm, to yield the average length of the co-assembly. Data are plotted against the normalized 
frequency and fitted by a Schulz–Flory frequency distribution (squares), F(L) = exp(-L/Ln)/Ln, showing a 
continuous decrease in the average length coinciding with the mixing ratio. The similar timescales of onset of 
aggregation combined with matching sizes of CBBs both promote efficient end-capping.  
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Extended Data Figure 8 | Stability of [SDMS]m colloidal polymer versus SBT/[SDMS]m co-assembly in 
polar solvents. Photograph of two colloidal solutions after dialysis into ethanol. Left: instant precipitation of 
the [SDMS]m colloidal homopolymer as a result of complete collapse of the M corona. Right: the 
SBT/[SDMS]m colloidal co-assembly is stabilized by the soluble T corona patches. Precipitation is not ob-
served even after weeks.  
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Extended Data Figure 9 | Colloidal molecules and two-dimensional network formation. a, Co-assembly 
of four SBM with one SDTS CBB by means of collapsing S patches in acetone/propan-2-ol (60:40 v/v) yields 
colloidal molecules with one or two end-caps of the (SBM)2-(SDTS)-(SBM)2 type, permitting three or four 
nearest neighbours at every linking point in large-area networks. b, Co-assembly of six SBM with one SDTS 
CBB by means of collapsing S patches in acetone/propan-2-ol (60:40 v/v) yields colloidal molecules of the 
(SBM)3-(SDTS)-(SBM)3 type. c, Addition of propan-2-ol until acetone/propan-2-ol reached 20:80 v/v selec-
tively collapses the terminal M corona, allowing two nearest neighbours at every linking point of the network 
in solution. On some occasions the network takes on the form of a distorted kagome lattice.  
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Extended Data Table 1 | Characteristics of triblock terpolymers and CBBs 

 
* The syntheses and characterization of SBM, SBV and SBT triblock terpolymers were reported in 
detail previously.31–35 Superscripts denote the size of the soluble corona patches in relation to the 
other CBBs: s, small; m, medium; l, large. 
† Subscripts denote the degrees of polymerization of the corresponding blocks, and the superscript 
is the molecular mass in kg mol−1 determined with combined 1H-NMR and GPC (polydispersity 
index,  < 1.15) measurements. 
‡ Volume fractions VA, VB and VC were calculated from molar volumes and degrees of polymeriza-
tion.  
§ For calculations see Methods. The diameter (d) and width (w) of cylindrical segments of ABCA 
units and (ABCA)x segments are average values from TEM image analysis.  
|| Average of 250 measured particle core radii in TEM image analysis.  
¶ Particle core volumes calculated from measured core radii.  
# Average aggregation number of polymer chains per particle.  
✩ Calculated by applying the relation VS/VB. 
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Abstract 
We present a novel, versatile, and simple solution-based routine to produce soft, nanosized 
Janus particles with tunable structural and physical properties at high volume yield. This 
process is based on the cross-linking of compartments within precisely defined multicom-
partment micelles (MCMs), which are them-selves formed by the self-assembly of ABC 
triblock terpolymers. Therein, the C blocks form the stabilizing corona emanating from the 
B compartments, which in turn reside on an A core. Cross-linking of the B compartments 
allows to permanently fixate the phase-separated state and dissolution in a good solvent for 
all blocks breaks up the MCMs into single Janus particles. They now consist of a core of 
cross-linked B blocks and two phase-separated hemispheres of A and C. The process gives 
access to unprecedented structural features such as tunable core diameter and control over 
the Janus balance ranging from dominant A side to equal hemispheres to dominant C side. 
We demonstrate that this simple one-pot approach can be extended to a range of triblock 
terpolymers with different block lengths and block chemistries to furnish a library of tailor-
made Janus particles with widely tunable physical properties. Such a diversity and simplic-
ity has remained unreachable with our previously developed approach using the controlled 
cross-linking of bulk morphologies. We show that this new synthetic route can be upscaled 
to a high volume yield of 10 wt%, thereby enabling large-scale applications. We further 
demonstrate the effect of the Janus balance on colloidal self-assembly. Janus particles with 
a dominant hydrophobic and a small hydrophilic patch aggregate into large clusters in wa-
ter, but merely di- or trimerize in chloroform. 
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Introduction 
Janus particles (JPs) are non-centrosymmetric spherical, cylindrical, or disk-like colloids 
consisting of two phase-separated faces or compartments with distinct differences in chem-
ical and/or physical properties.[1-3] Over the past two decades, JPs have drawn widespread 
attention in soft matter nanoscience[4] and materials science,[5, 6] as nanomotors[7-11], chemi-
cal or optical sensors,[12-20] for programmable self-assembly,[21-24] and biomedical applica-
tions.[15-17, 25] Especially their superior affinity toward interfaces, as compared to homoge-
neous particles, raised considerable interest for applications as future surfactants and for 
nanostructuring of interfaces.[3, 26-28] Walther et al. showed that one single amphiphilic pol-
ystyrene-block-polybutadiene-block-poly(methacrylic acid) (SBMAA) Janus particle with 
a radius of 10 nm stabilizes ca. 100 × 100 nm2 of an oil/water droplet interface and Binks 
et al. theoretically predicted a 2−3 times higher surface activity compared to surface iso-
tropic particles.[29, 30] The pronounced affinity toward interfaces makes JPs promising key 
building blocks for many technologically relevant applications, e.g., as surface coatings, 
stabilizers in emulsion polymerization or compatibilizers in polymer blends.[1, 3, 31-33] De-
pending on the nature of the particle, its hemispheres may selectively respond to solvent 
polarity, pH, electric field, or other stimuli to yield switchable materials. In combination 
with the surface anisotropy, these responsive properties allow for programmable, colloidal 
self-assembly, which is currently in focus of soft matter research.[21, 23, 34-37] The broken-
symmetry renders JPs a unique particle class in the portfolio of patchy particles and com-
plex colloids, in which shape and chemical anisotropy is used to impart molecule-like di-
rectionality for particle self-assemblies. For instance, very recently, Granick and co-
workers reported on the directed self-assembly of amphiphilic, micrometer-sized JPs into 
nonequilibrium, complex triple helices by selective stimulation of the polyelectrolyte hem-
isphere with salt and kinetic selection of a self-assembly pathway.[38] This example unam-
biguously demonstrates the potential manifesting from the ability to control and understand 
the self-assembly behavior of JPs. 

The influence of the Janus balance, i.e., the relative sizes of both hemispheres, has hardly 
been addressed so far, which is mainly due to difficulties in developing simple synthetic 
methods – particularly challenging on the nanoscale. Implementation of JPs with tunable 
Janus balance would, however, benefit the development and understanding of particle self-
assembly into complex materials. Sophisticated self-assembly in selective solvents was 
already indicated in the early beginnings by Erhardt et al., who showed that SBMAA JPs 
self-assemble in water into clusters and supermicelles. In recent years, we further devel-
oped a comprehensive understanding of how different dimensionalities influence the self-
assembly behavior by moving from spherical to cylindrical and disc-shaped JPs.[34, 39-41] 
Numerous synthetic strategies have been reported to produce purely inorganic,[42-45] poly-
mer-inorganic hybrid JPs[35, 45-48] as well as Janus polymersomes,[49] microgels,[47, 50] drop-
lets,[47, 51, 52] or fibers[53, 54] in various shapes and geometries, mostly ranging from a few 
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hundred nanometers to micrometers. However, only few reports were devoted to the syn-
thesis of soft organic JPs on the nanoscale.[41, 55-61] Up to now, the cross-linking of triblock 
terpolymer bulk morphologies has been the most capable and efficient method to fabricate 
polymer-based JPs of controllable size from 10 nm (Janus micelles) to several micrometers 
(Janus cylinders, tapes, discs and sheets).[41, 55, 61, 62] Although this method proved to be 
very successful over the past decade, the necessity of suitable polymer-polymer interaction 
parameters to enforce bulk segregation to the desired morphology limits the number of 
applicable polymers. This is especially pronounced for blocks in the weak segregation re-
gime, e.g., for triblock terpolymers with short methacrylate blocks. Beyond that, casting, 
annealing and cross-linking the bulk morphology can be a time-consuming process with 
some restrictions in scale-up. Solution-based approaches to nanometer sized JPs comprise 
template-assisted methods using desymmetrization tools, template-free formation of com-
plex coacervate micelles of oppositely charged polymer blocks or unimolecular intramo-
lecular polyelectrolyte complexation of a suitable triblock terpolymer.[58-60] However, in 
most cases tailored polymer block sequences, specific conditions or multistep processes 
considerably limit the number of materials that can be produced. It still remains a tremen-
dous challenge to develop a versatile and simple method to produce soft, responsive, ho-
mogeneous JPs with nanoscale dimensions and tunable physical properties.[1] 

In this report, we demonstrate how to overcome these problems and establish a novel solu-
tion-based strategy to prepare a range of chemically and structurally different JPs. We take 
advantage of our recently developed approach to uniform multicompartment micelles 
(MCMs)[63] formed by ABC triblock terpolymers in a step-wise, directed self-assembly 
process. The MCMs are constituted of cores of the A block, carrying compartments of the 
B block, and corona chains of the C block emanating from the B compartments 
(Scheme 5–1). The morphology can be directed to exclusively yield football, clover or 
hamburger MCMs (multiple, three or two B compartments) by adjusting the volume ratio, 
VA/VB, of the respective blocks. Cross-linking of the B compartments permanently fixates 
the phase-separated state and JPs are obtained after dissolution of the MCMs in a nonselec-
tive solvent. No additional template or intermediate surface for desymmetrization is need-
ed. As a unique advantage of this procedure, we can prepare JPs with widely different vol-
ume fractions of blocks A and C and thus control the Janus balance. We show that the 
physical properties of the resulting JPs can be tuned by a number of polymer combinations 
suitable for this process. We follow the process using scattering and imaging techniques 
and analyze novel structural features such as tunable core radius and corona composition 
and its impact on the formation of colloidal superstructures. Finally, we demonstrate rapid 
synthesis on a larger scale and with high volume yields. 
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Scheme 5–1: Self-Assembly of ABC Triblock Terpolymers into Multicompartment Micelles 
and Subsequent Disassembly into Janus Particles. Adapted from J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2012, 134, 
13850-13860. Reprinted with permission from the American Chemical Society. 

 

Results and Discussion 
5.1 Synthesis and Characterization of Janus Particles. Homogeneity in both size and 
fine structure of the MCMs, as uniquely enabled by our directed self-assembly ap-
proach,[63] is decisive to synthesize uniform JPs via cross-linking of the B compartments 
and subsequent dissolution of the MCMs. We apply this new method to a wide range of 
triblock terpolymers as summarized in Chart 5–1. We first selected a range of polystyrene-
block-polybutadiene-block-poly(methyl methacrylate) (SBM) triblock terpolymers to de-
rive the effects of varying block weight fractions and overall molecular weight on the 
structure of the MCMs and the resulting JPs. Polystyrene-block-polybutadiene-block-
poly(tert-butyl methacrylate) (SBT; PtBMA acts as a precursor for water-soluble 
polymethacrylic acid, PMAA) and polystyrene-block-polybutadiene-block-poly(2-
vinylpyridine) (SBV) form JPs with amphiphilic corona hemispheres. Finally, poly(tert-
butyl acrylate)-block-poly(2-cinnamoyloxyethyl acrylate)-block-poly(2-(dimethylamino)-
ethyl methacrylate) (tACD) features completely different block chemistries. These parti-
cles give access to dipolar JPs with anionic and cationic hemispheres after deprotection of 
tA to poly(acrylic acid) and charge-up of D. It may be emphasized that the latter polymer 
is fully synthesized by controlled radical polymerization (here Atom Transfer Radical 
Polymerization), which can be easily accomplished with standard lab equipment. This rep-
resents some advantage compared to the stringent conditions needed for the anionic 
polymerization used to synthesize the other triblock terpolymers. The molecular character-
istics of the triblock terpolymers such as block lengths, volume ratios, and the corona di-
mensions are summarized in Table 5–1 and Table S5–1 of the Supporting Information (SI).  
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Chart 5–1: Chemical Structures of ABC Triblock Terpolymersa.

 
a S = polystyrene, B = polybutadiene, M = poly(methyl methacrylate), T = poly(tert-butyl methacrylate), 
D = poly(2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate), C = poly(2-cinnamoyloxyethyl acrylate). tA = poly(tert-
butyl acrylate). Adapted from J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2012, 134, 13850-13860. Reprinted with permission from 
the American Chemical Society. 

Table 5–1: Characteristics of Triblock Terpolymers, Multicompartment Micelles and Janus 
Particles Used in this Study 

Codea Polymerc MCM Ncom-

partments 
Rh, MCM 
[nm]d 

Rh, JP 
[nm]e 

Rcore 
[nm]f 

fcore 
[wt%] 

JBA
g 

[mol%] 

SBM1 S310B150M340
74 football 10-12 42 ± 6 19 ± 3 5.9 ± 1.2 11 47 

SBM2 S340B330M360
90 clover 3 36 ± 4 25 ± 4 10.9 ± 1.7 20 48 

SBM3 S610B640M290
127 large 

football 5-7 54 ± 5 35 ± 3 15.4 ± 2.3 27 68 

SBM4 S280B330M430
90 hamburger 2 37 ± 4 27 ± 3 10.4 ± 1.7 20 39 

SBTb S510B540tM350
132 clover 3 34 ± 3 30 ± 4 9.1 ± 1.6 22 59 

SBV S360B380V590
120 clover 3 36 ± 4 29 ± 7 6.9 ± 1.3 17 38 

tACD tA190C70D110
59 hamburger/ 

clover 2-3 36 ± 7 18 ± 3 8.1 ± 1.3 30 63 

a For abbreviations see text and Chart 5–1. b Fraction of 1,4-butadiene units ca. 10 mol %; all SBM triblock 
terpolymers ca. 90 mol %. c Subscripts denote the number-average degree of polymerization and superscripts 
the overall molecular weight in kg/mol determined via combination of GPC using THF as the eluent and PS 
calibration and 1H-NMR spectroscopy. d MCMs measured at c = 1 g/L: SBM1−4 in acetone/isopropanol 
(70:30 v/v), SBT in ethanol, SBV in isopropanol and tACD in pH 6 water. e tACD JPs were measured in 
pH 3 water and all others in DMAc at c = 1 g/L (see Figure S1 for distributions). f Average of 250 JP core 
radii determined by TEM image analysis. g JBA describes the Janus balance as the molar fraction of block A 
in the corona: JBA = DPn,A/(DPn,A+DPn,C) 

The detailed mechanism of MCM formation is described in our previous report.[63] In the 
following, we shortly discuss the general mechanism to derive SBM JPs from SBM MCMs 
(Figure 5–1). The SBM triblock terpolymer is dispersed in a nonsolvent for the PB middle 
block to give core-corona micelles with a PB core and a patchy PS/PMMA corona. Subse-
quent dialysis of these core-corona micelles into a nonsolvent for both PS and PB initiates 
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clustering into spherical MCMs. During this step, the corona patches (PMMA/PS) rear-
range to minimize the energetically unfavorable PS/nonsolvent interface inducing aggrega-
tion along exposed PS patches. Depending on the volume ratio, VPS/VPB, we obtain MCMs 
with two, three, or multiple PB compartments, which we term “hamburger”, “clover” or 
“football” MCMs, respectively. Within theses MCMs, the phase-separated state is perma-
nently fixated by selective UV-cross-linking of the PB compartments with a photoinitiator. 
Subsequent redispersion in a good solvent for PS and PMMA breaks up the MCMs and 
liberates single, core-cross-linked SBM JPs. In a control experiment, we cross-linked the 
core-corona micelles (in the first selective solvent) prior to dialysis into the second solvent, 
which merely resulted in ill-defined aggregates. This can be attributed to the frozen, im-
mobilized polymer chains after cross-linking and proves that only a mixed or patchy distri-
bution of PS and PMMA chains is present in the first nonsolvent.[63-65] Thus, the self-
assembly step into MCMs is essential to achieve complete phase separation and symmetry-
breaking. 

 

Figure 5–1: (A) JP synthesis via self-assembly of multicompartment micelles, subsequent cross-linking of 
the compartments and redispersion in THF. (B) Corresponding TEM images of SBM2 “clover” MCMs and 
derived JPs. OsO4 staining: PS grey, PB black and PMMA is invisible due to electron beam degradation. 
Scale bars are 200 nm and 50 nm in the inset. Adapted from J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2012, 134, 13850-13860. 
Reprinted with permission from the American Chemical Society. 

Figure 5–1 displays SBM2 “clover” MCMs with a discrete number of 3 PB compartments 
and very high regularity (over 92 % trimers; Figure 5–1B). These were prepared via dis-
persion in N,N-dimethylacetamide (DMAc) to form micelles with a PB core and a patchy 
PS/PMMA corona and subsequent dialysis into acetone/isopropanol (70:30 v/v). After ad-
dition of a photoinitiator and selective UV-cross-linking of the PB compartments, we ob-
tain single JPs in THF with a cross-linked PB core and hemispheres of PS and PMMA due 
to disassembly of the former MCMs. 
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According to 1H NMR the signals for the double bonds completely disappear while the PS 
to PMMA signal ratio remains constant (Figure S5–3 [SI]). These findings point to both a 
tight cross-linking and intact corona hemispheres (i.e., no radical cleavage or side reac-
tions). The successful cross-linking was further confirmed by the detection of defined par-
ticles with a hydrodynamic radius of 〈Rh〉z = 36 ± 4 nm (PDI = 1.10) in THF via dynamic 
light scattering (DLS) (Table S5–1 and Figure S5–2 [SI]). The regular size distribution is 
corroborated by the corresponding TEM images depicting a very homogeneous population 
of JPs (Figure 1B). Most importantly, TEM imaging also gives an unambiguous proof of 
the Janus character, as the PS hemisphere clearly emanates as a gray shadow from only one 
side of the dark PB cores (OsO4 staining: PS grey, PB black and PMMA not visible due to 
electron beam degradation). Note that these gray patches are randomly oriented excluding 
drying artifacts (see also Figure 5–4B). 

5.2 Control of the core size of JPs. Next, we use the series of SBM triblock terpolymers 
to deduce the relation between PB block length, DPn,PB, and core radius, Rcore, of the JPs 
(Figure 5–2). For this purpose, we synthesized JPs from SBM triblock terpolymers (SBM1, 
SBM2 and SBM3) with increasing block lengths of PB, DPn,PB = 150, 330, and 640. The 
TEM images of MCMs in the center column of Figure 5–2 already illustrate a size increase 
of the black PB compartments, which then effectively translates into larger core radii of the 
JPs after cross-linking. An evaluation of 250 PB compartments for each sample yields siz-
es of RTEM = 4.9 ± 1.0 nm for SBM1 "football" MCMs (fPB ≈ 11 wt%), 
RTEM = 9.9 ± 1.7 nm for SBM2 "clover" MCMs (fPB ≈ 20 wt%) and RTEM = 13.7 ± 1.9 nm 
for SBM3 "large football" MCMs (fPB ≈ 27 wt%). Note that especially in bulk morpholo-
gies, which have been pursued as source for SBM JPs so far, the weight fraction of the 
middle block usually cannot exceed 8-10 wt%, as otherwise spheres evolve into cylinders 
or lamellae.[66] Hence, nanoscale, soft JPs with such large core fractions (here up to 
fPB = 27 wt%) can only be obtained with the presented solution approach. This is expected 
to be an important aspect for instance in Pickering emulsions as the desorption energy from 
an interface scales with the squared radius of the applied particles (E ~ R2) and better na-
noscale Pickering emulsifiers could be obtained by simply increasing the solid core radius, 
while maintaining the overall dimensions (core plus corona). 
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Figure 5–2: Tuning of core size and Janus balance of the JPs. TEM images of JP aggregates obtained from 
THF solution. OsO4 staining: PS gray, PB black, and PMMA is not visible due to electron beam degradation. 
Scale bars are 50 nm. Adapted from J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2012, 134, 13850-13860. Reprinted with permission 
from the American Chemical Society. 

After cross-linking and redispersion in THF, all JPs exhibit slightly oblate ellipsoidal cores 
with radii correlating to the initial MCM compartments, as expected. We further evaluated 
the core radii of SBM JPs on basis of TEM images prepared from THF dispersions. Upon 
drying on the TEM grid, the particles partly self-assemble into characteristic patterns (Fig-
ure S5–4 [SI]). The PB cores are then located as black dots or ellipsoids at the interface 
between the PMMA-rich (bright) and the PS-rich (gray) phase.  

Table 5–2: Relation between Molecular Characteristics of the SBM Triblock Terpolymers 
and the Dimension of the PB Compartments in MCMs and the JPs Cores 

Codea Polymerb 
[kg/mol] 

DPn,PB RPB,MCM
c [nm] Rcore

c [nm] Nagg,app
d

 

SBM1 S310B150M340 8.1 150 4.9 ± 1.0 5.9 ± 1.2 47 ± 28 

SBM2 S340B330M360 18.0 330 9.9 ± 1.7 10.9 ± 1.5 174 ± 81 

SBM3 S610B640M290 34.3 640 13.7 ± 1.9 15.1 ± 1.9 257 ± 115 

a For abbreviations see text and Chart 5–1. b Subscripts denote the number-average degree of polymerization. 
c Determined from TEM of the Janus particles cast from THF solution. d According to eq. 5–1 in the Support-
ing Information. 

SBM3 preferably orients with one side to the hydrophobic carbon coating of the copper 
grid due to favorable interactions with excess PS. The formation of these patterns does, 
however, not obstruct the evaluation of the sizes of the PB cores as summarized in Table 

chain
PBM
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5–2 (average values of 250 core radii; see Figure S5–5 [SI] for distributions). The core 
radii of our JP’s follow a power law dependence on the PB block length with an exponent 
of x = 0.73 ± 0.10, which is in accordance with theoretical expectations for micelles inter-
mediate between the star-like and crew-cut regime. Details are given in the Supporting 
Information in Figure S5–6 and Figure S5–7. 

5.3 Control of the Janus balance. A characteristic feature of JPs, decisive for interfacial 
activity and self-assembly, is the ratio of surface phase-separation/compartmentalization, 
termed Janus balance, JB.[67] Recent studies showed that the free energy upon particle ad-
sorption to water/oil interfaces can be significantly altered via the Janus balance.[30] In fact, 
very little effort has so far been devoted to understanding the influence of the JB on the 
type of self-assembled superstructure. This is to some extent due to the difficulties of tai-
loring this ratio with synthetic means. In our approach, we have a convenient molecular 
handle, encoded by precise macromolecular engineering, to distinctly manipulate this bal-
ance by modifying the A and C block lengths accordingly. In our MCM-based JPs, both 
patches have an identical number of polymer chains by definition. The ratio of monomer 
units of both polymer chains is, at first approximation, sufficient to describe the symmetry 
or asymmetry of the two corona hemispheres. The contribution of one patch to the JB is 
then expressed by eq 5–1: 

 (5–1) 

For instance, SBM2 JPs have symmetrical patches and we can quantify the contribution of 
the PS block to the Janus balance as JBPS = 48% (or vice versa JBPMMA = 52%). Assuming 
equal swelling of both corona blocks, equal volumes of both hemispheres are expected. On 
the contrary, SBM3 (DPn,PS = 610, DPn,PMMA = 290) and SBM4 (DPn,PS = 280, 
DPn,PMMA = 430) are triblock terpolymers with asymmetric end blocks. SBM3 has a 
JBPS = 68% and thus a dominant patch of PS, whereas SBM4 JPs with a JBPS = 39% have a 
dominant PMMA patch. Figure 5–2 schematically depicts the distribution and ratios of 
both patches. 

5.4 Self-Assembly of Asymmetric PS-PB-PMAA (SBMAA) Janus Particles. JPs with 
equally sized patches (symmetric hemispheres) are expected to form the same equilibrium 
superstructures if brought into selective solvents for either side, because the conditions for 
aggregation are, in principle, identical in both cases. It stands to reason that asymmetric 
JPs will behave differently and self-assemble into clusters whose shape and size is strongly 
dependent on the patch size ratio (Janus balance) and the selective solvent. In the previous 
chapter we determined the Janus balance of SBM3 JPs to be JBPS = 68% corresponding to 
a dominant PS patch. To enhance the solvent selectivity of the patches, we hydrolyzed the 
hydrophobic PMMA side to yield very hydrophilic poly(methacrylic acid) (PMAA). Self-
assembly of the now strongly amphiphilic SBMAA3 JPs was then triggered by dialysis 
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from THF, which is a solvent for both PS and PMAA, into either chloroform (selective for 
PS) or water pH 10 (selective for PMAA) (Figure 5–3). 

We observe concentration-dependent self-assembly of the SBMAA3 JPs via the solvopho-
bic PS patches, when dialyzed from THF into alkaline solutions. The TEM image series in 
Figure 5–3A shows a progressive increase in cluster size as a function of the JP concentra-
tion. Below a critical aggregation concentration, cac ≈ 0.05 g/L,[34] single JPs are the dom-
inant species in TEM. DLS corroborates this finding as the 〈Rh〉z = 50 nm is in good 
agreement with the Rh obtained for single SBM3 JPs in THF (〈Rh〉z = 49 nm). The Janus 
character is clearly visible from the gray PS shadow emanating from only one side of the 
black PB core (OsO4 staining). 

 

Figure 5–3: Self-assembly of SBMAA3 JPs in water and chloroform: (A) DLS size distributions and 
respective TEM images of clusters obtained after dialysis into water pH 10 at c = 0.05 g/L, 0.5 g/L and 5 g/L. 
(B) DLS size distributions and respective TEM images of unimers to trimers in chloroform at c = 0.05 g/L, 
0.5 g/L and 5 g/L (OsO4 staining: PS grey, PB black, PMMA not visible. Scale bars are 100 nm and 50 nm in 
insets). (C) Schematic clustering of asymmetric JPs in dependence of the corona size in chloroform and wa-
ter pH 10. Here also PS is grey and PB is black. Adapted from J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2012, 134, 13850-13860. 
Reprinted with permission from the American Chemical Society. 

Considering the number of polymer chains per JP (Nagg,app ≈ 260 for SBMAA3, Table 5–2 
and [SI]) a molecular weight of several million g/mol (MSBMAA3 ≈ 3.2*10 Mg/mol) is easily 
achieved for the JPs, and thus, the molar concentration at 0.05 g/L is only 
c ≈ 1.6*10 nmol/L. This low concentration reduces the probability of two JPs to aggregate 
during dialysis before the PMAA corona is progressively swelling and extended enough to 
provide complete shielding of the hydrophobic core (now PB+PS) against further aggrega-
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tion. We observed a related behavior also in earlier studies on SBMAA Janus discs with 
much larger PS surfaces compared to those of the JPs here, where a substantial part of the 
Janus disks had PS surfaces unfavorably exposed to water.[40] Complete coverage of the 
hydrophobic core by PMAA chains can, in fact, be visualized via selective staining of the 
PMAA corona chains with uranyl acetate (UO2(OAc)2) (see Figure S5–8 [SI]). Conse-
quently, the Janus balance is inverted during the solvent exchange. If the concentration 
during dialysis is above the cac and two or more JPs are in close proximity or even in con-
tact, the solvophobic PS patches undergo enough “effective” collisions and aggregate to 
minimize the unfavored PS/water interaction. At higher concentrations of 0.5 g/L, a frac-
tion of JPs self-assemble into clusters consisting of 10 – 20 JPs reminiscent of their prior 
"football" MCM morphology (Figure 5–2). DLS measurements confirm clustering with an 
increase of the hydrodynamic radius to 〈Rh〉z = 89 nm. At a concentration of 5 g/L much 
larger aggregates are found with slightly elliptical shape and a cluster size typically ex-
ceeding 50 JPs (〈Rh〉z = 194 nm). Note, that z-averaged hydrodynamic radii obtained by 
DLS overestimate larger particles and thus do not adequately represent the number-
averaged size increase deduced from TEM. The polydispersity of these aggregates also 
increases with concentration, but individual JPs can no longer be found at 5 g/L. 

To rationalize this behavior in terms of equilibrium or non-equilibrium self-assembly, one 
has to consider the time scales of dialysis and self-assembly, as well as the length scales of 
the JPs and corona arms and their dynamic changes. During solvent exchange, there is an 
interplay between the kinetics of particles colliding sufficiently often to form clusters and 
reach near-equilibrium aggregates, and the process of increasing swelling of PMAA and 
collapse of PS due to the continuous infiltration of water, arresting the growth potentially 
prematurely. The frequency of particle collisions per time is essentially controlled by their 
molar concentration, which is partly very low, thus requiring long equilibration times. The 
process of collapse and extension of solvophobic and solvophilic arms acts on a similar 
time scale for all concentrations but is decisive to induce kinetic control. In fact, the length 
scales of the JPs herein are peculiar, because the corona chains are sufficiently long to 
reach around the particle core, thus leading to an in situ change (here inversion) in Janus 
balance. Such a phenomenon cannot be expected for solid JPs with short ligands or large 
colloids grafted with polymers, in which the dimensions of the corona can be neglected 
compared to those of the solid core. Therefore, we deal with a complex self-assembly pro-
cess, in which dynamic changes of the Janus balance and concentration-dependent reaction 
kinetics interact. Growth into near-equilibrium self-assemblies for a given Janus balance 
may only occur in a narrow window of solvent conditions and requires sufficient time. 
Here, this window rapidly closes due to continuously increasing water content, and rapid 
changes in the Janus balance hamper dynamics, efficient collisions, and further growth. 
Hence, the measured aggregates represent intermediate structures trapped in a non-
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equilibrium state. This is underscored by the fact that dilution of the large aggregates found 
at, e.g., 5 g/L does not lead to breakup into smaller clusters or individual micelles. 

In contrast, when we dialyze the JPs from THF into chloroform, we only observe unimers 
to trimers in DLS and TEM (Figure 5–3B), almost independent of the concentration. Un-
like in water, the hydrodynamic radius does not change, because the Janus balance does 
not undergo drastic changes during dialysis and the collapsed PMAA patch is completely 
protected by the much larger, expanded PS corona (Figure 5–3C). In concentration de-
pendent DLS measurements the hydrodynamic radii remain constant at 〈Rh〉z = 60 nm. 
Unimers, dimers and trimers are the dominant species in TEM, which aggregate via the 
collapsed PMAA patch. The weaker solvophobic forces and the minor changes in Janus 
balance probably allow for an easier equilibration and the formation of near-equilibrium 
self-assemblies. 

5.5 Generalization of the concept. Another intriguing feature of the presented approach is 
the easy access to a multitude of chemistries in the corona hemispheres that so far re-
mained inaccessible for a number of desired polymeric nanoscale JPs. Above, we already 
established the preparation of various SBM JPs. Next, we demonstrate the general applica-
bility of our concept on the preparation of PS-PB-PtBMA (SBT), PS-PB-P2VP (SBV) and 
PtBA-PCEA-PDMAEMA (tACD) JPs, following the same general protocol as described 
for SBM triblock terpolymers, except for the choice of solvents (Figure 5–4). 

PS-PB-PtBMA (SBT) was first dispersed in DMAc as the nonsolvent for PB and annealed 
for 24 h at 70 °C. Except for the good solubility of PtBMA in alcohols, SBT terpolymers 
are very similar in structure and polarity to those of SBM. Since PS is insoluble in alco-
hols, ethanol as a single solvent is sufficient to form stable "clover" MCMs with 
〈Rh〉z = 34 ± 6 nm (Figure 5–4A). The SBT used here has almost identical block ratios 
(VPS/VPB = 1.7) as SBM2 and, as expected, the MCMs also contain three compartments 
with an abundance of > 92%. After cross-linking, the JPs were redispersed in DMAc yield-
ing 〈Rh〉z = 30 ± 9 nm (Figure S5–1, [SI]) with a core radius of RTEM = 9.1 ± 1.6 nm in 
TEM (Figure 5–4B). According to the block lengths, we obtain JPs with a dominant PS 
patch (JBPS = 59%) The Janus character is clearly visible as the gray PS patch exclusively 
emanates from one side of the black PB core (OsO4 stained). The unfavorable interfacial 
tensions in the SBT system prevent a lamella−sphere bulk morphology even for very small 
fractions of PB[41] and, hence, SBT JPs are one example of an end block combination 
unique to this solution-based process.  
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Figure 5–4: MCMs and resulting JPs after crosslinking: (A, B) SBT	  "clover" MCMs in ethanol and JPs in 
DMAc. (C, D) SBV "clover" MCMs in isopropanol and JPs in DMAc (A-D: OsO4 staining: PS grey, PB 
black, P2VP dark grey and PtBMA not visible). (E, F) tACD "clover” and “hamburger" MCMs at pH 6 and 
JPs at pH 3 (RuO4 staining: PCEA black, PtBA bright grey and PDMAEMA not visible). All scale bars are 
100 nm and 25 nm in the insets. Adapted from J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2012, 134, 13850-13860. Reprinted with 
permission from the American Chemical Society. 

The amphiphilic triblock terpolymer PS-PB-P2VP (SBV) was dispersed in DMAc as the 
nonsolvent for PB, annealed for 24 h at 70 °C and then dialyzed into isopropanol (selective 
for P2VP). Self-assembly occurs via the insoluble PS patches into “clover” MCMs (Figure 
5–4C). The cross-linked JPs were redispersed in DMAc and measured with DLS 
(〈Rh〉z = 29 ± 7 nm, Figure S5–1, [SI]) and TEM (RTEM = 6.9 ± 1.3nm, Figure 5–4D). Again 
both corona blocks (PS and P2VP) are soluble in DMAc and JPs are identified in TEM, 
arranged in a circular fashion. It is evident that the black dots correspond to the PB core 
located at the interface of the dark gray P2VP and the bright gray PS phase. The JPs tend 
to aggregate along the P2VP patches upon drying on the TEM grid. The circular aggrega-
tion pattern may be attributed to the strong amphiphilic nature and the dominant P2VP 
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patch with JBP2VP = 62%. P2VP broadens the scope of JPs as it can be protonated or 
quaternized and easily gives access to hybrid materials by coordinating metals or semicon-
ductor NPs. It may further serve in the buildup of inter-polyelectrolyte complexes with 
polyanions or anionic hemispheres of other JPs on the way to controlled colloidal self-
assembly. 

Finally, “clover” and “hamburger” MCMs of PtBA-PCEA-PDMAEMA (tACD) with 
〈Rh〉z = 36 ± 14 nm were prepared by direct dispersion in isopropanol (selective for tA and 
D) to form PCEA core micelles with a patchy PtBA/PDMAEMA corona and subsequent 
dialysis into water (pH = 6, selective for PDMAEMA). From earlier investigations we 
know that the PDMAEMA block poorly phase-separates in bulk from other 
poly(meth)acrylates. Yet, in solution this problem can be overcome as polymer-polymer 
interactions (bulk) are substituted by easily adjustable polymer-solvent interactions. RuO4 
selectively stains the aromatic groups of PCEA and mostly 2 – 3 black PCEA compart-
ments per MCM are clearly visible in TEM (Figure 5–4E). The cinnamoyl moieties of the 
PCEA block provide an attractive, additive-free cross-linking chemistry,	  as they are able to 
dimerize under UV-irradiation at a wavelength of λmax = 300 nm.[68, 69] After cross-linking, 
we imaged tACD JPs in pH 3 (Figure 5–4F) with a core radius of RTEM = 8.1 ± 1.3 nm 
(both, PCEA and PtBMA are collapsed) and an 〈Rh〉z = 18 ± 3 nm in DLS. According to 
the block lengths, we obtain JPs with a dominant PtBA patch (JBPtBA = 63%). The tACD 
triblock terpolymer is a precursor for the fabrication of ampholytic, dipolar JPs responsive 
to changes in pH and temperature and at the same time exclusively composed of 
(meth)acrylate blocks synthesized via sequential ATRP. 

5.6 Scale-up. The demonstrated solution-based process is not only of academic signifi-
cance, but also very attractive for fast and large-scale synthesis as needed in technological 
applications. SBM triblock terpolymers are, in fact, already commercially available and 
their self-assembly is triggered solely by solvents that could be retrieved after precipitation 
of the JPs. Exemplified on SBM2, we demonstrate additional efforts to increase the vol-
ume yield and simplify production (Figure 5–5). For reasons of simplicity we will focus on 
the MCM homogeneity as a measure of the final quality of the JPs. 

Figure 5–5A shows SBM2 "clover" MCMs prepared via our dedicated two-step process 
furnishing most homogeneous MCMs. This typically involves dispersion in DMAc at a 
concentration of 1 g/L followed by dialysis into acetone/isopropanol (70:30 v/v). Con-
trolled solvent transitions help to reduce kinetic barriers and facilitate the structural evolu-
tion from random coil to uniform MCMs. However, SBM2 MCMs can also be prepared 
faster in a single-step dialysis procedure, directly from THF into acetone/isopropanol 
(70:30 v/v), which leads to MCMs of good quality (Figure 5–5B). Further details on this 
"direct dialysis" approach can be found in our previous publication.[63] Benefits of this ap-
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proach are utilization of THF as the starting solvent and the very fast replacement of THF 
with acetone/isopropanol, practically completed within one hour (Figure 5–5F). 

 

Figure 5–5: Influence of preparation protocol on MCM homogeneity: (A) SBM2 MCMs prepared via 
two-step dialysis at c = 1 g/L. (B-D) SBM2 MCMs prepared via direct dialysis of (B) 1 g/L, (C) 10 g/L and 
(D) 100 g/L THF solutions against acetone/isopropanol (70/30 v/v). E) SBM2 MCMs prepared via addition 
of acetone/isopropanol (70/30 v/v) to a 10 g/L SBM2 solution in THF (OsO4 staining: PS grey, PB black and 
PMMA not visible due to electron beam degradation. Scale bars are 100 nm). (F) 1H-NMR monitoring of the 
solvent composition during direct dialysis of 50 ml of a 1g/L solution of SBM2 in THF into 5 L ace-
tone/isopropanol (70/30 v/v). (G) Intensity weighted DLS size distributions of JPs prepared under different 
conditions (A)-(E) and measured in DMAc at c = 1 g/L after crosslinking. Adapted from J. Am. Chem. Soc. 
2012, 134, 13850-13860. Reprinted with permission from the American Chemical Society. 

More importantly, the maximum output within a single production cycle can be considera-
bly increased using very high concentrations. Although Figure 5–5D shows a higher num-
ber of compartments per MCM, the overall process is not disturbed as the blocks still show 
complete phase separation. This allows us to synthesize SBM2 JPs of reasonable quality by 
"direct dialysis" at significant concentrations of 10 wt% (100 g/L). Alternatively, dialysis 
can be avoided completely by direct addition of an excess of nonsolvent to a concentrated 
solution of the triblock terpolymer in THF. Such a titration method is commonly used to 
study micelle formation of block copolymers[70] and yields SBM2 MCMs of acceptable 
quality by adding 18 mL acetone/isopropanol (70:30 v/v) to 2 mL of a 10 g/L SBM2 solu-
tion in THF at a rate of 1 mL/min equaling a final concentration of 1 g/L (Figure 5–5E). 
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In Figure 5–5G we compare the DLS size distributions of JPs originating from MCMs pre-
pared by the two-step dialysis, direct dialysis at concentrations of 1, 10 and 100 g/L and 
the described titration experiment to assess the quality of the JPs. The distributions of hy-
drodynamic radii reveal an excellent consistency and demonstrate that nearly identical JPs 
can be prepared while raising the concentration by two orders of magnitude and under ac-
celerated and simplified preparation conditions. We observe a slight broadening of the dis-
tribution, potentially caused by the slightly less homogeneous PB compartments of the 
MCMs upon increasing concentration. Only direct dispersion of the triblock terpolymers in 
the final solvent or solvent mixture would be faster, but this method is typically not appli-
cable to triblock terpolymers due to the long dissolution times for solvophobic blocks and 
the often resulting ill-defined structures.[63] 

In summary, applying these improvements, the entire production cycle can be reduced to 
only a few hours. Fast solvent exchange or even simple solvent addition combined with the 
possibility to use concentrated solutions of up to 100 g/L make this procedure a meaningful 
candidate for production of tunable terpolymer-based JPs on a larger scale and further 
transfer into technologies. 

Conclusion 
We demonstrated a straightforward, solution-based approach to prepare Janus particles 
with widely tunable structural and physical properties by cross-linking uniform compart-
ments of spherical multicompartment micelles (MCMs). The MCMs were derived from 
linear ABC triblock terpolymers in selective solvents by a step-wise self-assembly process. 
Templates or interfaces for de-symmetrization are unnecessary. The core size of the Janus 
particles can be controlled by the length of the triblock terpolymer middle block. Further, 
we demonstrated that the concept applies to a range of triblock terpolymers and we expect 
validity to most polymers chemistries. Our method satisfies the need for the development 
of rapid and simple synthetic methods allowing functionality and responsiveness to be 
easily expanded, promoting the creation of comprehensive libraries. Most importantly, the 
Janus balance (i.e., the relative volumes of the corona hemispheres) can be controlled by 
synthetically adjusting the lengths of the outer blocks of the triblock terpolymers as they 
directly translate into the JP corona. We showed that the self-assembly of asymmetric Ja-
nus particles in selective solvents for the respective hemispheres leads to either a concen-
tration-dependent cluster growth, when the majority of the corona is switched insoluble, or 
to an almost concentration-independent persistence of unimers, dimers and trimers when 
the minority of the corona is switched insoluble. The underlying complexity of this process 
is caused by competing dynamic changes of the Janus balance due to high volume ratios of 
corona to core, polymer dynamics that are influenced by the solvophobicity (from dynamic 
to frozen), and concentration-dependent reaction kinetics. The demonstrated self-assembly 
behavior and the question of non-equilibrium vs. near-equilibrium self-assembly provides 
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an intriguing glimpse into the emerging research field of self-assembly of patchy soft na-
noobjects. Comprehensive studies on self-assembly of such asymmetric JPs with dynamic 
coronas are currently pursued by us and will be reported in due course. This solvent-based, 
template-free approach will be a vital step towards further technological breakthroughs of 
Janus particles, as it is simple, versatile and, in particular, scalable. This methodology 
brings about the necessary tools to tailor their size and Janus balance and, in combination 
with macromolecular engineering, gives access to highly functional and responsive corona 
hemispheres. This can profoundly assist in a further understanding of the complex self-
assembly of Janus particles and their use in applications. 
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Materials and Methods 

Materials 
The preparation and characterization of SBM, SBV, and SBT triblock terpolymers were 
reported in detail previously.[41, 71-73]	   Relevant terpolymer specifics are summarized in Ta-
ble 5–1 and Table S5–1. All solvents used were of analytical grade. Dialysis tubes of re-
generated cellulose with a MWCO of 12,000 – 14,000 g/mol were purchased from Roth, 
equilibrated in deionized water for 30 min and washed with excess dioxane before use.	  
Copper(I)bromide (99%, Aldrich), ethyl 2-bromopropionate (2-EBP 99%, Aldrich), 
N,N,N´,N´´,N´´-pentamethyldiethylenetriamine (PMDETA 99%, Aldrich), 2-hydroxyethyl 
acrylate (HEA-OH 99%, Aldrich) and triethylamine (TEA, 99%, Aldrich) were used as 
received. 2-(dimethyl-amino)ethyl methacrylate (DMAEMA 99%, Aldrich) and tert-butyl 
acrylate (tBA 99%, Aldrich) were passed through a column filled with silica to remove the 
stabilizer. The solvents and other used chemicals were of analytical grade and used without 
further purification. 
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Synthesis of poly(tert-butyl acrylate)-block-poly(2-(cinnamoyloxyethyl acrylate)-
block-poly(2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate) 

Synthesis of trimethylsilyloxyethyl acrylate (HEA-TMS). To a 200 mL round bottom flask 
equipped with a stir bar HEA-OH (16.16 g, 0.14 mol), TEA (21.08 g, 0.21 mol) and 50 mL 
of dichloromethane were added and cooled down to 0 °C. After drop-wise addition of chlo-
rotrimethylsilane (22.76 g, 0.21 mol) the reaction mixture was stirred at 0 °C for another 
2 h and then at room temperature over night. After that, the mixture was filtered two times 
to remove the salt, which in turn was washed with excess cyclohexane. After evaporation 
of the solvents, protected HEA-TMS was recovered by distillation under reduced pressure. 

Synthesis of PtBA Homopolymer. In a typical ATRP reaction 2-EBP (496 mg, 2.74 mmol), 
CuBr (393 mg, 2.74 mmol) and tBA (70.00 g, 547 mmol) were added to a round bottom 
flask, sealed with a rubber septum and equipped with a stir bar and purged with argon for 
30 min. PMDETA (474 mg, 2.74 mmol) was kept and purged with argon in a separate 
flask. After the flask was placed in an oil bath and heated up to 50 °C, PMDETA was add-
ed via gas-tight argon flushed syringe. Periodically, aliquots were removed via a gas-tight 
syringe for GPC and 1H-NMR analysis. After 5 h the reaction was stopped by rapid cool-
ing to room temperature and stirring under air. The crude product was diluted with cyclo-
hexane and passed through a column filled with silica to remove the catalyst. After evapo-
ration of the solvents, THF was added to the flask and the polymer was then precipitated 
into 5 L methanol/water mixture (70:30 v/v), collected by vacuum filtration and dried at 
60 °C under vacuum for one day. The resultant PtBA (Mn,GPC = 24,000 g/mol; PDI = 1.13) 
was collected as a white powder. 

Synthesis of PtBA-b-P(HEA-TMS) diblock copolymer. Bromine end-functionalized PtBA 
was used as the macroinitiator to synthesize PtBA-b-P(HEA-TMS). In a typical reaction 
PtBA-Br macroinitiator (12.00 g, 0.50 mmol), CuBr (71.7 mg, 0.50 mmol), HEA-TMS 
(20.00 g, 106.4 mmol) and 32.5 mL anisole were placed in a round bottom flask, sealed 
with a rubber septum and equipped with a stir bar and purged with argon for 30 min. In a 
separate flask PMDETA (86.7 g, 0.50 mmol) was diluted with 1 ml anisole and also 
purged with argon. After the flask was placed in an oil bath and heated up to 90 °C, the 
polymerization was initiated by adding PMDETA to the reaction mixture via gas-tight ar-
gon flushed syringe. Periodically, 0.1 mL aliquots were removed via a gas-tight syringe for 
GPC and 1H-NMR analysis. The reaction was stopped after 1180 min by cooling the reac-
tion mixture down to room temperature und stirring under air. The crude product was di-
luted with cyclohexane and passed through a column filled with silica to remove the cata-
lyst. After evaporation of the cyclohexane, the diblock copolymer was dissolved in THF 
and purified by dialysis against 5 L THF for 2 days, changing the solvent one time after 
24 h. After evaporation of the THF PtBA-b-P(HEA-TMS) diblock copolymer was dis-
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solved in 1,4-dioxane, freeze-dried and collected as a white solid: (Mn,GPC = 32,000 g/mol; 
PDI = 1.12). 

Synthesis of PtBA-b-P(HEA-TMS)-b-PDMAEMA triblock terpolymer. Bromine end-
functionalized PtBA-b-P(HEA-TMS) was used as the macroinitiator to synthesize PtBA-b-
P(HEA-TMS)-b-PDMAEMA. In a typical reaction PtBA-b-P(HEA-TMS)-Br macro-
initiator (1.0 g, 0.030 mmol), CuCl (2.7 mg, 0.030 mmol) and DMAEMA (1.43 g, 
9.10 mmol) were placed in a round bottom flask together with 7 ml anisol, sealed with a 
rubber septum and equipped with stir bar and purged with argon. In a separate flask 
PMDETA (4.7 mg, 0.03 mmol) was also purged with argon. After the flask was placed in 
an oil bath and heated up to 60 °C, the polymerization was initiated by adding PMDETA to 
the reaction mixture via an argon flushed gas-tight syringe. Periodically, 0.1 mL aliquots 
were removed via a gas-tight syringe for GPC and 1H-NMR analysis. The reaction was 
stopped after 28 h by cooling the reaction mixture down to room temperature und stirring 
under air. The crude product was diluted with cyclohexane and passed through a column 
filled with silica to remove the catalyst. After evaporation of the cyclohexane, THF was 
added to the flask. The polymer was then dialyzed against 5 L ethanol for 2 days, changing 
the solvent one time after 24 h. The resultant PtBA-b-P(HEA-TMS)-b-PDMAEMA 
(Mn,GPC = 72,000 g/mol; PDI = 1.28) was dissolved in 1,4-dioxane and freeze-dried. 

Conversion of PtBA-b-P(HEA-TMS)-b-PDMAEMA to PtBA-b-PCEA-b-PDMAEMA. The 
P(HEA-TMS) block was converted to PCEA by selective acidic hydrolysis of the TMS-
groups followed by esterification with cinnamoyl chloride. For this purpose the terpolymer 
(0.75 g, 0.24 mmol) was dissolved in a mixture of 15 mL THF and 15 mL methanol con-
taining 1 mL acetic acid as catalyst. The mixture was stirred for 4 h at room temperature 
and quantitative removal of the TMS protective group was confirmed by 1H-NMR analy-
sis. The solvents were removed by evaporation and the newly formed hydroxyl groups of 
the PHEA block were reacted with a 4-fold excess of cinnamoyl chloride in dry pyridine at 
room temperature for 48 h. The resultant PtBA-b-PCEA-b-PDMAEMA was purified by 
dialysis against 5 L ethanol for two days. 

Methods 
Preparation of precursor micelles. SBM, SBV and SBT terpolymers were dissolved in 
N,N´-dimethylacetamide (DMAc) and tACD in isopropanol. All polymer solutions were 
prepared at an initial concentration of c = 1 g/L. The as-prepared micellar solutions of 
SBM, SBV and SBT were annealed overnight at 70 °C and tACD at 50 °C to guarantee an 
equilibrated system. The resulting precursor micelles were investigated by dynamic light 
scattering (DLS) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). 

Self-assembly of core-corona micelles into MCMs. In all cases, 5 mL of the core-corona 
micelles (1 g/L) were dialyzed into 5 L of selective solvent for the corona block. The sol-
vent exchange was monitored by 1H-NMR. Micellar solutions of SBM terpolymers were 
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dialyzed into acetone/isopropanol mixtures, SBT terpolymer into ethanol, SBV into iso-
propanol and tACD into water pH 6. The resulting structures were investigated by both 
DLS and TEM. 

Crosslinking of the compartments. In order to permanently fix the phase separated state, 
2 equivalents of the photo-crosslinker, 2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyldiphenylphosphineoxide 
(Lucirin TPO®; λmax ≈ 360 nm), per double bond were added to the solution. Stirring for 
2 h ensured homogeneous distribution of the photo-crosslinker before the sample was irra-
diated for 1 h using a UV-lamp with a cut-off filter of λ = 300 nm. Re-dispersion in THF 
as a good solvent for all blocks then broke up the MCMs into single JPs. 

Hydrolysis of SBM3 Janus micelles. The Janus micelles were dissolved in 1,4-dioxane 
(c = 10 g/L) in a sealed Schott glass and the PMMA ester groups were hydrolyzed with 
3 eq. KOH per PMMA unit using 18-crown-6 as a phase transfer catalyst (molar ratio [18-
crown-6]/[KOH] = 5/1). The reaction was carried out at 110 °C for 5 days. Finally the so-
lution was precipitated into 1 M hydrochloric acid, and washed with water, before the resi-
due was dried under vacuum (maximum 50 °C). 

Instrumentation 
Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) was performed at a scattering angle of 90° or multiple 
angles ranging from 30°-150° in 10° steps on an ALV DLS/SLS-SP 5022F equipment con-
sisting of an ALV-SP 125 laser goniometer, an ALV 5000/E correlator, and a He–Ne laser 
operating at a wavelength of λ = 632.8 nm. The CONTIN algorithm was applied to analyze 
the obtained correlation functions. Apparent hydrodynamic radii were calculated according 
to the Stokes–Einstein equation. All CONTIN plots are intensity-weighted. Prior to the 
light scattering measurements, all sample solutions were filtered twice trough a 5 µm 
PTFE-membrane. The dynamic viscosities of acetone/isopropanol mixtures were calculat-
ed according to Ubbelohde, 

,	  

, where ν is the kinematic viscosity, K is the viscometer constant, t is the measurement 
time, υ is the Hagenbach capillary correction factor, w1 is the weight fraction of acetone 
and, ρi are the corresponding densities. 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) was performed in bright-field mode on Zeiss 
CEM 902 and LEO 922 OMEGA electron microscopes operated at 80 kV and 200 kV, 
respectively. The samples were prepared by placing one drop of the polymer solution (0.01 
g/L) onto carbon-coated copper grids. Excess solvent was instantly absorbed by a filter 
paper. For selective staining, the TEM specimens were exposed to RuO4 vapor for 15 min 
(stains aromatics: PS, P2VP, PCEMA), OsO4 vapor for 3 h (stains double bonds: PB) or I2 
vapor for 3 h (stains amines: P2VP). 

1 1 1 2( )[ (1 )]K t w wη νρ υ ρ ρ= = − + −
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Polymer Characteristics 

Table S5–1: Molecular characteristics of the employed triblock terpolymers 

Codea Polymerc 
d 

rC
e Npatches 

Rh 
MCM 
[nm]f 

Rh JP 
[nm]g 

Rh JP 
[nm]h 

SBM1 S310B150M340 S43B11M46
74 3.57 0.75 10-12 42 ± 5 42 ± 9 19 ± 6 

SBM2 S340B330M360 S40B20M40
90 1.78 0.54 3 36 ± 8 36 ± 6 23 ± 7 

SBM3 S610B640M290 S50B27M23
127 1.69 0.23 5-7 54 ± 5 49 ± 6 35 ± 5 

SBM4 S280B330M430 S32B20M48
90 1.46 0.70 2 37 ± 4 38 ± 7 26 ±8 

SBTb S510B540T350 S40B22T38
132 1.67 0.67 3 34 ± 6 36 ± 8 30 ± 9 

SBV S360B380V590 S31B17V52
120 1.67 0.81 3 36 ± 7 49 ± 6 29 ± 7 

tACD tA190C70D110 T41C30D29
59 1.65 0.43 2-3 36 ± 7 18 ± 3 --- 

a For abbreviations see Chart 5–1 in the main text;  
b 1,4-butadiene content ca. 10 mol%, otherwise 90 mol%; 
c Subscripts in the left column denote the number-average degree of polymerization, subscripts in the right 
column denote the weight fraction and superscript is the overall molecular weight in kg/mol; 
d Volume ratio of the core forming blocks; 
e Molar ratio of the coronal to the core blocks rC=NC/NA+NB;  
f MCMs measured in solvents of preparation at a concentration of 1 g/L: SBM1-4 in acetone/isopropanol 
(70/30 v/v), SBT in ethanol, SBV in isopropanol and tACD in water pH 6. 
g Janus particles measured in THF at a concentration of 1 g/L. tACD JPs were measured in water pH 3. 
h Janus particles measured in DMAc at a concentration of 1 g/L.  

A

B

V
V
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Dynamic Light Scattering of Janus micelles after crosslinking and re-dispersion in 
DMAc 

 

Figure S5–1: Size distributions of SBM1-4, SBT and SBV JPs after redispersion in DMAc 
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1H NMR of crosslinked SBM2 Janus particles before and after crosslinking 

 

Figure S5–2: Size distributions of SBM1-4, SBT and SBV JPs after re-dispersion in THF 
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Dynamic Light Scattering of Janus micelles after crosslinking and re-dispersion in 
THF 

  

Figure S5–3: 1H NMR spectra of: (A) SBM2 triblock terpolymer; (B) JPs without any indication of remain-
ing PB at δ = 5.2-5.6 after crosslinking. Before and after crosslinking, the ratio of intensities IPS/IPMMA are 
identical with IPS = 5.0 at δ = 6.4-7.2 and IPMMA = 3.2 at δ = 3.6 before and IPS = 5.0 and IPMMA = 3.1 after 
crosslinking, which corresponds to 50 mol% of each repeating unit in both cases.  
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Comparison of JPs prepared via the bulk and the solution route 

Visualization of the Janus character is challenging, especially in the case of nanometer-
sized ones. Even in good solvents the high surface activity can lead to aggregation or pref-
erential orientation towards surfaces such as the carbon coating of the TEM copper grid. A 
simple way to prove the typical Janus micelle character is the comparison with micelles 
prepared via the well documented cross-linking of lamella-sphere bulk morphologies as 
exemplified on SBM1 (Figure S5–4A, B).[55] Films of SBM1 were cast from THF 
(100 mg/ml) with slow solvent evaporation over a period of at least one week. The thin 
films (< 1 mm) were cross-linked with S2Cl2 vapor for two days and re-dispersed in THF 
under vigorous stirring for another week. TEM samples prepared by applying one drop of a 
0.01g/L solution of JPs in THF on a carbon coated copper grid showed Janus micelles that, 
upon drying, again form aggregation patterns reminiscent of the lamella-sphere morpholo-
gy (Figure S5–4C). Although these aggregation patterns vary with local concentration of 
micelles the observed arrangements are almost identical to those prepared via the solvent-
based process (Figure S5–4D, E). 

 

Figure S5–4: Bulk morphology route and solution-based approach to JPs and the self-assembly behav-
ior on surfaces: (A) Schematic representation of lamella-sphere (ls) bulk morphology and TEM image of the 
SBM1 bulk morphology. (B) Janus micelle after cross-linking of the PB phase and re-dispersion in THF. 
Schematic of proposed self-assembly pattern of Janus micelles on surfaces and self-assembly of Janus mi-
celles found on carbon coated TEM grids. (C) Self-assembly of SBM1 in acetone/isopropanol (70/30 v/v) 
and almost identical aggregation pattern of Janus micelles in TEM. (Scale bars correspond to 200 nm; color 
code from selective staining with OsO4: PS grey, PB black and PMMA not visible due to electron beam deg-
radation).  
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Aggregation number of block terpolymer chains per JP core 

The aggregation number for a sphere can be estimated from the core radius determined in 
TEM and eq. 5–1: 

   (5–1) 

, where  is the mass of the micellar core;  is the mass of an individual PB chain, 

is the Avogadro constant,  is the density of PB,  is the volume of the micellar 

core, and  is the molecular weight of an individual PB chain.  

Thus, with MPB ~ DPPB,  

  (5–1a) 

Since the contribution of the staining agent, OsO4, is neglected, the Nagg values are only 
apparent. The aggregation numbers were calculated using an average value of 250 core 
radii measured in TEM as depicted in Figure S5–5. 

 
Figure S5–5: Frequency distributions of the core radii of SBM1, SBM2 and SBM3 JPs. At least 250 
core radii were measured in TEM for each sample. 

A theoretical approach for diblock copolymer micelles with a solvophobic B and a sol-
vophilic A block states that the depdence of Nagg on the DP of the solvophilic blocks can 
be neglected.[74] Thus, for terpolymers with a solvophobic PB and two solvophilic blocks 
PS and PMMA these considerations can be adjusted to yield equation 2 as an approxima-
tion: 

  (5–2) 
Here, the exponent x can adapt values from 0.8 to 2 for the limiting cases of star-line and 
crew-cut micelles. 
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Insertion of eq. 5–2 into eq. 5–1a renders 
  (5–3) 

A double-logarithmic plot in Figure S5–6 according to equation 1 renders x = 1.2 ± 0.3, 
indicating that the micelles are between the star-like and crew-cut regimes. Using this val-
ue of the exponent we obtain for our JP’s 

  (5–4) 

Thus, the exponent for Rcore vs. DPn,PB is between 0.6 and 0.9. 

 
Figure S5–6: Double logarithmic plot of aggregation number vs. degree of polymerization 

The double logarithmic plot of Rcore vs. DPn,PB confirms these conclusions as the slope is 
calculated to x = 0.67 ± 0.07 

 
Figure S5–7: Double logarithmic plot of core radii vs. degree of polymerization 
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PMAA corona distribution of SBMAA3 JPs in water pH 10 

 

Figure S5–8: SBMAA3 JPs after dialysis from THF into water pH 10 at a concentration c = 0.05 g/L. 
(A) OsO4 staining renders PB black, PS grey and PMAA is visible. The Janus character is clearly visible. (B) 
Staining with uranylacetate UO2(OAc)2 only visualizes the PMAA corona. The homogeneous coloring and 
the spherical appearence of the micelle supports a complete coating of the JP with PMAA chains. 
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Supracolloidal Hybrids: Soft polymer-based Janus micelles provide excellent stabiliza-
tion for multi-walled carbon nanotubes in a variety of solvents, including water. The size 
ratio of stabilizing to adsorbing patch (Janus balance) is decisive for substantial physisorp-
tion and stabilization. The supracolloidal interaction preserves the structural integrity of the 
nanotubes, essential for maintaining many appealing properties. 
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Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) undoubtedly pose exceptional materials in nanotechnology and 
materials science.[1,2] Their outstanding strength, robustness and electrical and thermal 
conductivity render them very attractive fillers for numerous innovative composites.[3-6] A 
uniform distribution of CNTs in the target medium, e.g., solvent or polymer matrix, is of-
ten mandatory to fully harness the desired properties and to enhance CNT processability. 
However, the high cohesion energy (π-stacking) combined with a low solubility parameter 
promotes extreme bundling to minimize interactions with the surrounding medium.[6, 7] It is 
therefore necessary to stabilize each CNT with a surface coating either via covalent at-
tachment (grafting to/from) or physisorption.[8-14] Covalent attachments provide very good 
stabilization, yet this “anchoring” also interrupts the conjugated π-system lowering the 
CNT properties. Physisorbed moieties are better suited as they show excellent stabilization, 
while maintaining the structural integrity of the CNTs. Non-covalent dispersants range 
from pure organic compounds to surfactants[15-17] and block copolymers[18-22], and recently, 
even block copolymer micelles.[23, 24] Organic solvents have the disadvantage that the 
CNTs cannot be transferred into other media without coagulation and precipitation. Surfac-
tants and amphiphilic block copolymers can be tailored to match any solvent, but often 
require a high dispersant-to-CNT weight ratio to form stable dispersions.[18] In comparison 
to that, block copolymer micelles have similar stabilizing properties, while requiring lower 
dispersant/CNT ratios.[23] These developments mirror that the trend is clearly shifting to-
wards more sophisticated compatibilizers unifying strong adsorption to the CNTs paired 
with enhanced stabilization, preferably in many different media. Janus particles of various 
topologies[25-29] are well-known for their strong affinity towards interfaces,[30-32] outstand-
ing performance as “ giant surfactants” in emulsion polymerization, and as compatibilizers 
in polymer blends.[33, 34] The strong interfacial affinity originates from the Pickering ef-
fect[35] and the two strictly phase-separated corona patches. 

Here, we demonstrate that polymer-based Janus micelles (JMs) facilitate the dispersion 
of multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) in a variety of solvents, including water. JMs 
selectively adsorb to the MWNTs with a π-stacking patch, while stabilizing the formed 
supracolloidal hybrid in the chosen medium through steric repulsion with a solvophilic 
patch (Scheme 6–1). The non-invasive physisorption preserves the conjugated structure of 
the MWNTs, essential for maintaining its attractive properties. We recently developed a 
large-scale approach allowing the functional design of nanoscale JMs[36, 37] with respect to 
size, corona chemistry and Janus balance (JB), all decisive for MWNT dispersion as sum-
marized in Table 1. The overall size of the JMs can be tailored from 20 – 100 nm, match-
ing the outer diameter of MWNTs, typically in the range of 10 – 100 nm. Larger particles 
(> 100 nm) may attach to several tubes causing network formation and precipitation. 
Matching sizes are essential to enhance particle-particle interaction as recently demonstrat-
ed for a biomimetic composite, where a genetically engineered “Janus-like” protein, hy-
drophobin, facilitates extremely strong supramolecular interaction between nanofibrillated 
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cellulose and graphene.[38] The tasks of the corona hemispheres can be tailored to meet 
application needs, simply by choosing the proper ABC triblock terpolymer. Beyond that, 
we systematically vary the rarely addressed Janus balance, i.e. the size ratio of both corona 
patches, from dominant adsorbant to dominant stabilizer and show its critical impact on the 
effectiveness of the dispersant. 

 

Scheme 6–1. JMs compatibilizing between MWNTs and medium. Adapted from Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 
2013, 52, 3602-3606. Reprinted with permission from Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. 

Table 6–1. Characteristics of used Janus Micelles 

Code Polymer[a] Rh [nm][b] dcore [nm][c] JBPS [%][d] 

SBM1 S610B640M290
127 35 ± 3 31 ± 5 68 

SBM2 S340B330M360
90 25 ± 4 22 ± 4 48 

SBM3 S280B330M430
90 27 ± 3 21 ± 3 39 

SBT S580B120T470
134 29 ± 2 10 ± 2 55 

SBV S360B380V590
120 29 ± 7 14 ± 3 38 

[a] Subscript denotes the number-average degree of polymerization and superscript the molecular weight in 
kg/mol. [b] Hydrodynamic radii in THF at c = 1 g/L. [c] Average from TEM image analysis of 250 cores.[41] 

[d] Janus balance, JBPS = DPn,PS/(DPn,PS+DPn,C) with C = PMMA, PtBMA or P2VP. 

The experimental approach to JM/MWNT hybrids is straightforward and will be exem-
plified on polystyrene-block-polybutadiene-block-poly(methyl methacrylate) (SBM) JMs 
with a cross-linked B-core, a dominant S- and a minor M-patch (JBPS = 68 %). Pristine, 
untreated MWNTs were dispersed in acetone together with SBM1 JMs at a weight ratio of 
50:50 w/w to yield a final MWNT concentration of 0.05 g/L. Acetone is a good solvent for 
M, a near-Θ solvent for S and a non-solvent for the MWNTs. Thus, the MWNTs entangle 
into strongly interacting bundles (sedimentation), whereas the solvophobic S-patches cause 
clustering of JM (Figure 6–1A). This setup was sonified to disassemble the MWNTs and 
the JM-clusters. After treatment, re-assembly induces adsorption of JMs onto the MWNTs 
surface to minimize energetically unfavorable solvent/solvophobic interfaces. Thereby, the 
M-patches provide steric repulsion, suppressing rebundling of the MWNTs and promote 
the formation of a stable dispersion. A dense coating of JMs on to the MWNTs is evident 
from the substantial amount of spherical particles residing on the surface as visualized by 
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transmission and scanning electron microscopy (TEM, SEM) and atomic force microscopy 
(AFM, Figure 6–1B). Raman spectroscopy proves that the CNT surface is not affected by 
this supracolloidal attachment and in IR measurements both materials contribute to the 
spectrum (Figures S6–1-3). 

 
Figure 6–1. General preparation procedure. A) Schematics and TEM images of starting materials in acetone. 
B) Supracolloidal re-assembly (scale bars are 200 nm). Adapted from Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2013, 52, 3602-
3606. Reprinted with permission from Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. 

Surprisingly, the JMs selectively attach to the MWNTs instead of re-assembling with 
each other, irrespective of JM concentration or Janus balance. At a JM/MWNT ratio of 
33:66 w/w, the JMs fully attach to the MWNTs and we do not identify any of the former 
clusters or residual JMs (Figure 6–2A). Dense packing is not observed yet, because there is 
still enough space for the JMs to evenly distribute along the MWNT surface. At a ratio of 
50:50 w/w, SBM1 forms a dense multilayer packing, but still no residual JMs are found 
(Figure 6–2B). However, an excess of JMs (90:10 w/w) results in quantitative coverage, 
multilayer formation and growth of JM clusters from the surface (Figure S6–4). Only then, 
a fraction of the JMs simply re-assemble into the former raspberry-like shape. We attribute 
the strong and selective affinity of the JMs towards the solvent/MWNT-interface to (i) the 
Pickering effect,[35] (ii) π-stacking of the polystyrene hemisphere facing towards the sp2-
hybridized carbon surface, but mostly, to (iii) minimization of unfavorable interfacial en-
ergies. In good solvents such as THF (or less polar), JMs do not attach to the MWNTs but 
are evenly scattered on the TEM grid as the driving force for surface energy minimization 
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is greatly reduced. Reversible switching between the adsorbed and desorbed state under-
lines the supracolloidal nature of the interaction (Figure S6–5). 

 
Figure 6–2. Adsorption pattern of SBM1 at A) 20:80 w/w and B) at 50:50 w/w, of C) SBM2 and D) SBM3. 
Adapted from Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2013, 52, 3602-3606. Reprinted with permission from Wiley-VCH 
Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. 

In recent works, we and others showed that the Janus balance is a key element deter-
mining the aggregation behavior of JMs in selective solvents.[36, 39, 40] Here, we demon-
strate its fundamental influence on the quantity of adsorbed JMs on a set of SBM JMs 
ranging from dominant adsorbing (SBM1, JBPS = 68 %) to equal-sized (SBM2, 
JBPS = 48 %) to dominant stabilizing patch (SBM3, JBPS = 39 %). The adsorption behavior 
is visualized qualitatively in TEM (Figures 6–2B-D, S6–4-7) and followed quantitatively 
via thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) (Figures 6–3, S6–8, 9). As long as the surface is not 
saturated (< 50:50 w/w), we observe quantitative adsorption corroborated by the linear 
relationship in Figure 6–3 (also no residual JMs in Figure 6–2B-D). At a constant weight 
ratio of 66:33 w/w, the amount of adsorbed JMs decreases from SBM1 to SBM3. SBM1 
has the largest adsorbing S-patch and the smallest repulsive M-corona both promoting 
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dense packing. After adsorption, the “sticky” S-patch attracts other JMs inducing a cascad-
ing effect as every newly attached JM generates an additional hydrophobic surface. Even at 
very high JM content (83:17 w/w), we determine almost quantitative adsorption in TGA 
(≈ 70 wt.-%) realized by multilayer coating and cluster growth from the MWNT surface 
(Figures S6–4, 8, 9). SBM2 on the other hand, displays an adsorption limit at ≈ 45 wt.-% 
reached at 50:50 w/w, also indicated by the less dense coating as compared to SBM1 (Fig-
ure 2C). The larger stabilizing M-corona occupies more volume and blocks surface area for 
other JMs. These effects become more distinct for SBM3 (Figure 6–2D). Here, the surface 
uptake reaches saturation at ≈ 35 wt.-% as the M-corona requires too much space for all 
JMs to be accommodated. In TEM the space between the particles is occupied by PMMA 
(not visible due to e-beam degradation) and therefore not accessible for other JMs. Repul-
sive interactions of the solvated M-corona prevent complete coverage. In both TEM and 
SEM, JMs are evenly spaced on the MWNT surface, reminiscent of helical packing (Fig-
ure 6–2D, S6–7), where the JM-JM interparticle spacing is defined by the excluded volume 
of the M-corona. The motif of helical wrapping of CNTs is not uncommon and has been 
reported for several polymers.[11] 

 

Figure 6–3. Adsorption efficiency of SBM1-3 JMs in dependence of their Janus balance determined by 
thermogravimetric analysis. Adapted from Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2013, 52, 3602-3606. Reprinted with per-
mission from Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. 

The striking advantage of JMs is the possibility to combine and spatially divide differ-
ent chemical environments within one single particle. We designed several JMs with one 
patch, matching the demands of increasingly polar solvents, while continued to use the S-
patch that already proved its extraordinary affinity towards MWNTs. We first exchange 
the PMMA-patch (suitable for blending with poly(styrene-co-acrylonitrile) or PMMA) 
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with poly(tert-butyl methacrylate) (T) that is stable in ethanol (Figure 6–4A).We chose PS-
b-PB-b-PtBMA (SBT) JMs with a very small B-core (d ≈ 10 nm) to demonstrate control of 
the size of the JMs that are only visible as regularly spaced small black dots on the 
MWNTs surrounded by a dark gray coating (S, selectively stained with RuO4). PS-b-PB-b-
P2VP (SBV) JMs with a pH-responsive poly(2-vinyl-pyridine) (V) patch allow stabiliza-
tion of MWNTs in acidic water. Cryogenic TEM imaging gives a clear picture of the JM 
distribution around the MWNTs and rules out drying artifacts (Figure 6–4B). P2VP is an 
attractive functional corona that allows the entire supracolloidal hybrid to undergo reversi-
ble precipitation/redispersion cycles with a sharp transition at pH 4 and it is also well-
known to coordinate metal anions (e.g. AuCl4

-, TiO2
2-). JMs with a poly(methacrylic acid) 

(MAA) patch (SBMAA, obtained via hydrolysis of SBM),[41] form stable dispersions in 
neutral and basic water (Figure 6–4C). This hybrid shows a precipitation/ redispersion 
transition at pH ~5 and PMAA is known to coordinate metal cations (e.g. Ag+, Cd2+). Sur-
prisingly, the stability of the SBMAA/MWNT hybrids follows an inverse trend to the ad-
sorbed mass of JMs and increases from SBMAA1 to SBMAA3 (Figure 6–4D). Although 
MWNTs have a lower bulk density than water (δMWNTs ≈ 0.22 g/cm3), the SBMAA1 coat-
ing induces sedimentation due to insufficient stabilization (JBPS = 68 %) as compared to 
the increased total weight of the hybrid. Stabilization enhances for SBMAA2 and peaks for 
SBMAA3, clearly demonstrating that not the amount of attached JMs is decisive for stabil-
ity, but rather the contribution of each JM to hybrid stabilization, i.e., a Janus balance in 
favor of the stabilizing MAA-patch. 

 

Figure 6–4. JM/MWNT hybrids (50:50 w/w) in protic solvents. A) SBT JMs in ethanol, B) SBV JMs in 
water pH 3 (cryo-TEM) and C) SBMAA3 JMs in water pH 10. D) MWNT dispersions in water pH10: pris-
tine, stabilized by SBMAA1, SBMAA2 and SBMAA3 (scale bars are 200 nm). Adapted from Angew. Chem. 
Int. Ed. 2013, 52, 3602-3606. Reprinted with permission from Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. 
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In conclusion, we demonstrated that Janus micelles are well suited as supracolloidal 
dispersants for carbon nanotubes. They exhibit (i) amphiphilic character and (ii) tunable 
surface patches; (iii) the supracolloidal attachment preserves CNTs properties, while (iv) 
low dispersant/tube weight ratios (10:90 w/w) are sufficient for stabilization. In the dried 
state, the JMs act as a glue for the CNTs and the hybrid material approaches the bulk den-
sity of the glassy polymers (δ ≈ 1.15-1.50 g/cm3), making handling safer and dosing easier. 
In contrast, pristine disentangled CNTs exhibit a very low density and become easily air-
borne. The quantitative coating allows precipitation, drying, long-time storage and redis-
persion in any medium, matching the stabilizing corona. The Janus balance determines the 
quantity of adsorbed JMs and thus controls adsorption patterns from multilayered to heli-
cal. The direct visualization of adsorption patterns should aid the design of future CNT 
dispersants. A number of other attractive stabilizing patches are currently pursued by us, 
such as pH- and temperature-responsive poly(2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate), tech-
nologically relevant and degradable poly(ε-caprolactone) or biocompatible poly(ethylene 
oxide). 
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1. Experimental Section 

Materials 
The preparation and characterization of SBM, SBV and SBT triblock terpolymers were 
reported in detail previously.[1-5] Relevant terpolymer specifics are summarized in Tables 
S1. Multi-walled carbon nanotubes were purchased from Aldrich (carbon content > 95 %, 
average diameter d=20-30 nm, 0.5-200 µm length, produced via CoMoCAT® Catalytic 
Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) Method). All solvents used were of analytical grade. 

Methods 

Preparation of Janus Micelles (JMs). To demonstrate the readily accessible large-scale 
synthesis, we prepared solutions of SBM, SBV and SBT terpolymers (1g) in THF (10ml) 
at a concentration of c = 100 g/L. The highly concentrated polymer solutions were dialyzed 
into 1 L of selective solvent for the corona block to yield spherical multicompartment mi-
celles. This step breaks the symmety by phase separation of block A (core) and C (corona). 
The solvent exchange was monitored by 1H-NMR. Micellar solutions of SBM terpolymers 
were dialyzed into acetone/isopropanol mixtures, SBT terpolymer into ethanol, SBV into 
isopropanol. In order to permanently fixate this phase separated state, we added 0.5 equiva-
lents photo-crosslinker, 2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyldiphenyl-phosphineoxide (Lucirin TPO®; 
λmax ≈ 360 nm) per double bond to the solution. Stirring for 2 hours ensured homogeneous 
distribution of the photo-crosslinker before the sample was irradiated for 1 hour using a 
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UV-lamp with a cut-off filter of λ = 300 nm. Precipitation in methanol (or Milliq water for 
SBV) removed the cross-linker and yielded Janus micelles. The overall procedure takes 
over night and can be modified to produce JMs on a 100 g scale. As stable dispersions with 
MWNTs are already obtained at ratios of 10:90 w/w this can be used to prepare 1 kg of 
hybrid material equalling 100 kg composite with 1 wt% filler content. 

Preparation of JM/MWNT hybrids. JMs and MWNTs were dispersed in acetone, JMs at 
varying concentrations c = 0.05, 0.1 and 0.5 g/L, and MWNTs at a fixed concentration 
c = 0.05 g/L. The JM and MWNT solutions were mixed to yield JM/MWNT weight ratios 
of 10:90, 20:80, 33:66, 50:50, 66:33, 83:17 and 90:10 w/w. The mixtures underwent ultra-
sonic treatment using a Branson model-250 digital sonifier, equipped with 1/8 in. diameter 
tapered microtip, for 10 min with 10 % amplitude (200 watt) and a pulse/pause sequence of 
30s/10s. 

Hydrolysis of SBM JMs to SBMAA. The JMs were dissolved in 1,4-dioxane (c = 10 g/L) in 
a sealed Schott glass and the PMMA ester groups were hydrolyzed with 3 eq. KOH per 
PMMA unit using 18-crown-6 as a phase transfer agent (molar ratio [18-crown-
6]/[KOH] = 5/1). The reaction was carried out at 110 °C for 5 days. Finally the solution 
was precipitated into 1 M hydrochloric acid, and washed with water, before the residue 
was dried under vacuum (maximum 50 °C). 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) was performed in bright-field mode on Zeiss 
CEM 902 and LEO 922 OMEGA electron microscopes operated at 80 kV and 200 kV, 
respectively. The samples were prepared by placing one drop of the polymer solution 
(0.01 g/L) onto carbon-coated copper grids. Excess solvent was instantly absorbed by a 
filter paper. 

Sample preparation for additional measurements. 10 mg of MWNTs were sonified togeth-
er with JMs in acetone for 20 min, filtered to remove excess JMs (e.g., for high JM con-
tents) and washed with acetone. After drying of the residue, 8-10 mg of hybrid was used 
for the measurements. 

Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) were carried out on a Mettler Toledo TGA/SDTA 851e 
to study the thermal properties at a heating rate of 10°K/min in N2 from 25 to 800 °C.  

Rama spectroscopy. The Raman data was acquired using a confocal Raman microscope 
(LabRAM Division, HORIBA Jobin Yvon) equipped with an objective from Olympus 
(100x, NA = 0.9) and a linear polarized laser (He-Ne, λ = 632.8 nm). The Raman scatter-
ing was detected by a Peltier-cooled CCD camera (-70°C, Synapse), behind a grating spec-
trometer. All spectra were accumulated from three measurements with the laser focused at 
the sample surface. 

Attenuated Total Reflection Infrared (ATR-IR) spectra were recorded on a Digilab Excali-
bur Series with an ATR unit MIRacle from Pike Technology. 
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2. Raman spectroscopy of supracolloidal JM/MWNT interaction  
Apart from the radial breathing modes (RBM) the Raman spectra of MWNTs show three 
characteristic frequency bands: D(defect)-band (1320 cm-1), G(raphene)-band (1570 – 
1600 cm-1), and G’-band (2635 cm-1). The D-band is a result of photon-defect interac-
tions.[6] For MWNTs, the G-band can be differentiated for the longitudinal (G-) and the 
circumferential (G+) stretching of the nanotube.[7] The G-/G+ ratio suggests that the stud-
ied CNT sample has a multi-wall configuration.[8] The G’-band is an overtone which is 
related to photo-second photon interactions. These peaks are characteristic of MWNTs and 
graphite sheets. Figure S1 shows overview spectra comparing neat and SBM modified 
MWNTs. 

 

Figure S6-1. Raman spectra of pristine (black) and modified CNTs (red). For clarity a low resolution grating 
(600 g mm-1) was used. 

The ratio of the D-band to the G-band intensity (ID/IG) is a sensitive measure of the defect 
concentration, which is commonly used for MWNTs samples.[8,9] The D/G bands are pre-
sented in Figure S2. By fitting the data for three Voigt signals, the G-/G+ signals can be 
distinguished. A comparison of the Raman data can be found in Table S1. We found that 
the ID/IG- band ratio, which is related to the defect concentration, did not change noticeably 
upon modification (<2%). Considering the area ratio AD/(AG-+AG+) the data suggests an 
apparent decrease of the defect density, which is due to a contribution of the polymer (ad-
ditional vibrations/cm-1: ν(CC) alicyclic, aliphatic chain 600-1300 cm-1; aromatic ring 
chain 1600 cm-1, 1500 cm-1; δ(CH3) 1380 cm-1; δ(CH2) δ(CH3) asym. 1400-1470 cm-1; 
ν(C=O) 1680-1820 cm-1). The specific signals could not be distinguished from the 
MWNTs bands. 
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Figure S5-2. Raman spectra of G/D-band regime measured at high resolution (grating: 1800 g mm-1). The 
fitting was based on three Voigt signals (D, G-, and G+). 

Table S6-1. Comparison of Raman data. 

 D [cm-1] G- [cm-1] G+ [cm-1] IG+/IG- ID/IG- AD/(AG-+AG+) 

Pristine 1320 1570 1600 0.56 1.86 1.86 

modified 1320 1570 1600 0.60 1.89 1.67 

3. IR-Spectroscopy of JM, pristine MWNTs and purified hybrid 
After sonication treatment and removal of excess micellar solution we find a contribution 
of both materials to the characteristic signals within the hybrid. 

 

Figure S6-3. IR-spectra of SBM2 (red), pristine MWNTs (black) and hybrid (blue). The characteristic fea-
tures of both materials are highlighted and can be found within the hybrid material. The characteristic adsorp-
tion band for CH2 (3200-2800 cm-1), the MWNT (2300-1800 cm-1) and -COO- of PMMA (1750 cm-1). 
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4. Magnified adsorption pattern of SBM1-3 at weight ratios 50:50, 66:33 
and 90:10. 

 

Figure S6-4. JM/MWNT hybrids at varying weight ratios 50:50, 66:33 and 90:10 and differing Janus bal-
ance. A-D) The adsorption pattern goes from statistical to dense to multilayer coating for SBM1 with JM 
clusters observed only at high weight ratios (D). E-H) SBM2 displays less dense coating and I-L) SBM3 
adsorption pattern with regular spacing. Already at a moderate weight ratio of 66:33 a large fraction of the 
JMs cannot adsorb to the MWNTs. 
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5. Reversible supracolloidal adsorption/desorption of SBM1 

 

Figure S6-5. Supracolloidal adsorption/desorption of SBM1 onto MWNTs in selective solvents at a weight 
ratio of 50:50. A) Dense coating after 20 min sonication in acetone. Full consumption of the JMs and no 
residual micelles in the background. B) The TEM image shows the sample from (A) after drying, redisper-
sion in THF and sonication for 20 min. Some JMs are still attached to the surface, yet the major part has 
detached and is located in the vicinity. C) The TEM image shows the sample from (B) after drying, redisper-
sion in acetone and sonication for 20 min. The JMs are again quantitatively attached to the surface and no 
residual JMs are in the vicinity. 

6. TEM overviews of SBM1-3 at a weight ratio of 66:33. 

 

Figure S6-6. Overviews of MWNTs coated with SBM1-3 at a weight ratio of 66:33. A) MWNTs coated with 
SBM1 show full consumption of the JMs with no residual micelles in the background. B) For SBM2 the 
surface is also completely covered with JMs, but at this weight ratio already small micellar clusters are visi-
ble (red arrows). C) Due to the large swollen repulsive corona, SBM3 JMs require more space and at this 
weight ratio a large amount cannot attach to the surface of the MWNTs. 
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7. TEM and SEM overviews of SBM1-3 at a weight ratio of 50:50. 

 

Figure S6-7. Overviews of MWNTs coated with SBM1-3 at a weight ratio of 50:50. A-C) MWNTs coated 
with SBM1 show full consumption of the JMs with no residual micelles in the background. B) For SBM2 the 
surface is also completely covered with JMs, but at this weight ratio already small micellar clusters are visi-
ble (red arrows). C) Due to the large swollen repulsive corona, JMs SBM3 require more space and already at 
this weight ratio a large amount cannot attach to the surface of the MWNTs. 
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8. Thermogravimetric (TGA) measurements 

	  

Figure S6-8. A) TGA of starting materials. B) Influence of sonication time on adsorbed mass. We observe a 
clear increase with sonication time, which we attribute to the progressing disentanglement of the long and 
length-disperse MWNTs (0.5-200 µm) and the larger produced surface area. 

	  

Figure S6-9. Quantitative determination of adsorbed mass in dependence of mixing ratios 10:90, 20:80, 
33:66, 50:50, 66:33, 83:17 and 90:10. A) SBM1, B) SBM2 and C) SBM3. D) Comparison of adsorption 
behaviour of SBM1-3. All JMs exhibit a linear region (quantitative adsorption) until surface saturation is 
reached. The larger the stabilizing corona patch, the sooner complete coverage of the MWNTs is reached 
expressed by asymptotic approximation of the maximum loading limit: ≈70wt% for SBM1, ≈45wt% for 
SBM2, ≈35wt% for SBM3. The excessively large weight fraction (≈85wt%) of adsorbed SBM1 at 90:10 w/w 
is attributed to the formation of large JM clusters alongside with MWNT coating.  
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